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CUSTOM SERVICE 
A QUALITY IN-HOUSE INDEPENDENT FACILITY 

RECORDMESSING °CASSETTE DUPLICATING  
QUALITY IN-HOUSE 

- MASTERING STUDIO - 

WE DO IT ALL! 
Cassette Duplicating • Record Pressing • Mastering • Printing 

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFERS 
- LIMITED TIME - 

100012" RECORDS $1649. 
— with Full Color Jackets — 

includes: state-of-the-art stereo mastering, plating, test pressings, finest virgin 
vinyl pressings, 2-color labels, full color glossy coated jackets, white inner 

sleeves and shrink wrap - FAST IN AND OUT SERVICE! 
(customer supplies composite film) 

500 12" SINGLES COMPLETE $899. 
includes: state-of-the-art stereo mastering, plating, test pressings, finest quality 
virgin vinyl records; 2 color labels, white board jacket with die cut center hole, 
white dust sleeves and shrink wrap. (SPECIAL ENDS JULY 29, 1988) 

1000 CASSETTES $859. 
— with Full Color Inserts — 

includes: super chrome running master, label plate, direct cassette printing, 
Dolby HX, 2000 full-color inserts, plastic Norelco box, shrink wrap 

(customer supplies composite film) 

COMPACT DISCS 
COMPLETE COMPACT DISC SERVICE—FROM START TO FINISH 

includes everything: Analog Digital Master—Glassmaster—Print—Disc—Jewelcase 
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:FAST IN AND OUT SERVICE: 
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COME IN AND VISIT A FINE QUALITY PLANT 

ALSHIRE CUSTOM SERVICE 1B0u1R5BZB<,acSATM5Tio 
(213) 849-4671 • (818) 843-6792 • FAX (818) 569-3718 
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Vol. XII. No. b July 25- August 7, 1988 J. ust over a year ago. MC and Alibi Artists co-hosted a new-talent showcase at the Whisky. 

Of the five bands on the bill, we at the mag were particularly impressed with Femme 
Fatale, a female-led hard rock quintet that was playing only its third gig. From the mo-

ment the band took the stage, the Whisky was filled with the kind of electricity that is only 
generated when a vital young act takes a crowd by the throat and proceeds to transform skep-
ticism into exhilaration. "Hey, these guys could go somewhere!" we yelled into each other's ears. 

From that moment on, Femme Fatale's biggest supporter was journalist Kevin Koffler. Dur-
ing the ensuing months, Kevin took an all but obsessive interest in the band as they steamrolled 
their way through management and record deals, devoting themselves to the task before them 
with absolute commitment. When the time was right. Kevin came to us with the idea of doing 
a cover story on Femme Fatale's tenacious pursuit of their dream of stardom, and we went for it. 

Frankly, we don't know—nobody knows—whether Femme Fatale will become an overnight 
sensation, ala Guns N' Roses, or fizzle like so many other baby bands. It won't be easy—after 
all, they're on a label that has had much more success with CHR and black acts than it has 
with rock groups. Still, if only for the panache and commitment they've shown thus far, we 
think our readers will find Femme Fatale's story tàscinating and instructive. We'll watch the 
next stage of their assault on the music biz with a more-than-casual interest. --B.S. 
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News  
Issues 

Ticket Scalping: The Plot Thickens 

By Chuck Philips 

Los ANGELES—One of the most 
tündamental precepts of free enter-
prise is to buy low and sell high. 
Considering the current state of 
ticket scalping in this state, it is 
doubtful that even Adam Smith 
(the father of capitalism) could 
have come up with a less risky, 
more lucrative business. Few en-
trepreneurs in the entertainment in-
dustry can boast of lower overhead 
and higher profit margins than 
ticket brokers. 

Although the practice of selling 
tickets for more than face value is 
legal in California, it is not without 
controversy. In fact, one local ra-
dio station, KLSX-FM, has begun 
collecting signatures to petition the 
state with an anti-scalping initiative 
it intends to place on the ballot in 
1990. 
"KLSX got into this ' drivel be-

cause our listeners started calling 
up the station and complaining 
about the unavailability of tickets." 
KLSX deejay Phil Hendrie said. 
"Legitimate brokers Pike Ticket-
ron and TicketMasterl would often 
sell out concerts immediately, 
leaving our listeners at the mercy 
of scalpers. Suddenly $30 tickets 
unavailable at Ticketron would 
become available for $300 or $400 
at scalping agencies." 

Similar to restrictive anti-
scalping measures enacted some 
time ago in Hawaii and Illinois, the 
KLSX initiative would limit the 
amount a broker could charge to 
20 percent over and above the face 
value of a ticket. It would mandate 
that brokers pay a filing fee and 
register for a license at the county 

level. it caught in violation of the 
20 percent limit, a broker could 
face not only the misdemeanor 
penalties cited in the law, but also 
the possibility of a civil suit filed 
by the victim of the crime. 

"Scalping screws the fan," 
Hendrie said. " It precludes peo-
ple of ordinary means from attend-
ing cultural events. It's patently 
unfair." 

Brian Harlig. owner of Good 
Time Tickets and president of the 
Calitbrnia Association of Ticket 
Agencies (CATA), presents ticket 
brokerage in a different light. " If 
the public didn't want our service, 
there would be no reason for our 
existence." Harlig said. 

According to Harlig, CATA 
was formed six years ago in order 
to police specific abuses ( with-
holding deposits. cancelled show 
refonds, etc.) associated with ticket 
agencies during the Seventies. Last 
year. members of CATA gave 
sworn testimony to the California 
Senate and helped guide the 
passage of a 1987 ticket brokerage 
bill. Harlig said that the bill was 
structured " in ternis of what was 
necessary to protect the public." 

"Legislators in Sacramento 
have been looking at our situation 
for many years," Harlig said. 
"Whenever the issue of price con-
trols Ion ticket sales' is raised, they 
laugh and say, 'You've got to be 
kidding; what's next—price con-
trols on dry cleaning?" For 
Harlig, ticket brokerage is ulti-
mately an issue of " free enter-
prise." 

Hendrie disagrees. "When 
brokers say ' free enterprise,' 

CALL IT INTUITION: Capitol Records will launch and distribute the 
German-based Intuition label in the U.S. Initial late-August releases 
will include albums by Jon Hassell, Charlie Mariano, and Hermeto 
Pascal & &up°. Shown are (from left) EMI Electrola managing diretor 
Helmut Fest, EMI Music Worldwide chairman and CEO Bhaskar 
Menon, Intuition founder Vera Brandes, Capitol East Coast GM Bruce 
Lundvall, and Capitol president David Berman. 

you're supposed to drop your 
pants. I'm not married to free 
enterprise,"-Hentirie said. " I don't 
think free enterprise gives you a 
license to price gouge or manipu-
late demand. and KLSX has got 
10,000 signatures from people 
who agree with me. I think if we 
can get the rest of the 1350,000 
authenticated1 signatures we need 
before the December cut-off date, 
the initiative will pass." 

While Hendrie and KLSX fans 
fight ticket scalping through the 
legislative process. Jeff Berke. a 
music attorney in West Los An-
geles. is attempting to approach the 
issue from a litigation standpoint. 
"I'm trying to establish some sort 
of contract between the artist and 
the fan that is being broken by the 
scalper," Berke said. " In theory. 
it definitely exists. In law, it's dif-
ficult to prove." 

Berke believes that an artist 
such as Bruce Springsteen could 
successfully sue brokers for 
violating rights of privacy and 
publicity, which are guaranteed by 
California law (Civil Code-Section 
3344). This code prohibits the use 
of another's name, voice, signa-
ture, photograph, or likeness for 
advertising, selling, or soliciting 
purposes. 

"The broker is selling a ticket, 
with, say. Springsteen's name on 
it—he's advertising about it and 
cashing in on Springsteen's name 
to make a profit," Berke said. " In-
herent in the right of publicity is 
the right to refrain from publicity. 
An artist has the right to say ' I 
don't approve of that type of 
publicity.' lAn artist has' the right 
to exclude brokers from exploiting 
his name or likeness." 

Berke is also examining a num-
ber of other legal avenues, in-
cluding copyright infringement 
(brokers earning profits off the 
performance of songs without pay-
ing the composer royalties) and un-
just enrichment ( brokers earning 
unfair profits at someone else's 
expense). 

"Most fans have this gut feel-
ing ahout how unfair ticket scalp-
ing is—how brokers just cash in on 
other people's performances." 
Berke said. "We all accept the fact 
that at face value, the $23 cost of 
a ticket covers the venue, the art-
ist, the promoter, the lighting 
crew, and everyone else involved 
with the concert. Then suddenly 
the broker turns around and sells 
that sanie $23 ticket for $800. 
What did he contribute to the event 
to get his profit?" 3 

SIGNINGS & 
ASSIGNMENTS 

by Jim Maloney 

Virgin Records diiiiounces two amnions 
to its sales staff: Paul Babin becomes 
southern regional sales manager, based in 
Atlanta. Adam Kaplan is named alternative 
retail marketing coordinator and will work out 
of New York. 

Arista Records has named Mary laten 
regional director of pop promotion, Northeast. 
Taten was formerly manager of promotion for 
MTV 

I.R.S. Records has appointed Paul Farber-
man to vice president of business affairs, 
based at the label's Universal City head-
quarters. Farberman previously held the same 
position for CBS Records of Canada. 

Sheila Melody of Contemporary Public 
Relations (CPR) has announced the addition 
of several artists to the client roster of the 
North Hollywood-based firm; these include 
musician/composer Jeanie Cunningham, New 
Jersey metal band Sacred Sword, and Ram-
page/Rhino act Angora. Other CPR clients in-
clude melodic hard rockers Triangle, bluesy 
metal group NRG, and country sensation Bren-
da Cole. 

Songtree Music Industries chairman Den-
nis Laws has tapped Russ Regan to serve 
as executive producer for newcomer Sally 
Moore's debut album on Songtree Records. 
Regan will supervise music for the LP with 
Songtree's general manager of label operations, 
Julio Aiello. 

Epic Records band Living Colour has 
signed an exclusive publishing deal with 
Famous Music Publishing Companies. The 
groups debut album, Vivid, has just yielded 
a second single, 'Cult of Personality.' 

General Talent International (Gil) has 
signed Wing/PolyGram act Tony! Toni! Tone! 
Gil also represents such artists as Tiffany, 
Jimmy Cliff, Laura Branigan, Kool Moe Dee, 
and Georgia. 

Robb Xeno has joined Creative Image 
Associates as the booker for all Roxy shows. 
Xeno can be reached at (213) 465-6730. 

Arista Music has signed a publishing 
agreement with guitarist/songwriter Craig 
Beck and singer/songwriter Mark Mason, 
both of the L.A. band Rampage. The co-
publishing arrangement covers all the songs 
on the newly released Rampage debut album, 
Champagne and Caviar (Iron Veks Records). 

Paradigm Communications Group of Sher-
man Oaks has announced the creation of a 
new company, Paradigm Music Videos, to 
specialize in music video production under 
the supervision of PCG CEO Steve Merry, 

Atlantic Records has promoted Vince 
Farad to the newly created position of senior 
vice president of promotion/marketing, based 
in New York. Faraci will work closely with the 
label's promotion, marketing, and sales depart-
ments, and will also concentrate on the overall 
development of Atlantic's radio/retail 
strategies. Judy Ljbow has been promoted to 
the newly created position of vice president 
of product development/promotion, based in 
New York. Libow will initiate and implement 
promotional strategies for selected artists and 
special projects. She's a 13-year Atlantic 
veteran. 

BMG Music International announces two 
new appointments: Jim Powers becomes 
manager, A&R, and Laurel Dann becomes 
administrator, MR. Both will work out of the 
New York office. 
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News  
Events 

Playboy Jazz Fest Hangs Ten at Bowl 
By Scott Yanow 

HOLLYWOOD— As with its 
predecessors. the 10th Annual 
Playboy Jazz Festival was one of 
the year's best parties. as well as 
an excellent showcase for some of 
the major stylists in jazz. The pair 
of eight-and-a-half hour concerts at 
the Hollywood Bowl should never 
be missed. Most reviewers never 
leave theit comfortable box seats, 
but by alternating between the elite 
section and the bleachers. I was 
able to catch a great deal of the at-
mosphere. and it was easier to 
understand why some groups were 
much more popular than others. 

Saturday's marathon began 
with the Cal State Long Beach 
Orchestra, under the direction of 
John Prince. The ensemble is not-
able for its colorful attire ( shorts. 
T-shirts, and berets —all black). 
instrumentation (23 pieces, in-
cluding two French horns and a 
six-piece vocal contingent) and 
memorable arrangements. 

Maynard Ferguson followed 
with his budget septet. While 
Ferguson's typical dull, loud, and 
tasteless screaming high notes 
were in evidence, his group ex-
ceeded my expectations (which 
were admittedly very low). It was 
a good time not to be sitting in the 
box scats.... 

The Ray Brown trio, featuring 
the blues-drenched piano of Gene 
Harris. won the crowd over with 
their pure soul, even if its reper-
toire (" Sweet Georgia Brown," 
"Night Train," etc.) was unadven-
turous. Larry Carbon, who was 
scheduled to perform until he was 
shot a few months ago, came out 
to introduce Kirk Whalum and 
received an emotional ovation. 

The World Saxophone Quartet 
was the commercial dud of the 

weekend: most in the audience tru-
ly hated them. This innovative a 
cappella unit was overmiked and 
spent an excess of time screeching 
in the upper register. causing much 
physical pain. The crowd was 
ready to lynch the musicians by the 
time they finished. The Fabulous 
Thunderbirds, a rather average 
R&B unit, were greeted warmly 
after the WSQ debacle. 

Saturday's musical high points 
were provided by Bob Florence's 
Limited Edition and Carmen Mc 
Rae. Florence's top-notch or-
chestra was at its best on the 
"Bebop Treasure Chest" and 
"Just Friends." with fine solos 
from trumpeter Steve Huffsetter 
and altoist Lanny Morgan. After 
starting slow, singing standards 
with her trio, McRae charmed the 
crowd by accompanying herself on 
piano for "As Long As I Live." 
then swung hard (backed by the 
Limited Edition) on a joyful 
"What Can I Say After I Say I'm 
Sorry?" 

At the very moment Kenny G. 
was introduced, a lightning bolt 
flashed in the sky as if someone 
were saying that we'd better like 
him! Kenny G. a hot dog whose 
passionate but imitative soprano 
(straight from Grover Washington 
Jr.) rarely fails to excite the au-
dience. is the musician most critics 
love to hate. His set was typically 
fiery. if superficial, R&B dance 
music. 

Saturday night ended anti-cli-
mactically with King Sunny Ade's 
African singers, dancers, and per-
cussionists. Most of the audience 
quickly fled, but the five percent 
who remained (many of them were 
too exhausted to stand up) seemed 
to enjoy the colorful choreography 
and incomprehensible Yoruba lyr-

IL's. The final number featured 
chanting of the phrase "day oh": 
in the parking lot 20 minutes after 
the concert ended, people were still 
shouting out that phrase. 

While several of Saturday's 
groups did not belong at any jazz 
festival. Sunday's programming 
was much more consistent. The 
day led off with a pair of young 
players who had won the Hennes-
sey Jazz Search. While pianist 
Harold McKinney showed off his 
virtuosity on Fats Waller's "Jitter-
bug Waltz," tenorman Scott Kreitz 
(sounding a bit like Stanley Tur-
rentine) played some brilliant ideas 
on a pair of bop classics. 

Jeannie and Jimmy Cheatham's 
Sweet Baby Blues Band romped 
and stomped their way through 
some highly enjoyable material. 
Curtis Peagler had plenty of alto 
solos, but much too little was heard 
from trumpeters Clora Bryant and 
Snooky Young. The Timeless All-
Stars, a hard bop sextet, featured 
some superlative playing, particu-
larly from pianist Cedar Walton 
and vibist Bobby Hutcherson. 

The Latin Jazz All-Stars got the 
crowd dancing. Flora Purim, 
flutist Dave Valentin (best on 
"Footprints"), and steel drummer 
Andy Narell shared the spotlight. 
but Airto stole the show with a 
tambourine solo. Ahmad Jamal's 
quartet played a set of mostly in-
tense uptempo jazz that somehow 
kept the audience's attention. 

The remarkably popular Spyro 
Gyra provided the groove music 
that many people had been waiting 
for. Although leader Jay Beeken-
stein seemed to be trying to imitate 
a synthesizer on his soprano dur-
ing the first few songs, and one 
tune was all-out new age, the band 
got hot on the last few numbers, 
inspiring the audience to form a 
long conga line. 

Bop legend Dizzy Gillespie 

16 TRACK x 1" STUDIO 
Expert 111111 ogramming-

Jimmy Hunter's 

calacelor. 
a complete MIDI facility — 

213 • 6_55 • 0615 

(who should have preceded Spyro 
rather than following them) led a 
dazzling 21- piece orchestra 
through updated versions of his 
classic tunes of the Forties, in-
cluding " Manteca." " Night in 
Tunisia," and the still- futuristic 
"Things to Come." Even if Dizzy. 
himself is two decades past his 
prime, the trumpet section— 
Stlix)ky Young, Bobby Bryant. 
Conte Candoli, Oscar Brashcar. 
and the phenomenal Jon Faddis— 
was miraculous. 

Vocal wizard Bobby McFerrin 
had no trouble keeping the audi-
ence amazed during a wide-rang-
ing set that included an ad-libbed 
"Feedback" (due to microphone 
problems), a medley of TV 
themes. " Don't Worry. Be Hap-
py," a pair of ducts with bassist 
Rob Wasserman. the Mickey 
Mouse theme song. and an ex-
tremely soulful version of "The 
Star Spangled Banner— that had 
everyone standing and cheering. 
No Wizard of Oz medley this time, 
hut McFerrin's funny duet with 
Bill Cosby made up for it. 

Finishing off the festival was 
Ray Charles, who once again got 
away with doing a nearly note-for-
note re-creation of the same show 
he's put on since 1963. Even 
though it was very predictable 
(with "Georgia on My Mind." a 
satiric version of "Some En-
chanted Evening," " I Can't Stop 
Loving You." etc.). few people 
left. At one point, an unidentified 
female wandered onstage—hut in 
less than five seconds one of 
Charles' bodyguards literally pick-
ed her up and whisked her away: 
what efficiency! It was the only 
unexpected moment of the still-
enjoyable set. 

And then it was over, except 
for a large spontaneous dance party 
that was held in the Bowl parking 
lot. 

24 TRACK RECORDINGi 
$30/HR. 

Limited Offer 
Excellent equipment/engineer/MIDI 

FINYL VINYL (818) 763-0641 
(818) 893-3238 
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AIRWAVES/E Scott Kirby 

Disc Jockeys Buried Alive! 

UNDERGROUND RADIO: Dr. Silkini (left) prepares DJ Bill Jeffries 
of KWG-FM (Stockton) for his 48-hour interment. Jeffries broadcast 
"live and direct from the grave" during this offbeat promotion. 
WHILE THE FLESH AND BONES OF most macabre alternative. " In 
mystic and escape artist Harry those cases," Connors explains, 
Houdini have long since departed "we bring in a portable crypt like 
our mortal world, his flair for they have in New Orleans. where 
bizarre stunts and miraculous es- there is so much underground 
capes lives on in Dr. Silkini, who moisture it makes conventional 
may one day be referred to as the funerals impossible." The crypt 
Evel Kneivel of radio promotion. facsimiles are much more visible 
According to spokesman Steve to customers. 
Connors, Silkini will tackle dif- If the good doctor brings his 
ficult quarter-mile race tracks at otherworldly caravan of delights to 
great speeds while blindfolded, Tinseltown, I'd nominate ex-
freeze scantily clad beauties in KMPC-FM jock Guy Kemp 
5000-pound blocks of ice, and (who quit after being demoted to 
recline comfortably on a bed of the dreaded midnight-6 A.M. shift) 
nails—all to draw amazed spec- for the entombing. He'd be a 
tators to radio station remote natural—if he had a gig! 
broadcasts. 

Says Connors: "We knew ra- Whether in the spotlight on 
dio had an excellent understanding centerstage or behind the scenes in 
of retail business needs and would an administration capacity, women 
know which merchants would are—for the most part—no longer 
most benefit from this kind of sen- taking a back seat to men in the 
sationalism. So far we've been entertainment industry. One man 
very encouraged by the response who feels ladies are still being 
from the public turnouts and the short-changed from a publicity 
all-around benefits all involved standpoint is Texas entrepreneur 
parties have enjoyed." Rodney Williams, who next 

As to how Houdini's influence spring will kick off a national syn-
ties in with all this, Connors (a dicated series called Women of the 
modern-day reincarnation of P.T. Airwaves. The show will feature 
Barnum) explains: "One of our candid interviews with a diverse 
most effective promotions involves roster of women, including Peb-
entombing a DJ in a wired coffin Ides, Bardeux, and Joan Jett as 
that is equipped with telephone. well as prominent women exec-
mics, and everything necessary for utives in "the biz." Williams has 
a live broadcast. It's a great gag already secured a prominent at-
to have the jock field listener calls torney to act as coordinator and Co-
from a buried casket and really producer and has several interested 
seems to generate a great deal of stations in the Midwest eager to 
excitement. We install a TV mon- sign up for the series. Williams hit 
itor on the shopping center floor upon the idea after reading (and 
above ground. and passersby can ogling) a Pla.vboy pictorial that 
see the jock below the ground. "exposed" some of the finer 
Also, to ensure that the burial is points of several female air talents. 
legitimate, we install ventilation Some time later he found an in-
shafts so that you can see the jock terested pair of investors, and the 
with your own eyes, merrily wheels began to turn. Williams is 
broadcasting from the grave." currently interviewing female can-

For business concerns that didates to host the show. Interested 
choose not to have their floors parties can contact him at (817) 
ripped up for the event, there is a 265-1847. U 
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Saturday, JULY 30 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
DON'T MISS IT! NADINE'S IS DOING IT AGAIN! 

UP TO 70% OFF ON 13,500 ITEMS STOREWIDEI DON'T MISS 

ACCESSORIES 
15' Midi Cable 

20' Low Impisel. Atik• Cable 

18'6" Guitar Cable 

4 Sets Electric Guitar Strings 

4 Sets Electric Bass Strings 

Guitar Efforts 

Guitar Stands 

Quartz Tuners 

GUITARS & BASSES 
Fender Bullet Strati 

FerAer Squire Strut" 

Charvel Guitars 

Aria Knight Warriors 

Steinberger Guitars 8. Basses 

Fender Vintage P- Basses 

Fender Bullet Basses 

Guild Electric' 

GUITAR 13t BASS AMPS 
Peavey Guitar Amps 

Peavey Bass Amps 

Lee Jackson Presumes 

ALL Marshall Amps 

ALL Seymour Duncan 8 Trac• Elliot 

600 wt. Bass Rig w/ 2x15" & 2x8" Spkrs. 

Duncan 100 wt. Convertible 

DIGITAL DRUM MACHINES 
Roland DR-220E 

Roland TR-505 

EMU Digital Drum Machin• 

Akal MPC60 Midi Production C•nter 

Bou Dr. Pad 

FINANCING AVAILABLE 

ON APPROVAL OF CREDIT 

Come in the week before the sale to 
apply for financing and pay as little 
as $25 a month for the instrument of 

your dreams, 

FACTORY REPS FROM 

ROLAND, ALESIS, TASCAN 

AND MORE 

HERE TO ANSWER YOUR 

QUESTIONS 

HERE'S A SMALL SAMPLING: 

SALE KEYBOARDS 

WAS 

48 ; 

5s. ; 

WA 

VAS 

$4.99 

9.99 

9.99 

9.95 

45. 

from 29.99 

From 9.99 

From 19.99 

SALE 
Only $ 159. 

From 199. 

From 279. 

289. 

From 699. 

549. 

Only 199. 

Up to 50% OFF 

SALE 
From 79. 

From 95. 

$395. 

40% OFF 

At Crazy Prices 

Only 1325. 

875. 

SALE 
Only $ 139. 

199. 

From 399. 

On Sale 

$99. 

WAS SALE 
From $79. 

From 799. 

$2295. Only 949. 

1295. 695. 

1995. 799. 

From 699. 

1295. 877. 

2095. 1095. 

Fr een 199E. 

695 429. 

695. 459. 

On Sale 

On Sale Super Lew 

1395 949. 

On Sale 

69. 

WAS SALE 
trout $ t r9. 

From 389. 

55. 

299. 

199. 

60% OFF 

From 1895. 

WAS SALE 
Only $99. 

From 39. 

499. 

Only 499. 

Only 299. 

Only 849. 

Only 469. 

Only 195. 

Two Tier Keyboard Stand 

Roland Digital Synths 

Roland tAKS-711 

Roland Juno 2 

Roland MKS-20 Digital Plano 

Kong Digital Keyboard 

Ensoniq Mirage DSK 

Oberheim DPX-1 w/ Update 

EMU Emax Sampler 

Roland PR 100 Sequenc•r 

Roland MT-32 

All K..,zw•11 

All Akal 

Ensoniq Digital Piano 

All Midi Software 8 Processing 

Sonus MT-70 2 in 8 out 

RECORDING at PROCESSING 
16 Bit Stereo Digital Reverts 

Tuscan' 4 Track Rimaralsim 

Fostex T20 Phones 

ADA Digitizer 4 Programmable Delay 

DOD R-430 C Dual 15 Band EQ 

All Akai Mini Rack Processors 

Tuscans 8 Track 

PRO SOUND 
Shure SM 58 

Pro Microphones 

Crown SOO wt. Power Amp 

Complete 6 Channel PA w/ Spinsk•rs 

300 vet. Power Amo 

N•w 16 Channel Stereo Ulm 

8 Channel Simmons Midi Prog. Mix•r 

BBE 402 

All prices reflect a cosh discount and items are wisp:0 to pnor sole 

FREE 
NADINE'S 
T-SHIRT 
WITH $35 PURCHASE 

6 51 anta v oruca Bou evard, HOLLYWOOD (213) 464-7550 



A&RIBud Scoppa 

Status Report: Good Field, No Hit 
IN HER STREET COLUMN. JANISS 
Garra laments the lack of imagina-
tion and guts shown by major label 
A&R reps. While her contention 
seems to make sense in light of the 
sorry state of the albums and sin-
gles charts. I don't buy Garza's no-
tion that A&R is the culprit. 

From where I sit, the taste-
makers at the labels are signing a 
virtually unprecedented bounty of 
talented original acts. And most of 
the A&R people I know—no mat-
ter how much money they're mak-
ing—got into the business in the 
first place because they were pas-
sionate music-lovers with unusually 
good taste. While some of them 
lose that passion over time, that's 
the exception rather than the rule. 
The vast majority of these men and 
women live and breathe exceptional 
music—and their record collections 
reflect this fact. For the most part. 
they're the people you'd want to be 
out there making the decisions on 
matters of quality in the context of 
commercial viability. By and large, 
however, the system simply doesn't 
encourage that gut- level personal 
response, as worthy acts continual-
ly get a shot, only to disappear in 
the absurdly brief space of six or 
eight weeks. In retrospect, should 
these signings be considered 
failures? 

Here's my point of view on the 
issue: If the A&R person has ( A) 
established an honest dialogue with 
the artist. (B) properly assessed the 
material in question, (C) found the 
best producer for the project, and 
(D) done the appropriate in-house 
(and media) politicking once the 
LP is finished, said A&R person 
has done his/her job. If a record 
that has been optimally put together 
still stiff's, the problem (assuming 
that the act is worthy) must lie 
elsewhere—with the seller (promo-
tion) and / or the prospeutivc buyer 
(radio and the consumer) of the 
work in question. 

The intense pressures of record 
promotion tend to vitiate personal 
commitment (much more so than 
in A&R). and the same is true fOr 
radio programmers—despite the 
fact that the people who work in 
these sectors tend to be as personal-
ly responsive to quality as their 
A&R colleagues. Once recorded 
music passes through the A&R sec-
tor, it transmogrifies into "prod-
uct:' and much of it doesn't read-
ily accept the label. Better it should 

be stamped "handle with care:' 
because it needs to be nurtured in 
the hearts and minds of listeners in 
order to take root—and before it 
even gets to listeners, it needs to get 
through radio's music directors. 
One 45-second run through a verse 
and chorus by an M.D. simply isn't 
a sufficient basis on which to make 

remains the standard approach. 
Compounding the problem is the 
fact that many listeners have been 
so intensively conditioned by a 
steady diet of dreck that their sen-
sibilities are numbed. Consequent-
ly, when a high-quality record 
manages to pass through the pro-
grammers' gauntlet and gets a 
modicum of airplay, listeners often 
fail to even notice its existence, let 
alone its inherent attractiveness. In 
this sort of world, bombast is a vir-
tue, while subtlety and understate-
ment are flaws. 

Once promotion gives up on a 
record—and it gives up on good 
ones with regularity, as well as 
great ones on occasion—that rec-
ord no longer has any commercial 
value: i.e., it's a "stiff' with "no 
legs." What's more, the failure of 
a given record profoundly affects 
subsequent recorded work by that 
artist, as the principals ask 

CLOWN WITHOUT PITY: While 
Chris Isaak doesn't sell many 
records, he's in demand as an 
actor In the pic, Isaak shows us 
his "killer clown" persona, which 
he perfected for Jonathan 
Demme's Married to the Mob. 
Chris, babes—the clown routine's 
perfect for your stage act. But do 
me a favor—lose the tikis. Please. 

themselves, "Where did we go 
wrong?" But what if they didn't go 
wrong? What if the system failed 
a great record? No matter—the 
damage has been done. 

The problem isn't confined to 
the CHR and AOR formats, either. 
Concurrently, the much ballyhooed 
"ultornativa" sector has further 
complicated matters by failing to 
create what it purports—a viable 
alternative—primarily because it 
has chosen to acknowledge criteria 
that have nothing to do with genu-
ine artistry. There's no under-
ground for the really hot stuff; sad-
ly, this music exists only for its 
creators and for those individuals 
who, by research or serendipity, 
happen to discover it. But if some-
one cuts a pop masterpiece and 
nobody hears it, does it exist? That 
sort of question shouldn't have to 
be asked. 

In an absurd situation like this, 
I feel fortunate to have been in a 
position to be exposed in recent 
years to such deeply affecting but 
shockingly obscure recordings as 
Elvis Costello's "New Lace 
Sleeves." Robert Palmer's 
"Johnny and Mary," Matt Bianco's 
"More Than I Can Bear," Split 
Enz' " Message to My Girl." Chris 
Isaak's "Dancin'," the Tubes' 
"Feel It," Tom Petty's "My Life/ 
Your World:' the Stranglers' "Al-
ways the Sun" and Van Morrison's 
"Someone Like You." During the 
first half of 1988, my personal all-
time hit parade has grown drama-
tically with the addition of Thomas 
Dolby's "The Ability to Swing" 
and "My Brain Is Like a Sieve." 
the Railway Children's "In the 
Meantime," the BusBoys' "Money 
Don't Make No Man," the Broken 
Homes' "Seeds I've. Sown," Rob-
bje Robertson's "Somewhere 
Down the Crazy River," Bryan 
Ferry's "Limbo" and "Kiss and 

Basia's "Astrud," Voice of 
the Beehive's -Don't Call Me 
Baby." and every single cut on 
Graham Parker's extraordinary 
album. 

I remain convinced that if these 
songs comprised the playlist of 
some madcap CHR station—and 
got jammed down people's throats 
the way today's top 15 records 
are—listeners would grow to adore 
them. To the business, of course. 
nearly every one of the above-
mentioned classics is merely 
another stiff, a "turntable hit," or 
a Ibrgotten cut on a failed album. 
What a waste. But even with these 
terrible odds, every so often a real 
one slips through (albeit for a vari-
ety of reasons that may have very 

little to do with the aesthetic / emo-
tional value of the work). Witness 
the belated breakthrough of Robert 
Palmer in '86 and the emergence 
of Crowded House last year. So 
don't get your hopes up—but don't 
dream it's over. And don't blame 
the people who are putting their 
asses on the line for something 
(and someone) they believe in! 

For the record, here's my list of 
the best albums of the past few 
months. Of the 13 mentioned, only 
three could reasonably be con-
sidered hits. Somehow, though, 
that fact in no way decreases my 
heartfelt pleasure every time I hear 
any of them. In the MC office, we 
make compilation cassettes of the 
good stuff and pretend we're listen-
ing to the radio—and sometimes 
we come to think of certain cuts as 

bona fide hits, even if the demo-
graphic is extremely small. If 
nothing else, artists like Parker, 
Isaak, McLaughlin. Matt Bianco, 
the Stranglers, and the Railway 
Children can rest assured that 
somebody is paying attention to the 
nuances of their work. If that is the 
best we can hope for, so be it. 

Best '88 Albums 
Graham Parker: The Mona 

Lisa's Sister (RCA) 
Crowded House: Temple of Low 

Men (Capitol) 
Thomas Dolby: Aliens Ate My 

Buick (EMI-Manhattan) 
Basia: Time and Tide (Epic) 
Broken Homes: Straight Line 

Through lime (MCA) 
Brian Wilson: Brian Wilson 

(Sire) 
Toni Childs: Union (A&M) 
Ziggy Marley and the Melody 

Makers: Conscious Puny 
(Virgin) 

Prince: Lovesexy (WB) 
Pat McLaughlin: Pat 

McLaughlin (Capitol) 

'87 Carryovers: 
Bryan Ferry: Bete Noir (WB) 
Terence Trent D'Arby: Introduc-

ing The Hardline According 
to... (Columbia) 

Van Morrison: Poetic Cham-
pions Compose (PolyGram) 

D 

SHORT SHORTS: EMI-Man-
hattan is searching for a West 
Coast A&R director, while Poly-
Gram A&R VP Bob Skoro is 
looking to beef up his staff.... 
Personal manager Michael Solo-
mon (Parthenon Huxley) has put 
together one of the year's most in-
triguing LPs. Called No. I With a 
Bullet, the album (due out soon on 
Cypress/ A&M) contains the 
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original demos of recent hit rec-
ords. Billy Steinberg & Tom Kel-
ly are well-represented, and it's a 
blast to hear Marti Jones rip 
through writer Liam Sternberg's 

badass demo of "Walk like an 
Egyptian." ... Rumor has it that 
there's been a falling out between 
the Replacements and producer 
Tony Berg ( Broken Homes): if the 
problem isn't resolved, look for 
veteran Elliot Mazer ( Dream Syn-
dicate) to be brought in.... An-
other hot rumor has it that Chrys-
alis covets A&M whiz kid Aaron 
Jacoves as the ideal guy to fill the 
label's West C. last A&R hole.... 
On the signings front, Geffen's 
Gary Gersh has inked the Bran-
dos, PolyGram has scooped up 
Darling Cool. and Arista is one 
of two or three labels taking a close 
look at Human Drama (see Lisa 

Johnson's The Other Side kw more 
on the HD subject)._ All the 
best to good-guy Les Schwartz. 
whose great ears and dry sense of 
hutnor were one of the most ap-
pealing aspects of the Warner 
Bros. publicity department. His 
colleagues will miss him even more 
than his pals in the media.... 
Congrats to Michael Ostin on be-
ing named senior VP of WB A&R. 
... And kudos to Kim Buie. 
recently named A&R VP.at Island 
Records  According to part-
time hoopster Eric Greenspan, 
who's the "really heavyweight 
lawyer" mentioned k the Rave-
Ups' Jimmer Podrasky in Jim 
Maloney's profile last ish. the 
Rave- tips versus Fun Stuff 

Records situatit tit ne‘er actually 
went to court. as Podrasky's re-
counting of the matter suggested. 
Additionally. the label was only 
trying to recoup the costs of what 
it thought was the band's second 
album: when the recording was 
completed. however, Podrasky 
claimed the tracks were just 
"demos" and insisted on being let 
out of the deal so that the Rave-Ups 

PliTilL1JrP .rlJ 

ii 

could go to Epic. No one 
wrongfully "got a lot of money" 
from the settlement; Fun Stuff 
simply recovered part of its invest-
ment.... Finally. MA's Larry 
Solters called to assure me that, 
despite the insistence of my 
sources, Al Teller is definitely no! 
en route to Universal City. And 
while we're in the neighborhood. 
according to yet another source. 
Sony, which has plenty of record 
labels but dearly wants an Amer-
ican film comptuiy. may be sending 
its emissaries to talk some serious 
turkey with the big boys at the 
thriving corporation. 

E 

Okay, okay. For those people 
who picked up Van Halen's (ARC 
on my recommendation in a recent 
column and wound up giYing it 
away. I neglected to point out one 
problem with the album—Sammy 
Hagar. Now, Sammy's a truly cool 
dude, dig? But as a lead singer, he 
is. as a friend recently pointed out, 
somewhat generic. During my 
playback experience with Eddie 
Van Halen and Donn Landee at 
5150 Studios, I accepted Hagar's 
vocals at face value and focused on 
the drums and guitars; later, as I 
spent time with OU812. I realized 
his singing was interfering in my 
appreciation of the album. While 
it's great that the four band-
members get along so well. I can't 
help fantasizing how great this 
band would be if someone like, say, 
Robert Palmer were writing the 
lyrics and singing them. It's hard 
to argue with Number One, but in 
retrospect, maybe the original con-
cept of a moveable cast of lead 
singer/lyricists would've paid off 
in spades. The encouraging note is 
sounded when Hagar reaches for 
a different feel on the Stonesy 
"Finish What Ya Started"—but I 
doubt that Sammy is committed to 
changing his approach at this late 
date. al 

WOULD YOU BUY A USED SONG FROM THESE MEN? Lou Reed 
has signed a long-tenu international agreement with EMI Music 
Publishing Worldwide. The deal covers Reed's entire catalog, which 

appears on Oakfield Avenue Music and Metal Machine Music (both 
BM!). In the photo, Lou experiences new sensations with lnvin Robin-
son, president and CEO of EMI Music Publishing Worldwide. 
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56 INPUTS 
CONSOLE 54 INPUTS 

- 

TRIDENT 80B CONSOLE 
TRIDENT SERIES 75 
AUTOMATION MIXDOWN FACILITIES 
24 TRACK RECORDING -45.00 PER HOUR 

16 TRACK RECORDING $35.00 PER HOUR 
MIDI Production Studio: Macintosh Performer, MIDI Keyboards, Fastes 16 track 

RATE INCLULILS PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER 

LEXICON 480 L REV-5's GRAND PIANO 
AMS 15-80S REV-7's SIMMONS DRUMS 
EVENTIDE H-949 DIGITAL SAMPLING YAMAHA DX7 
dbx F-900 RACK EMULATOR II MIDI SYSTEMS 
OTARI MTR-12 YAMAHA TX 816 MIDI SEQUENCING 
UREI LA-2A LINNDRUM DRUM TRIGOFFIS 
ROLAND 050 

CALL NOW FOR BLOCK RATE DISCOUNTS - 

FInennal Aid Amiable 

recor 

u n 
an deo 
• arts and 

nces. For anyone 
who takes recording 
seriously. 

NATIONAL 1.800 , 51 10 

STATE 1 800 9721414 

LOCAL 213-668-2380 

'Approved by NATTS' 

Institute of 
Audio-Video 
Engineering 

1831 Hyperion Ave. Hollywood. CA 90021 

Dept E 
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Contributors include Dianne 
Carter, Tom Cheyney, Samuel 
Clemens, and Katherine Turman 

STRIKE THREE—WE'RE OUT!: In 
recent issues of MC, we 
screwed up three times in 
editing V.F. Nadsady's copy. 
In her Country Fest story 
(June 27), we managed to 
change Rosie Flores' cover 
of "God May Forgive You 
(But I Won't)" by Harlan 
Howard and Bobby Braddock 
to "God Will" by Lyle 
Lovett. Then, in Getting to 
the Roots, same ish, Steve 
!Colander's name came out 
Klonader. Finally, in Ear 
Wax (July 11), we somehow 
left off the title of Nadsady's 
midyear compilation tape— 
Renegades. She was right 
and we were wrong. Sorry. 

THE STREET/Janiss Garza 

SHE'S NOT JUST FOR BREAK-
FAST ANYMORE: Veteran radio 
personality Deirdre O'Don-
aghue, best-known for her 
popular Breakfast with the 
Beatles program, has joined 
the staff of KLSX 97.1 FM in 
the 11 AM.-noon Sunday 
spot. Her initial outing on 
July 17th featured the first 
of a two-part special on 
Brian Wilson and the Beach 
Boys—including an exclu-
sive interview with the sand-
man himself. Part 2 will air 
on her July 24th show. 
O'Donaghue will continue to 
host her eclectic SNAP 
show on public radio station 
KCRW. 

MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR: A 
company called L.A. Night-
hawks offers a unique "VIP 
entertainment service," ar-
ranging a night on the town 
cruising the city's clubs in a 
stretch limo stocked with 
good champagne and ooz-
ing VIP treatment. A recent 
excursion into the wee 
hours of Memorial Day 
started with dancing at a 
Greek festival, moved on to 
boogeying with Dave Alvin at 
the Sunset Junction Street 
Fair, followed that with ogl-
ing the mud wrestlers at the 
Tropicana, two-stepping at 
Little Nashville, gawking at 
the Gaslight, and getting 

reggae righteous at the 
Music Machine. Whew! 
They even do the whole 
thing in a bus for those 
can't garner the green for 
the limo fare. L.A. Night-
hawks can be reached at 
(213) 859-1171. —SC 

HEAVY DUTY: During his 
UniAmp encore last week, 
shock-comic Sam Kinison 
brought out Motley Crue's 
Vince Neil and Tommy Lee, 
Raft's Steven Pearcy, and 
Mountain Man Leslie West 
for a thunderous "Wild 
Thing," as Jessica Hahn 
looked on. And we missed 
it—darn! 

I like Ian Astbury. Why? 
'Cause he's in a hip and 
happening band, and he 
hangs out at all the right 
clubs? No, no, no—that's 
beside the point. I think the 
Cult frontman is wonderful 
because he's a man of con-
viction who stands up for 
his beliefs. Listen to what 
he did at the Fuzztones' 
White Trash show: Ian 
unabashedly loves the 
Fuzztones, so he came up 
onstage and did the en-
cores with them. But that's 
not all he did—he stormed 
onto the stage and gave the 
packed crowd a rabble-
rousing lecture on how 
great the Fuzztones are, 
ending with: "Next time 
you're on the Sunset Strip, 
remember, that's not true 
rock & roll. This is the real 
thing!" 

Ian is so right. The Fuzz-
tones do epitomize true 
rock & roll—the boundless 
energy, the dark sexuality, 
the rebellion. They aren't 
following some Calculated 
formula that guarantees 
them mega-success. They 
play what they feel, and 
they do it with cockiness 
and style. Of course, most 
MR people haven't caught 
on yet because they're too 
busy looking for the next 
Aerosmith or the next Led 
Zeppelin—or these days, it's 
the next Guns 'N Roses; in 

other words, the next 
guaranteed platinum for-
mula. Maybe I shouldn't be 
so harsh—after all, the 
great majority of MR execs 
are business people, not 
creative types. It's not their 
fault they're not particularly 
imaginative and can't think 
in an original manner—their 
minds don't work that way. 
But personally, I think a 
good MR person should 
hear a band with his or her 
heart and soul first, and 
then figure out how to make 
the dollar signs happen. 

When are record com-
panies going to stop 
searching for the best 
copycats and start listening 
for the best bands? Even 
though I don't "get" bands 
file Love and Rockets or 
Jane's Addiction, I have to 
commend the people who 
signed 'em, because these 
bands offer something risky, 
something special, some-
thing different. I don't go to 
see a band and immediate-
ly try to compare them to 
someone else. (Neither do 
most record buyers.) I go to 
enjoy myself (even though 
I'm working). I wish more 
people in the record in-
dustry would attend shows 
with a spirit of fun. When 
they do, maybe they'll 
snatch up the Fuzztones 
and another unsung L.A. 
band, the Zeros. 

Ask any local musician 
about the Zeros and they'll 
tell you they're a great 
band. They have tons of 
memorable songs with cat-
chy pop hooks. They're 
good musicians. They're 
entertaining. Why has it 
taken so long for the record 
labels to start sniffing 
around, like they finally are? 
Because "the Zeros have 
purple hair and their stage 
presence is too nutty." Does 
that mean this band should 
dye their hair black and cop 
a tough attitude instead of 
being so goofy? NO! The 
problem isn't the Zeros— 
once again, it's the business 
types. When are they going 
to realize that if marketed 
properly, the Zeros could 
have all the 14-year-old kids 
across America dyeing their 
hair purple? I know this isn't 
a pleasant scenario for any-
one who has a 14-year-old 
kid, but wouldn't it be better 
for them to rebel like that 
instead of doing drugs, like 
certain other rock idols? 
And teenagers need some 
way in which to rebel— 
ponder that for a while. 

Okay, now I'm going to 
stop bitching and moaning 
(something I'm famous for) 
and go on to other things. 
Like Iggy Pop—I didn't at-
tend either show (probably 
because I was too busy 
having apoplexy over some-

thing some A&R person 
said to me), but I heard 
they were great. Those who 
are regular clubhangers 
probably saw a familiar face 
up there with the Ig and 
Andy McCoy—bassist 
Alvin, formerly of Broken 
Glass. Reportedly, Alvin 
had a difficult time leaving 
his old band because he 
really loved playing with 
them. But he's been work-
ing at music for many, 
many years (he was once 
with U.K. Subs), and it was 
about time he got some 
recognition. As for Broken 
Glass, they're using Flies 
on Fire's bassist until they 
find a permanent replace-
ment. Then hopefully, it 
won't be long until they get 
the recognition they de-
serve, too. 

Last but not least, there's 
the subject of Michael 
Stewart's eye. Scream's co-
runner has recently been in 
the hospital for cornea sur-
gery. On July 20th, Scream 
is holding a benefit at the 
Probe (the club's Monday 
and Friday location) to help 
him pay his medical ex-
penses. Lots of the players 
around town love Michael, 
so the lineup for this should 
be pretty impressive. If 
you've grabbed this issue 
early enough, get yourself 
down there. 

o 

HOUSE PARTY: Rhino 
Records artist Bryan 
Harvey—one half of that 
daffy duo House of 
Freaks—is joined by L.A.-
based singer Cindy Lee 
Berryhill and producer 
Lenny Kaye at a pre-
concert gathering in New 
York. House of Freaks was 
in town to open for Mid-
night Oil. And congrats to 
Harvey's Housemate, 
Johnny Hott—who recent-
ly got married back East. 

CHART COURSE: Learn hit 
songwriting from two-time 
Academy Award winning 
composer/lyricist Joel 
Hirschhorn. It's a surefire 
shortcut to the charts, with 
practical, personalized, and 
individual guidance covering 
records, TV, film, and thea-
ter. You'll create music and 
lyrics step by step under 
Hirschhorn's direct supervis-
ion. Call (213) 277-2510 for 
details. 

ALL THAT JAll: Columbia 
Records' highly praised 
Jazz Masterpieces series 
continues to restore classic 
jazz to the racks with grati-
fying regularity. The latest 
batch features two essential 
items. The Great Concerts is 
a two-LP collection of live 
U.S. and European perfor-
mances by the Dave Bru-
beck Quartet (including cuts 
from the fabled Carnegie 
Hall show). Ballads, by 
Miles Davis, displays the 
awesome emotional range 
of Mr. D on a selection of 
1961-63 tracks, highlighted 
by a stunning "Bye Bye 
Blackbird" and several of 
Miles' famed collaborations 
with the late Gil Evans. This 
wave of Jazz Masterpieces 
reissues also includes 
Philadelphia pianist Ray 
Bryant, Pittsburgh keyboard 
king Earl "Fatha" Hines, a 
third volume of Benny 
Goodman goodies, and an 
anthology of Forties small 
groups—including a Woody 
Herman nonet, A Gene 
Krupa trio, and a Harry 
James sextet. 
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ROCK & ROLL HIGH SCHOOL: 
Gina Schock and her 
House of Schock played 
the Roxy recently, and it 
looked a bit like a Go-Go's 
class reunion in the au-
dience. Of course, Belinda 
couldn't make it (she was 
voted Most Likely to Be 
Absent" in her school). 
Gina definitely wins 
"Class Clown" for her 
choice of the Del Rubio 
Triplets as an opening act. 
Lewis from Lewis & Clark 
(the other opener) wins 
for "Cutest Smile." Gina's 
voice took the "Most Im-
proved" honors, while the 
"Most Popular- award was 
shared by Gina and her 
nine-year-old mega-fan, 
Christee Koerning. 
Christee, who was 
showered with attention 
by everyone from Jane 
Wiedlin and Kathy Valen-
tine 10 Rolling Stone 
magazine, experienced her 
first Go-Go's concert at 
age four—and she's had 
the beat ever since. Look 
out, Hollywood! —DC 

INTERNATIONAL AGENDA: On 
my recent trip to San Diego. 
I managed to catch the 
energetic Carib-rock of Bor-
racho Y Loco at the Belly 
Up Tavern in Solana Beach. 
At the end of their second 
dance-happy set, one 
Spencer Davis insisted on 
"jamming" with the surf 
dudes as they attempted a 
semi-lame version of 
"Gimme Some Lovin.." 
Davis was a sad sight— 
drunk with out-of-whack 
guitar chops. Speaking of 
Borracho, they will join the 
Rebel Rockers and the 
Bonedaddys (fresh from 
their national tour) at the 
Music Machine on June 
30th. Expect the tempera-
ture on that part of Bundy 
to rise a few degrees! 
. .Two other worthy hap-
penings take place on 
Saturday the 30th. At the 
Starlight Amphitheatre in 
Burbank, the Third Annual 
Reggae Times Music 
Awards will be handed out. 

Slated to appear are Don 
Carlos, Steel Pulse, Judy 
Mowatt, and more.... 
Johnny Clegg and Savuka 
return to the Southland for 
a gig at the Wadsworth 
Theater in Westwood. The 
South African unit blends 
township mbaqanga with 
rock/pop and are going to 
be the opening act on the 
upcoming Stevie Winwood 
tour.... Haitian phenoms 
Tabou Combo created true 
dance frenzy during their 
recent three-show visit to 
L.A. The Ukranian Cultural 
Center show, which I saw, 
found the dance floor filled 
with wildly uninhibited 
displays of bootie-shaking. 

—TC 

YOU SEE THIS GUY? THIS 
GUY'S IN A VIDEO WITH ME: 
Singer/songwriter Brenda 
Russell went right to the 
top when she went to work 
on her video for " Gravity," 
the second single from her 
highly touted A&M album 
Get Here. She coaxed a 
cameo appearance out of 
A&M founder/top brass 
Herb "The Lonely Bull" 
Alpert. Shown with Rus-
sell and Alpert is the 
clip's director, Leslie Lib-
man. Meanwhile, Russell 
is spending her summer 
touring with Billy Ocean. 
(They'll hit Universal Am-
phitheatre August 19th 
through the 21st.) 

THE OTHER SIDE/Lisa Johnson 

SAFE SAX: Legendary R&B 
tenor saxophone pioneer 
Big Jay McNeely, the Her-
cules of honkers, has 
released his first domestic 
studio album in 30 years. 
AZ Bootin' (Big J Records) 
features the deacon backed 
by the Rocket 88s—who 
boast a stellar harp player 
in Bill Tarsha. The album 
was produced by McNeely 
and R&B archivist Jim 
Dawson, who are partners 
in the Big J label. McNeely, 
best-known for his 1949 in-
strumental "Deacon's Hop" 
and the anguished ballad 
"There Is Something on 
Your Mind," came out of 
retirement in 1983 and 

never looked back. He 
dazzled a new generation 
with his wild, screaming, 
sax-on-the-back playing dur-
ing the 1986 Grammy tele-
cast. 

DOGS' LIKE: Dirty Dogs' 
guitarists Mickey McMahan 
and Jay Jay Dean recently 
inked an endorsement deal 
with Gibson guitars after the 
axemaker's artist relations 
rep, Roger Bell, caught the 
Dog doings at the band's 
recent Club Lingerie set. 
These pups have been get-
ting rave reviews for their 
gut-level approach to blues-
metal. Don't be the last to 
know what everyone's been 
barking about. —KT 

CELEBRITY WATCH: Belin-
da Carlisle took a break 
from her hectic touring 
schedule to do a bit of 
shopping on Melrose. She 
was spotted leaving Wacko 
with an entourage of four. 
Belinda wasn't spotted at 
House of Schock's Roxy 
show (see Local Notes and 
photo). 

Nick Kamen has made 
Duke's his home away from 
home. The singing sensa-
tion, famed for his provoca-
tive Levi's advertisement, 
was spotted on several con-
secutive days at the legen-
dary coffee shop. What does 
a pop star eat for breakfast? 
French toast, scrambled 
eggs with cheese, coffee, 
and a large orange juice. 
Kamen's new Warner Bros. 
album, Us, is set for an 
August 23rd release, so you 
can stop holding your breath. 

Leonard Cohen's recent 
appearance at the Wiltern 
brought out all the true 
songwriting aficionados! 
Among them were Rick 
Parker of Lions & Ghosts 
(currently in the studio re-
cording their second album 
for EMI-Manhattan), and 
Marvin Etzioni (who pro-
duced a tune called "Oh 
Love" on Voice of the Bee-
hive's debut album Let it 
Bee, due on PolyGram 

soon—but not soon enough!) 
with Williams Brother Andy 
Williams, Jr —no relation to 
Virgin's Mark Williams, 
who was also there, with 
R.E.M. manager Jefferson 
Holt. Cohen's oh-so-slick 
production features backing 
vocals from Julie Christen-
sen formerly of L.A.'s own 
Divine Horsemen. 

Always divine (smoky and 
crowded) is English Acid. 
On this particular eve of 
personal destruction. Zodiac 
Mindwarp's Slam Thunder-
hide was spinning the 
discs, and MC's Doug 
Stewart said, "Bruce Willis 
and Rob Lowe were in the 
corner earlier" I never saw 
'em. Nor did I see Led Zep-
pelin producer Andy 
Johns, but Doug said he 
was there, too. I did see 
Janiss Garza (more than I 
cared to. actually, and more 
than anybody else could 
have hoped for), and Lance 
McCloud of Mr. Kite's Hip-
podrome fame. McCloud 
was responsible for discov-
ering the Voices when they 
were still in La Jolla, before 
they'd even dreamed of 
signing a deal for over half 
a million with MCA. 

Mr. Kite's Hippodrome is 
taking a break for the sum-
mer. The last night featured 
Shadowland, Miss Aman-

da Jones (Columbia's 
Jamie Cohen loves 
them),Thelonious Mon-
ster's Bob Forrest (see 
photo above) in a special 
acoustic performance, and 
sweet harmonies from Black 
Patti, who have a different 
(as in interesting / interesting) 
drum setup. 

SCREAM 2ND ANNI-
VERSARY PARTY: The par-
ty at the Park View Hotel 
was a real, aah, scream. 
That line which literally 
stretched around the block 
(to the corner of 6th and 
Carondolet) as early as 10 
P.M., coupled with the 
"everybody pays" door 
policy should keep some 
well-fed! To pay tribute to 
the club (and the people) 
who have supported them 
through thick and thin, no 
less than twelve bands 
played, including MC cover 
boys Broken Homes, Gef-
fen artists Junkyard and 
Shadowland (A + for per-
formance), Cathouse, 
Jane's Addiction, Lions & 
Ghosts, Kill For Thrills, 
MCA's Jetboy, Hangmen, 
and Human Drama (whose 
recent Lingerie showcase 
was packed before 9 PM. 
and blew the audience 
away, as well as RCA and 
EMI). It's taken years of 
hard work and dedication, 

congratulations to Dayle 
Gloria and Michael Stewart 
for creating and maintaining 
the Scream scene. 

As if we hadn't had 
enough... creatures of the 
night (I among them) braved 
the day for the festive 2nd 
Annual Scream Picnic. 
Some were still decked out 
in what they wore the night 
before, and most of the 
bands that had played were 
there. Non-bandmembers in 
attendance included Decline 
of Western Civilization Part 
II: The Metal Years' Penelope 
Spheeris and pro-skate-
board champ John Grigley. 

Straight from the picnic. I 
went to see Tiffany live in 
concert. Talk about culture 
shock. I was fortunate 
enough to share the experi-
ence with Daniel Weizman 
(a.k a. Shredder and Dou-
ble D Nose's lead singer). 
Dweezil Zappa. and Metal 
MC Warren Fitzgerald (who 
also has another band called 
Gherkin [as in sweet 
pickles] Raucous). While 
Dweezil was scuttled back-
stage, the rest of us headed 
for the fudge stand.... 
NBC News just confimed 

my suspicion: Mery Griffin 
discovered Vanna White. 

Celebrity au go-go: 
Chrissie Hynde with Bono 
at lggy's Whisky show. 
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FEMME 
Baby Band Gets a Helping Hand 
THE CAST OF CHARACTERS 

TODD COOPFR: 

ANDREA ACCARDO: 

JIM FARACI: 

DAVID COLE: 

MCA: 

MARTY CALLNER: 

ALAN MOLINA: 

Former road manager for the Vinnie Vincent Invasion and per-
sonal manager to various local bands 

Personal manager at Front Line Management (whose clients in-
clude Heart, Whitesnake, Poison, the Cult, and Chicago) 

Producer whose credits include Poison, L.A. Guns, and Keel 

In-house,pnxiucer/remixer at MCA Records, and the author of 
"Waiting for the Big One," the first single from Femme Fatale 

A chorus of voices culled from A&R, artist development, 
marketing, promotion and publicity 

Video director who has ~Iced with I lean, Aerosmith, Lita Ford, 
Jimmy Page, and many others 

Famous Music VP 

Femme Fatale bandmembers: 

LORRAINE LEWIS: 

RICK RAEL: 

MAUI RAWL): 

BILL D'ANGELO: 

BOBBY MURRAY 

lead singer/songwriter 

bass 

uitar and keyboards/..ongwriter 

ead guitar 

drums 

Ail photos by nand*" St. Nicholas 

A
S SUNDAY NIGHT SLIPS INTO MONDAY 
morning, a smattering of souls wan-
ders up and down Sunset Strip. Lost 

in the shadows of their neon dreams, they 
appear to be searching for something they've 
lost, or perhaps have never possessed, yet 
they seem unsure of what that something is. 

I turn off the engine of my Jeep, and the 
nip of the cool California night air sends a 
chill through my bodriii rather be-asieep--
right now, but unfortunately I owe someone 
a favor. I collect my thoughts and valuables 
and head toward the Whisky to catch the last 
band on the bill— it's the third gig of some 
group called Femme Fatale. 

Walking inside, it's just as I expected— 
another lonely night in rock & roll purgatory 
There's a handful of aspiring rock studs cruis-
ing the obligatory groupies in training, as-
sorted alcoholics getting trashed at the bar, 
and there are actually a few people there to 
hear the band. I walk upstairs, sit down at 
a table, tell waitress after waitress, "No, I don't 
want a drink:' and I wait. . . and wait. . . and 
wait. Finally, the lights dim and the band is 
announced. 

The activity in the club remains virtually 
unchanged, however: the lascivious libidos 
continue looking for lust, the drunks con-
tinue consuming, and I can't wait to go home 
to bed. Then something happens. It's hard 
to describe in words, but 30 seconds into 
their set, I instinctively realize Femme Fatale 
is not just another mediocre band whose em-
phasis is more on hairspray than music, 
destined to play the Strip forever. It is one of 
those rare moments when the music makes 
a difference. 

As the group's energy and vibe circulate 
and begin to fill the stage, other people begin 
to get it, too—they stop what they're doing 
and actually start listening and watching. By 
the time this energy begins overflowing into 
the club, a transformation of mood and at-
titude in the audience is obvious. And when 
Femme Fatale's leading lady Lorraine Lewis 
springs onto the stage like a panther let loose 
from its cage, it's as if this energy is gasoline 
and she is the match. There is combustion 
on contact. 

Lost between the rhythm and the melody, 
the audience rocks & rolls with it, and by the 
time the band's set is done, everyone feels 
a little bit better than they had 45 minutes 
earlier. For a moment, perhaps, they'd found 
the magic they were missing. 

The bandmembers have to be at their day 
jobs the next morning, sia they pack up their 
equipment and go home to sleep. The 
thought of having to hawk clothes on 
Melrose after a gig like this does not make 
Lorraine the happiest girl in the club, but she 
knows it's not forever. . . . 

Cut to a year and a half later. The scene 
is Tramps, a swank Beverly Hills hotspot. The 
club is normally open for members only, but 
tonight it's hosting a hand-picked crowd of 
movers and shakers, gathered to celebrate the 
publication of Rock Star, the latest effort of 
Jackie Collins, Tramps' first lady. 

The usual Hollywood hipsters sip soda or 
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champagne (depending on whether they're 
on the wagon this week or not), but no one 
dares touch the sumptuous light supper buf-
fet for fear their friends will think them pig-
gish. The pulsating sounds of boom-boom 
disco tunes drift in from the dance floor in 
the room next to the parry and everyone 
hangs, chats, sips, and watches the gears of 
the Hollywood machine as they continue 
grinding and turning as if on automatic. 

In the middle of this madness stands this 
beautiful woman. No one can really place 
her (and after all, at this party, everyone 
knows simply everyone), yet she's captured 
the essence of Hollywood chic while main-
taining a real rock & roll edge. She's already 
greeted Jackie and posed for some pictures, 
and even Jackie feels as if she knows this girl 
from somewhere, but she just can't put her 
finger on the circumstances. 

Like a character out of one of Collins' 
novels, this girl is the same Lorraine Lewis 
who only a year earlier was gigging at the 
Whisky and working on Melrose during the 
day to pay her rent. Management has acted 
as a catalyst to bring about a complete 
physical and mental transformation. There is 
no doubt in anyone's mind, especially her 
own, that Lewis is a star. 

Unlike the glamorized world of a Collins' 
novel, however, the road from the Whisky to 
fronting MCAs hottest debut rock act in years 
was a long, arduous process. What follows 
is what happened, how it happened, and 
what's going to happen to and for a band 
called Femme Fatale. 

LORRAINE LEWIS: We were all in different 
bands, fighting for supremacy in Albuquer-
que, New Mexico. We all moved here with 
our respective bands, and everybody took a 
shit, including me, and went back home. 
That's when we formed Femme Fatale. After 
awhile, we moved back to L.A. and got a 
demo deal with Atlantic Records. We show-
cased for them after the demo was done, and 
they passed—suckers! We wanted to get 
attention, so everyone in the band had a dif-
ferent hair color. Sometimes you think you 
have to dye your hair purple to stand out, but 
further along, you realize you are special 
enough and you don't need all that. It didn't 
take long for people to realize how special 
we were and to get interested in us; we got 
a record deal after doing seven gigs. 
TODD COOPER (a local talent scout): I 
went out to the Whisky one night to check 
out this band called Sweet Savage. They were 
kind of lame, but there was this other band 
called Femme Fatale opening for them; it was 
only their second gig, but I was blown away. 
Here was a band with a contemporary hard 
rock sound, a la Poison, fronted by a female. 
I thought Lorraine was an absolute star—she 
took control like a pro. There's no one suc-
cessfully doing what they're doing, and I 
thought they could create a market all their 
own. I knew Andrea [Accardo, of Front Line 
Management] was looking for a band, so I 
turned her on to them. 

ANDREA ACCARDO: Todd has great in-

Impatiently awaiting their turn at bat are (clockwise, from center) Lorraine Lewis, 
Rawd, Bill D'Angelo, Bobby Murray, and Rick Rae!. 

stincts when it comes to talent. After further 
investigation, it turned out that everyone who 
had seen the band thought they were sensa-
tional! I found out that they were showcas-
ing and made plans to see them. 

LEWIS: A lot of people were approaching us 
about management and all sorts of other 
stuff, but we weren't ready to be managed 
by anybody at that point. This woman from 
Front Line Management called after our sec-
ond gig at the Whisky. We met at my job on 
Melrose and I liked her, so I invited her to 
come and see us at a showcase we were do-
ing for EMI-Manhattan. Not knowing much 
about the business at that point, I couldn't 
understand why Manhattan freaked out and 
thought we were pulling a fast one when 
Andrea walked in with some of her friends 
from MCA. She didn't know another label 
was funding the showcase, and we didn't 
understand the politics of the situation. As 
far as we were concerned, we just wanted 
people there. 

AN MCA SPOKESPERSON: A group of us 
got a call from Irving to go down to Leeds 
to check out this great band that was rehears-
ing. When we got there, we realized it wasn't 
a rehearsal at all, but a showcase set up by 
another record company. By the time we 
figured out what was going on, we stayed—as 
opposed to walking out in the middle of the 
band's set. At that point, we figured a deal 
was already locked in with the other 
company. 
ACCARDO: When they played at the 
showcase, it was like they were playing at the 
Forum. They came out and gave 130 percent. 
We all know what these showcases are 
like—people standing there, their arms 
folded, yawning and looking at their watches. 
Lorraine just wasn't going to let us out of her 
sight. It wasn't pretentious, but more like 'We 
love being up here, we love that you're here; 

Mazzi 

thank you, and now we're going to show you 
that you didn't waste your time Their energy 
was so overwhelming that by the time she 
did "Rebel," you realized, "Oh my God, she 
sings incredibly, too." 
MCA: Their stage presence was electrifying. 
Lorraine had the audience, both male and 
female, in the palm of her hand. The songs 
at that point were a mixture of good and not 
so good, but you could hear the potential 
was there to come across on vinyl, and that 
this was a signature act. 
LEWIS: After that showcase, everything was 
happening so fast, and we didn't want to 
make stupid moves, so we continued sitting 
pat, taking our time. We had people com-
ing from out of the woodwork trying to "ad-
vise" us as to what we should do, but we 
knew when the timing was right, we would 
jump at the right opportunity. 
ACCARDO: Lorraine is a superstar and her 
band pushes her over the top. It was a perfect 
package. With a little direction, it was ob-
vious to us that she could be a huge success. 
LEWIS: MCA and Manhattan both wanted 
us, but then MCA got cold feet and all 
Manhattan was willing to offer us was a 
development deal. We signed with Front 
Line, did showcases for other labels, and just 
sat tight. 
MCA: For various reasons, we were told the 
Femme Fatale deal didn't go through, but 
wasn't dead, and could some of us go down 
to check them out. Kathy Nelson [VP of 
A&R] and Janie Hoffman [national director 
of media and artist relations] went to the 
show and reported back that MCA was crazy 
if they didn't jump on this band. Once again, 
the crowds had gone crazy for the band, and 
it was amazing to see how many females 
were at the front of the stage reaching for Lor-
raine. Following that, they did a private 
showcase for MCA folks, producers, agents, 
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etc. It was at that point we were ready to real-
ly fly with the band. 
LEWIS: We were really excited about sign-
ing with MCA. A couple of labels wanted us, 
but the combination of both Front Line 
Management and MCA Records was enough 
to wrap up the deal. MCA doesn't have any 
girl rock acts; as a matter of fact, they don't 

— he any big new rock acts-=‘47,ere goin-giCe 
be their first one. What makes me different 
is that I'm aggressive and I know what I 
want—I want to be the most hit-on, talked-
about, plastered-on-your-wall rock & roll 
chick there ever was or that ever will be. 
That's not going to be a problem, because 
there's no girl out there who does it like I do 
it anyway. 
ACCARDO: We chose Jim Faraci to produce 
the LP based on his technique and back-
ground. He saw the potential in the band and 
loved their songs. We liked his enthusiasm 
and his willingness to eat, sleep, and breathe 
Femme Fatale. His input helped bring the 
record from good to great. 
FARACI: One night I got a call at home from 
Andrea, and a few days later I went to a 
showcase at S.I.R. I was blown away. The first 
thing they do is draw your attention to them. 
You walk in and immediately say, "These 
guys are really, really good." You can't stop 
watching them. Lorarine, Maz [Femme Fatale 
guitarist/keyboardist Mazzi Rawd], Andrea, 
and I had a meeting at Front Line a few days 
later. We talked for a couple of hours. Lor-
raine grilled me on other female singers I'd 
worked with in the past, and I smiled and 
said, "You're it, babe 
LEWIS: Jim Faraci is the best. Going into the 
studio we were a good band, but we feel Jim 
Faraci made us into a great band. He has 
great ideas and was a blast to work with. 
MA7_ZI RAWD: Before going into pre-
production, Lorraine and I wrote a bunch of 
new songs. I usually write when I'm alone, 
late at night, especially after great sex when 
I'm a little mellower. Melodies and chord 
changes just start flooding in on me. I write 
music, put it on tape, and then give it to Lor-
raine. Usually she hates it, totally changes 
it, and gives it back to me. Then I get pissed 
off, change it again, and give it back to her. 
Then the screaming fight starts, and after 
we're done fighting, we compromise to 
somewhere in the middle. 

"A couple of labels wanted us, 
but the combination of Front 
Line Management and MCI 

Records was enough to wrap up 
the deal. MCA doesn't have any 
girl rock acts; as a matter of 
fact, they don't have any big 
new rock acts— we're going to 

be their first one. 
—Lorraine Lewis 

FARACI: The band had never worked with 
anyone, so we did a lot of arrangement work, 
trimming the fat off, and getting the songs 
radio-ready. A lot of their songs had live 
arrangements and were really long. We spent 
a little over a month at S.I.R. in pre-
production. Most of the time we worked 
without vocals. What we would do is, I 
would take my ghetto blaster to the rehears-
al, we'd record and arrange the versions of 
the songs we liked, Lorraine would come in 
on Friday to work on the lyrics, and then we'd 
put the whole package together. 
RAWD: The hardest thing in the studio was 
to keep up partying with Jim. He kept us go-
ing nonstop. The most exciting thing was 
mixing the album. There's nothing more ex-
citing than listening to a bass drum getting 
EQ-d for two hours straight. 
FARACI: Working in the studio with Femme 
Fatale was a piece of cake. They're all really 
nice, and we got along well as people. It 
wasn't like work. Everybody was willing to 
do whatever it took to make it work, which 
is the way it should be. The bands I record 
tend to get up onstage and sweat, and that's 
why I tend to avoid too layered a sound. I 
don't like hearing a record that's been over-
done—it bothers me. Femme Fatale wants to 
be accessible; they want to rock, but they 
don't want to be hard-core. That works to 
their favor because they can do "Baby's Gun" 
and then turn around and do "Rebel." 
LEWIS: We had a great time in the studio. 
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Everyone was yelling and screaming all the 
time, trying to tell Jim how to mix the board. 
He loved it when everyone was asleep. A lot 
of the time the guys would sleep down at the 
studio because they had a great color televi-
sion set, deli trays, and fresh fruit every morn-
ing. It was a lot better than going back to the 
apartment they were all sharing. 
RILL DXNCLLO-(Fernme Fatale lead guitar-
ist): My guitar playing went through a real 
metamorphosis while we were in the studio. 
I don't think it was Femme Fatale that 
changed or made me a better player, 
although I 'm sure that had something to do 
with it. I think the real reason I got better was 
because of my guitar teacher, Nick Nolan. 
Whatever the reason, I'm really happy with 
my work on the record. 
FARACI: Lorraine and Maz are vegetarians, 
and Lorraine is just a real healthy person. 
Before I got sick, I was the exact opposite. 
I'd have a chili burger at noon, and she'd walk 
in, look at the chili burger and in disgust say, 
"How can you do that to yourself?" 
LEWIS: I stay in shape with 18-year-olds— 
lots of 18-year-olds. Also, I work out every day 
of my life, I eat healthy, and I drink lots 
of water—it's good for your skin. I take good 
care of myself, because the road's going to 
be a bitch. 
FARACI: Lorraine would come in early after-
noon, pick the song she wanted to do, get 
her feel for the song, and then basically just 
do it. We didn't do a lot of punching in, and 
the entire process went really quickly. 
DAVID COLE (mix engineer): I was brought 
in by MCA to remix a couple of tracks on 
the Femme Fatale record. After having met 
the band, I realized that they would be suc-
cessful out of sheer desire. In the back of my 
mind I had this song that was perfect for 
Femme Fatale. Who else could sing 'Waiting 
for the Big One" and pull it off but Lorraine? 
LEWIS: All the songs on the record are 
strong—there's something on there for every-
one. 'Waiting for the Big One" is more of 
a radio rocker. I won't say we needed some-
thing better, because everything on the record 
is good. 
ACCARDO: The band handled the time off 
after the record was completed really well. 
They've been using it to their advantage, and 
it shows when they play live. They've been 
patiently waiting for their moment. 
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RICK RAEL (Femme Fatale bassist and Lewis' 
brother): t he day job blows chunks. Being 
in the studio was a killer, 'cuz after I laid 
down my tracks I could talk on the phone 
day and night. Do I sleep with a lot of girls? 
Yeah—do you? It's hard to have a sister who's 
prettier than you onstage, though. I mean, 
she hogs the stage, knows all the right things 
to say, can't drive worth shit, and has good-
looking friends. Oh well, I love her anyway. 

LEWIS: I didn't have to go back to Melrose 
because of my publishing advance. It was 
during our waiting-around period that I guess 
Front Line sort of groomed us, if you want 
to call it that. Grooming is something where. 
if you don't feel comfortable, it's not going 
to come out of you. Front Line just gave us 
the tools to do what we wanted with 
ourselves. 

ALAN MOLINA (Famous Music VP): I 
signed Lorraine and Mazzi to a publishing 
deal because they are prolific, talented song-
writers. Lorraine brings an exceptional inten-
sity, energy, and commitment to her perfor-
mance and career. I've seen them playing 
arenas and stadiums, bringing with them this 
tremendous energy as well as passion. The 
band is going to bring us material they do 
not intend to record for covers, television, 
and soundtracks. Their songwriting—like Bon 
Jovi, who is also with Famous—is a commer-
cial brand of radio rock. It's going to do very, 
very well. 

RAWD: Famous had a history of developing 
bands, getting covers, and they're affiliated 
with Paramount, which has put out some 
great soundtracks. There is a huge market for 
rock & roll in the movies these days. Two of 
the tracks from our LP are currenity in the 
License to Drive movie. Lorraine and I began 
writing songs for Famous until we started to 
rehearse for our first video. 

LEWIS; I'd heard about this guy Marty 
Callner, read about him, seen pictures of him, 
and watched his videos. Working with him 
was like a dream come true. He was great 
to work with, ar.1 we gave him 20 hours of 
shooting with everything we had and more. 

MARTY CALLNER (video director): I think 
the progress Femme Fatale has made over the 
past year is the biggest progress of any band 
I've ever seen in my life. They're tighter play-
ing together and just have that edge that 

"I want to be the most hit-on, talked-about, 
plastered-on-your-wall rock & roll chick 
there ever was or that ever will be." 

makes them cross over that line. They were 
good when I saw them a year ago; I just 
didn't think they were ready to give me what 
they gave me, They worked their asses off. 
They saw an opportunity and seized it. When 
a band is hungry, they are a pleasure to work 
with. This band was hungry and wanted it. 
Because they wanted it, they put out, and the 
film is reflective of it. I didn't do much—I just 
sat back and let them do their thing. There's 
not one gimmick in the whole piece. There's 
only one other artist I've ever worked with 
who didn't have any gimmicks, and that was 
Jimmy Page. 
LEWIS: I've lived my whole life knowing I 
wanted to do this, knowing that I wanted to 
be famous, knowing I wanted to be a rock 
& roll rebel girl. This was my host. You're do-
ing it, and you almost have to slap yourself 
because you realize you're really doing it. 
Marty Callner is the best. 
CALLNER: Lorraine's phenomenal: she's real-
ly a star. She has that fire and that hunger, 
and her energy, along with the rest of the 
band, transformed the shoot. They looked 
like they had been playing for five or ten 
years on the road. You also have to remember 
that this was a band used to playing on very 
small stages, and we put them on a 50-foot 
stage and said, "This is your stage—use it," 
and they did. We didn't have a huge budget, 
so all they had was themselves. It was hard 
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not having a budget to use for production 
value, but they overcame it. Lorraine is the 
next Pat Benatar. lhere's a difference between 
Lorraine and Pat, though, and I've done four 
of Pat's videos. Lorraine is really a rocker, 
from the tip of her head right down to her 
soul. Benatar is a great actress playing a 
rocker. 
BOBBY MURRAY (Femme Fatale drummer): 
I remember watching the sun come up after 
we did our video. We'd done it so many 
times, we video'd 'til it hurt. Our hands were 
cut up, our bodies were bruised, and we 
could hardly form words at the end of sen-
tences, but we all knew, really knew, we were 
finally on our way. 
LEWIS: After the shoot, when we were all 
sitting together, it was a really magic mo-
ment. Femme Fatale is a band effort, and at 
that moment we knew it more than ever. 
MCA: Lorraine has that lethal combination 
of incredible looks, raw sex, a star quality, 
vocal energy, and her appeal to both the 
male and female audience is equal. First and 
foremost, she is a talented vocalist in a great, 
rocking band and will be presented that way. 
The fact that she and the band look incredi-
ble is a bonus. All promotion and marketing 
of Femme Fatale will be accompanied by 
strong visuals. 
We are gearing the band toward hard 

rock/AOR formats, with a definite plan to 
cross over to mass-appeal. Because the band 
is so strong live, there will be select show-
cases prior to hooking them up with a ma-
jor tour. Additionally, a week after the release 
of 'Waiting for the Big One," Lorraine will 
go on a cross-country promo tour for press, 
radio, and retail. 
LEWIS: We've definitely got God on our side. 
We have a ritual before every show to get 
hyped up: We stand in a circle, and I'm in 
the middle, and we take a moment to be 
calm and pray that God will help us through 
the gig. Then we just scream, scream, 
scream, and go out there and kick ass and 
rock & roll. It doesn't make sense to a lot of 
people, but it gets us off to a great start. Right 
now, I'm just trying to keep my feet on the 
ground and still reach for everything I want, 
still know who I am and where I came from, 
but also knowing I can be everything I want 
to be. Watch out world, 'cause here comes 
Femme Fatale. MI 
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The Ears of L.A. Chris Cutfaro / Visages 

BENNY MEDINA 
KEEPS WB 
IN THE BLACK 

",its an A&R man, 
what I'm here for is 
to take risks. Hope-
fully, there's some 
calculation in there, 
too, but it's about 
being in an aggres-
sive, fresh new 
music mode." 

By David Nathan 

C
ELEBRATING TWO YEARS AS VICE PRESIDENT, 
black music, A&R, at Warner Bros., 
Benny Medina can look at his 

accomplishments with a sense of pride. 
"When I first joined the company, we didn't 
have a deep black roster," he notes. "But 
realizing that new artists are the future, we 
have selectively added a range of different 
acts. "It's not just about having records out 
there, but about developing careers. Work 
ing with a corporation this size, we can really 
develop artists." 

Medina's first major acquisition for the 
label was Club Nouveau, brainchild of Jay 
King, the young producer behind the success 
of Timex Social Club and "Rumors" in 1986. 
"That was probably the biggest risk I've taken, 
because people doubted the group's creative 
longevity." But with a million-selling debut 
LP and a huge crossover hit in "Lean on Me" 
last year, Medina's risk-taking clearly paid off. 
"As an A&R man, that's what I'm here for— 
to take risks. Hopefully, there's some calcula-
tion in there, too, but it's about being in an 
aggressive, fresh new music mode." 

Always on the move, Medina, who got his 
seasoning while working at Motown for eight 
years, encourages the artists he signs to in-
dulge in creative risk-taking, too. As an ex-
ample, he cites new Paisley Park artist Tony 
Lemans, "a 20ear-old composer/vocalist 
with a decidedly different ambitious musical 
approach," alongside punk-funk vet Rick 
James, another recent Warners signing. 
"Rick's taking a new approach on this LP, 
which is self-written and self-produced," says 
Medina, who stays in close contact with the 
diverse artists on the Warner Bros. roster. 

Although Medina's focus has been on 
adding new acts to the roster, he's also been 
working with some of the artists who've been 
with the label for a while. "People like Al 
Jarreau, George Benson, Chaka Khan, and 
Randy Crawford are all very much open to 
doing different, adventurous things now. If 

you think about it, when George [Benson] 
first came out with Breezin', that was dif-
ferent, a risk. Occasionally, established art-
ists may have opinions that hamper their 
open-mindedness; I'm fortunate in working 
with people who are not just listening for 
hits!' Medina says that Warners' chairman Mo 
Ostin, president Lenny Waronker, and fellow 
A&R VP Michael Ostin have an understand-
ing of what he terms "the creative cutting 
edge. If you look at some of the artists that 
they've worked with—everyone from Rickie 
Lee Jones to Randy Newman to Madonna— 
you appreciate that their focus is on creativity. 
After all, Prince wasn't an easy signing, and 
so it's obvious that what we're doing isn't just 
about recouping an investment on the first 
record, even though we have done that in a 
number of cases." 

In recent months, Medina has been re-
sponsible for cultivating Atlantic Starr (help-
ing to bring the nine-year-old group its first 
ever platinum LP), the Isley Brothers (whose 
Smooth Sailin' LP brought them back to the 
charts after several years of dormancy), gospel 
group the Winans (whose duet with Anita 
Baker, "Ain't No Need to Worry," garnered 
them a Grammy this year), and Michael 
Cooper (former lead singer with Confunk-
shun, who scored the first time out with a 
major black hit in 'To Prove My Love"). He 
has also nurtured the career of Sherrick, a 
new artist whose debut single, "Just Cal l;' was 
a major pop hit in the U.K., further stimu-
lating Medina to look at Warners' black 
music acts from an international standpoint. 

"Black music has made an impact, not just 
domestically but around the world, so I'm 
looking more and more at marketing our art-
ists on that level. I've spent a lot of time travel-
ing to Europe, and I'll be going to Australia 
some time this year. ',Ne have some artists 
who have always made an impact overseas, 
like Randy Crawford and Al Jarreau. In fact, 
with Randy, we may have gone too far in 

satisfying the demand internationally; now 
we need to see what's not been in sync for 
her to be more successful domestically!' 
Another female artist for whom Medina has 
high hopes in the international market is Taja 
Sevelle, who may have suffered from the 
categorization of music in this country which 
demands that a black-oriented act must do 
well with black radio stations before the label 
can attempt to cross over a given record to 
the wider pop audience. 

"I see the categorization of music as being 
directly related to the categorization of 
people—period. Just take a look at the world 
we live in! Taja's first record had a very dif-
ficult time with black radio—she was con-
sidered too adventurous musically. But I feel 
that radio programmers have to realize that 
their listeners have diverse tastes. Is it that 
record companies have to keep repackaging 
the same kind of music all the time so that 
it can be played? Do we have to be the only 
ones taking a chance creatively? I mean, who 
wants the same thing re-delivered over and 
over again?" 

Medina's philosophy in deciding what acts 
to sign is based, he says, "on going back to 
that same old antenna—does it get me in the 
heart and the gut? If it does, I'm interested. 
I don't want the same old formulas all the 
time; just because something worked once, 
doesn't mean it'll work again. The music we 
go with may not always be instantly program-
mable, but we want the opportunity to let 
people hear it!' 

Projects currently on Medina's slate in-
clude albums by Karyn White (vocalist with 
Jeff Lorber), Siedah Garrett (Michael Jackson's 
recent singing partner), Gwen Guthrie 
(whose new single, "Can't Love Me Tonight," 
deals with the current sexual morality), the 
second Club Nouveau LP, New York-based 
male vocalist Al B. Sure! (who has a crossover 
hit with his first single, "Night and Day"), and 
a group of new artists that includes Royalty 
(four brothers and sisters from Pasadena), 
along with X2 and Freaky Executives, two 
groups from the Bay Area. In production, says 
Medina, is the Paisley Park debut by Mavis 
Staples (being supervised by Prince and Al 
Bell), a project the label is very excited about. 
And on the drawing board is the first Warners 
LP from Frankie Beverly & Maze, an act 
Medina sees as a major acquisition. "We're 
also very happy with our association with the 
Cold Chillin' label, which definitely focuses 
on the music of the streets, with artists such 
as Biz Markie, Big Daddy Kane, Roxanne 
Shante, Cool G. Rap, and M.C. Shan." 

With such a wealth of product to work on, 
Medina considers it part of his responsibil-
ity to create and maintain a staff that he can 
supervise. " I have to delegate to producers 
and other staff members here at Warners and 
have them trust their own instincts;' Medina 
comments. Excited about the prospects for 
Warners' continued success with its black 
music division, Medina says that the key to 
real success lies "in understanding the dif-
ferences between trends and artistry. What 
we're up to here is presenting music that's 
fresh and new!' II 
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Breakthroughs 

By Randal A. Case 

NIGHT OIL GETS HEARTB 

T
RUE OR FALSE: 

1. Australia's Midnight Oil has a 
six-foot-five, completely bald lead 

singer, Peter Garrett, who's qualified to prac-
tice law. 

2. Through its hard-hitting live perfor-
mances and provocative songs, the group has 
become one of the most popular indigenous 
rock acts in Oz. 

3. Despite their success back home, the 
Oils will never be the new Thunder From 
Down Under in America—simply because 
their songs are filled with too many 
Australian and political references. 
A short while back, many considered all 

three to be true—but things have changed. 
The band's latest LP, Diesel and Dust, aided 
by the AOR hits "Beds Are Burning" and 
"The Dead Heart" have finally established 
the group in the States. Americans, it seems, 
are finally warming to the charms of the Oils. 

For longtime fans of the band, this sud-
den ascension comes as sweet revenge. 
Before Diesel and Dust, Midnight Oil re-
leased two skillful, invigorating, and chal-
lenging albums— 10, 9, 8, Z 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 
and Red Sails in the Sunset—both largely ig-
nored in the U.S. 

Is Diesel a more "American" album? No 
way. Its primary focus, the land rights of 
Australian aborigines is hardly a safe com-
mercial subject for a group determined to 
break in America. But then, this is Midnight 
Oil, a bunch that panders to no one. Con-
sider the following from Garrett: "Decisions 
about a band's future could be made in an 
instant by the side of the kidney-shaped 
swimming pool, where, in various stages of 
intoxication or undress, the casual and 
would-be hip record company executives 
analyzed the likelihood of a band from 
Austraaalia: wherever that is, becoming suc-
cessful!' This quote, interestingly enough, 
comes from an article penned by frontman 
Garrett and sent out by CBS—the band's U.S. 
label—as part of the group's press kit. 

The story of Diesel begins in 1986, when 
the Oils were approached by a film company 
to write a song commemorating the handing 

back of Ayers Rock to the aborigines. Initial-
ly, the group declined the offer. 'We said 
there are quite a few aboriginal bands in this 
country and you should approach them," ex-
plains Rob Hirst, drummer with the Oils and 
one of the band's songwriters. 

But the group eventually set about writing 
"Beds Are Burning," "The Dead Heart" ('We 
don't serve your country, don't serve your 
King/Know your custom, don't speak your 
tongue/White man came, took everything"), 
and the aptly titled "You May Not Be Re-
leased" (which, as yet, hasn't been) for the 
project. Intrigued, the Oils then decided to 
embark on a trek deep into the outback on 
a tour of aboriginal settlements. 

'We basically were the first white band 
to do it," says Hirst. 'We were really a sup-
port band for the Warumpi Band, an abor-
iginal group that comes from Papunya. 

"Most white people never get a chance 
to go out there, and we felt very honored. 
But we were also incredibly saddened by 
what we saw, which was a great deal of 
poverty. Black people living out of corregated 
iron, upturned rusting Holdens and cars; 
eating Western junk food, on the grog and 
sniffing petrol, which was a habit apparent-
ly brought in by American bomber pilots sta-
tioned in Darwin during the Second World 
War. 

"To see this Third World environment liv-
ing in one of the most affluent countries— 
that was a source of great shame!' 

What was the response of the aborigine 
audiences to the band? 

'Well, at Warakuma—certainly one of the 
poorest settlements we visited; I don't think 
you'd even find it on the most detailed map 
of Australia—at the maximum, we probably 
played to only 18 or 20 people, most of 
whom left after about the third song. At that 
stage we were still learning how not to play 
fast and ferocious. A lot of people who never 
heard anything louder than a car backfiring 
disappeared into the night and were never 
heard from again. That was one of the most 
bizarre shows we ever played. Our audience 
consisted of about half a dozen kids and a 

few elders in cars parked up in the blackness 
of the night, and a camel. 

"At some of the big settlements, we'd play 
to 600-800 people, both white and black. 
We had to take a leaf out of the Warumpi 
Band's book, because we had to slow down 
and make the music fit the environment, 
which was one of enormous landscapes, of 
incredible skies at night, incredible isolation!" 
Much of the inspiration for their new 

album came from that experience of touring 
the settlements. Explains Hirst: 'We tried to 
get some sense of the grandeur of the coun-
try, the sense of perpetual rhythm of when 
you're in a diesel Toyota and you're heading 
across the gun-barrel highway over this in-
credible continent of ours; it just seems like 
an endless trip. Those incredible horizons 
you can only get in this country. And also 
some of the sadness of seeing a civilization 
40,000 years old brought to its knees by such 
a short occupation of white people (Austral-
ia recently celebrated its 200th year of white 
settlement.) 

Indeed, Midnight Oil truly shines on their 
Diesel and Dust LP. (One of the Oils' finest 
efforts, Place Without a Postcard, hasn't even 
been released in this country.) Chestnuts from 
Diesel include the brisk yet poignant "Dead 
Heart;' 'Warakurna," the rhythmically insis-
tent "Bullroarer" (a bullroarer is an aboriginal 
musical instrument), and a hard-edged daz-
zler called "Sometimes." 

"Musically, 'Sometimes' probably sounds 
the most like traditional Oils' fare offers 
Hirst. "In a general sense it's just a cry from 
the heart to keep up the struggle when you 
feel you're being beaten down by everyone 
around. 

"I felt a bit like that when we won a cou-
ple of things at the Australian Music Awards— 
'Beds Are Burning' got best single and best 
song, and Diesel and Dust got best album 
cover. [Oil's manager] Gary Morris got up and 
started talking about how 'Beds Are Burning' 
had been written by [fellow Oil] Jim Moginie 
and myself as a land-rights song for aboriginal 
people. There were lots of boos and hisses 
in the audience—either they didn't know it 
was a land-rights song, or they didn't want 
to know. Or they were racist enough to not 
acknowledge the fact it had been written 
specifically for aboriginal people." 
One last thing—on the heels of two com-

mercially "undiscovered" U.S. releases, the 
Oils now have an album, seemingly every 
bit as "Australian" as all their others, which 
is selling respectably here and generating 
healthy radio airplay. What happened? 

"I don't know, mate," answers Hirst, sound-
ing amused. "I think maybe we should leave 
that for the people who specialize in demog-
raphy and the musicologists and all that The 
band's just kept making Australian albums for 
Australians—and perhaps New Zealanders 
and people in the South Pacific. Perhaps 
Diesel is the most Australian record that 
we've made. 

'Why this would happen now, I really 
don't know," Hirst repeats, breaks into soft, 
warm laughter. "Maybe you can explain it to 
me, Randal." II 
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HAPPY 
CAMPERS 
TO TO 
COLLEGE 
By D.R. Stewart 

T
HEY ARE CALLED CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN, 
and they play music. They're an Amer-
ican band with scholarly sensibilities; 

their songs abound with lyrical references to 
William Burroughs, Jumpin' Joe Stalin, and 
the Eye of Fatima. Yes, they plunder the 
genres, raping and pillaging country folk, 
Chinese, and Sixties psychedelia. But some-
how, when vinyl hits the wheel, when disc 
meets the laser—they make it work. A spoon-
ful of melody makes the message medicine 
go down in the most delightful way. Yes, 
delightfuL They dare to make you happy 
without losing intellectual credibility. 

"On 'Life Is Grand: that's what we're talk-
ing about; it's okay to say good things and 
not be miserable. We want to do the video 
with a bunch of Cure groupies—teased hair, 
all-black clothing, looking unhappy." So says 
Jonathan Segel, who's (A) the violin player, 
(B) the man behind the ephemerally thin 
Casio riffs, and (C) the guy whose hair goes 
from hippie-long to POW-sheared on short 
notice. Jonathan was studying music at the 
U.C. Santa Cruz—the school that has a 
banana slug for a mascot, the school that 
doesn't believe in grades. Studying the violin 
as a requirement for orchestra, he soon 
learned how to incorporate it into a rock 
band. At that time, Camper consisted of lead 
man David Lowery and bassist Victor Krum-
menacher. "I didn't try and bring this violin 
sound into a band; I found the sound while 
playing onstage. I'm just now really learning 
to play my instrument?' 

The group started out playing folk around 
Santa Cruz, easy and accessible for listener 
and musician alike. They added drummer 

Melanie Nissen 

Chris Pedersen and guitarist Greg Lisher (a 
dead ringer for The Man From U.N.C.L.E.'s 
David McCallum) along the way. "Greg is 
really amazing," says Segel. "He's a classically 
trained jazz guitarist who's turned into this 
monster. And he worries about that:' Says 
bass player Krummenacher: "He's a guitar 
chameleon. He just plays what he hears on 
the radio with no idea what he's doing!' 

So by 1985 you had this folk band with 
orchestral overtones, heavy guitar, and ab-
surdist lyrics. Their indie debut album Tele-
phone Free Landslide Victory sold a healthy 
25,000 copies. It contained the underground 
hit single "Take the Skinheads Bowling," 
which gave them their first bit of notoriety. 
The critics were impressed, the Village Voice 
logged the album and its two successors (II 
& !Hand Camper Van Beethoven) on its top 
40 critix pix of the year. Spin did a story. In 
the spring of 1988, Rolling Stone woke up 
and put them in their "Hot" issire. They got 
a feature on MTV. And they signed a major 
label deal with Virgin Records, steering clear 
of I.R.S: Miles Copeland and the baubles and 
beads he offered them to become "Police II?' 
Smart college boys that they are, they also 
kept 100 percent of their publishing and mer-
chandising rights. 

'Why are we so lucky?" We didn't do our 
first national tour until January of 1987; the 
success is totally insane," marvels Krum-
menacher. 

"I can't believe we'll ever be huge says 
Segel. "I don't see us appealing to wide 
demographics. But I could never get too 
caught up in that—my friends in Santa Cruz 
are so removed from that they wouldn't let 
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me:' Their Virgin debut album, My Beloved 
Revolutionary Sweetheart, has already sold 
close to 50,000 copies, and it has topped the 
alternative charts for weeks. 

Just what do these happy Campers have 
going for them? Well, first off—diversity. "My 
record collection runs the gamut," says Krum-
menacher. 'Why do I have to play one form 
of music? We've tried to develop a sound that 
will allow us to jump from whatever-the-fuck 
to whatever-the-fuck." 

Adds Segel: 'When Reagan came in, there 
was this whole back-to-roots movement, this 
American thing, where you 'played Amer-
ican: The great things about the Sixties—the 
Beatles, the Who—was incorporating every-
thing around them into their music. It was 
okay then to use a sitar, a mandolin. But now 
this purity thing—you're allotted one style!' 

Another battle they wage is that of 
"serious" versus "humor." It would seem you 
either sing about your girlfriend in a coma 
and nuclear proliferation or you suffer the 
slings and arrows of being labeled silly. The 
Campers' new album has such lyrical gems 
as 'Take off that jumpsuit/You look like 
Grace Slick," and "Oh my belowd Tania, how 
I love to see your face photographed in 
16-second intervals?' Says Krummenacher, "If 
you don't laugh, it gets ugly—it gets ugly 
anyway—and you can be really tense if you 
don't laugh." And David Lowery, creator of 
those strange lyrics, says this: " I can be totally 
frivolous if I want to, or I can be poignant, 
or serious. I can change moods on a record, 
just like in real life. I think it's really okay for 
a band to write songs that are both humorous 
and serious at the same time?' 

Finally you have the evolution. So many 
can play but so few can create. The members 
of Camper Van Beethoven have always had 
the capacity for invention; now they are 
becoming better musicians. 

'We have solidified as a band—everybody 
is really improving," Krummenacher asserts. 
'We're at a peak. This is oui strongest batch 
of songs. If people seem to dig on us and 
we have an outlet, then that makes me proud. 
I want to take this thing to the limits. I wan-
na make it opulent. I wanna be given the 
opportunity to really go out, to create a great 
show without a lot of fuckheads putting in 
their two cents worth. I want the freedom to 
really explore: III 
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Triple Threat 
Kristen Dahline 

"I have one of the best studios in the world," says Sandford, who enjoys working at home. 
"I need this kind of envimnment to do what I do best." 

By Sue Gold 

C
HAS SANDFORD, WHO ALREADY A TOP 
guitarist and songwriter, is quickly 
emerging as one of the hottest young 

producers in music. After breaking in as a 
session musician (his credits include gigs 
with Rick Springfield, Sammy Hagar, and 
Kim Carnes), Sandford gained recognition as 
a songwriter, scoring major hits with "Miss-
ing You" for John Waite and "Talk to Me" for 
Stevie Nicks—with the latter giving him the 
chance to co-produce. Since then Sandford 
has concentrated on producing, working 
with Don Johnson, Roger Daltrey, Rod 
Stewart, and most recently, Chicago. 

"The new Chicago album [ /9] is hopefully 
going to surprise people," says Sandford, who 
produced six tracks (with Ron Nevison 
responsible for the other four). "There's 
definitely more of an edge to this record. The 
band is recording it live, as a band—some-
thing they haven't really been able to do on 
the past few albums because they didn't play 
an awful lot on them. David [Foster] played 
and brought in other people!' 

Sandford came to Los Angeles as a teen-

:ewe 

• 

reaching for. He listened to it and said, 'That's 
. great—what is this'! 

"1 

ager, quickly breaking into the session scene 
after meeting Ike Turner. "He was standing 
in an alley behind the studio at the time," 
Chas recalls. "I had a guitar case in my hand 
and he started talking to me. He took me into 
the studio and showed me around. I wound 
up playing that night on a session!' 

Although Sandford quickly established 
himself as one of the top guitarists in town, 
he felt there was something missing and 
tumed to producing. 'When I was doing ses-
sions I used to get so frustrated. I would put 
a great guitar sound on in the studio and I 
would come out and it wouldn't sound 
anything like it!' 

His sonic frustration led Sandford to pro-
ducing. He spent a lot of time recording in 
England and France. Upon his return to 
America, Sandford gave [engineer] Don 
Smith a tape of "Talk to Me," who gave it to 
[producer] Jimmy lovine, "and he put it in his 
car and never listened to it," Chas recalls. 
"About two years later, Jimmy was driving 
home at about 2 in the morning, and he 
picked up my tape instead of the one he was 

met with Jimmy and he said, 'Do you 
want to do this song with Stevie Nicks? You 
can produce.' I said no because I wanted to 
save it [for myself], and he went on and on 
about the chance I would have and how 
much money I would make." After listening 
to lovine, Sandford reasoned, "I can always 
write another song." 

With his first big break came problems. 
"We were going to use the tracks I had 
recorded in France and put her voice on it. 
When we recorded, she would work on our 
song for a while and then go otf and work 
on others. Every time someone came in to 
work on another song, she would play Talk 
to Me' for them and they all wanted to play 
on it. So I would corne into the studio the 
next morning and have these reels of tape 
of people I didn't know. Joe Walsh put out 
some tracks of guitar, then I came in another 
day and Mike Landau had put his guitar 
down. We had over 200 reels of tape for this 
one album. We basically ended up using the 
original version I had recorded." 

With "Talk to Me" riding high on the 
charts, Sandford hired on with Don Johnson. 
"Don had a record deal but nobody knew 
if he could sine Chas laughs. "He really 
didn't have any direction. I had to pick all 
the songs and musicians, which was really 
fun. There was a lot of pressure because it 
was more television than music. The whole 
thing was, the record had to be done by this 
date because he had the covers of Rolling 
Stone and Interview. It had to be out before 
the Miami We season started. It had nothing 
to do with how good the record was. 

"I really did enjoy working on it, though, 
and being in Miami. But there is a point 
where it turns from all that fun to, 'It has to 
be out on this date!' We had to work seven 
days a week, 20 hours a day, for two months 
straight. I had planned to do more vocals, but 
Don had planned to go to Italy, so I ended 
up having to use the rough vocals, which was 
fine!' 

Johnson's album featured a variety of 
musical guest artists, including Willie Nelson. 
"He was amazing to work with. He was the 
humblest guy on the whole record. When 
he came in, he had a broken hand and we 
didn't even know it until the next week; he 
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never said anything about it. He did his part 
and then went to the hospital and had a cast 
put on his hand." 

While producing Johnson's album, Sand-
ford began working with Roger Daltrey in 
England. " I flew to England on the weekends, 
cut the tracks, and then flew back to work 
with Don. Actually, one weekend I flew to 
England, and when I came back, we had Ron 
Wood, Stevie Ray Vaughan, and Bonnie Rain 
in the studio, plus Whoopi Goldberg, who 
just showed up to hang out. Needless to say, 
it was an incredibly fun time, because all of 
them are comedians and crack-ups:' 

While Johnson's album was moving up 
the charts, Sandford returned to Los Angeles 
to mix Daltrey's tunes and to work with Rod 
Stewart. Instead of going to the major studios, 
Sandford built his own, nestled in the hills 
above the San Fernando Valley. 'Actually, the 
studio was here when I bought the house, 
and I've just been adding my own equip-
ment. I think I have one of the best studios 
in the world. I have a 48-track, two 24-tracks, 
a digital 32-track, and a 16-track. 

"I need this kind of environment to do 
what I do best. When I go to other studios, 
some have limited time or it's just not that 
comfortable. I don't worry about that stuff 
here. I know I'm not going to get kicked out 
in a few hours because someone else is com-
ing in." 

As his reputation as a producer grows, 
Sandford continues to play guitar on almost 
everything he gets involved with, as well as 
contributing his songwriting talents. "I enjoy 

all of them. Sometimes I get frustrated be-
cause I never get to sleep, but I wouldn't he 
doing it if I hated it. I don't want to give 
anything up and why should I have to?" 

He may not have given it up, but one thing 
that is on the backbumer for now is his career 
as a solo artist. " I had an album on Elektra 
in 1981. Right when my record came out, 
there was this huge investigation going on 
and a blanket policy of 'no independents' 
[promotion companies]. Everything was go-
ing to be done in-house, which is about the 
kiss of death for a new artist on a label. On 
top of that, Elektra fired half the people in 
promotion the week my record came out. I 
had great reviews and feedback, but I looked 
around at what was going on at the label and 
just said to myself, 'This is not a good time 
for a record—it is not going to get played:" 

While the record didn't stand a chance, 
several of its songs were covered, including 
"Temptation," which was cut by John Waite. 
When Sandford finished writing "Missing 
You," he tried to hold onto it for his next 
album, but Waite convinced him to let him 
record that one, too; it turned out to be the 
right move. But with "Missing You" at the top 
of the charts, Sandford's solo career was ef-
fectively put on hold as he handled the in-
creased demand for his songwriting, playing, 
and producing skills. 

The idea of being an artist, however, is still 
in his mind. "I keep saying that I'm gong to 
do it, but one thing leads to another and now 
I'm starting to get established as a produc-
er—but I really am going to do it. This is my 
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plan: I want to do half an album—five tracks, 
completely finished and mixed—and take it 
to the record company. This way, they'll either 
like it or not, but it won't be, We won't know 
until after it's produced what it will sound 
like: 

"I don't want to sign to a label and not be 
ready to take a long time to produce and 
have their enthusiasm waver. I'd rather be 
prepared so I can deliver right away. Getting 
a deal is not the most important thing in the 
world to me—it's not like once you have a 
deal everything is going to be wonderful; it's 
just the first step. I don't want to be a star, 
but I want to do it for my own gratification;' 
he admits. 

Sandford has also been gratified by his 
collaboration with Chicago. 'Actually, they're 
great because they're older, more mature, and 
there are not a lot of big attitudes and stuff. 
They're real professional and funny, which 
always makes it easier!' 

Sandford, who's nearly 35, claims that a 
bonus in working with the band is his relative 
youth. "I started playing guitar when I was 
ten, real young. Now, I'm usually one of the 
oldest, so it's nice having Chicago around!" 

Sandford still has a few years to go before 
retirement, however, and the truth is, he is 
still gaining momentum. His plans include 
a return to England, where he spent several 
years recording and playing guitar. "I'm go-
ing to try and go back and forth—it will at 
least get me out of the house," he quips. " I 
love music and want to do it all and there 
is no reason why I can't!' No reason at all. • 
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Verse 

Profile/Lisa Johnson 

Chorus 

Everything You Wanted to 
Know About Climie Fisher 

11.11111,441, 11 

Simon Climie (left) and Rob Fisher are 
making happy music together and 
zooming up the charts. 

Simon Climie and Rob Fisher are 
Climie Fisher. Their debut single, 
"Love Changes (Everything)," re-

leased in May, has been edging its way up 
the charts and is now #24 with a bullet. 
Although this is the English duo's first 
American hit, these songwriter/artists are 
no strangers to the music business. 

Until meeting Climie, Fisher was half of 
Naked Eyes, whose technopop remake of 
the Bacharach-David tune, "Always 
Something There to Remind Me," was a 
worldwide hit in 1982, and the first of two 
American top ten records (the second was 
the self-penned "Promises, Promises"). As 
a session keyboardist, Fisher has also con-
tributed to records by the Alarm, Billy 
Ocean ("When the Going Gets Tough"), 
and most recently, Jane Wiedlin. 

Climie, who's signed to a publishing 
deal with Chrysalis, has churned out hits 
for the likes of Pat Benatar (" Invincible"), 
Smokey Robinson ("No Time to Stop Be-
lieving"), Jeff Beck, and Rod Stewart. He 
has also won a Grammy and an ASCAP 
award for the Aretha Franklin/George 
Michael duet " I Knew You Were Waiting," 
which he wrote with Denis Morgan. 

As Climie Fisher, the duo creates highly 
non-offensive, highly accessible, and 
highly marketable music. "Love Changes 
(Everything)" on the British charts rocketed 
to #2. While America presents a bigger 
challenge, the steady upward movement 
of " Love Changes" suggests that Climie 
Fisher may well have staying power in the 
American marketplace. 

With an international hit, good looks, 
and hordes of prepubescent girls swoong-
ing over them, the two writer/artists seem 

to have Everything going for them. But 
overnight success can be arduous. At the 
end of another long day, tucked away in 
the ostentatious Capitol conference room, 
Simon Climie and Rob Fisher, in good 
humor though a little punchy, sit down for 
the last interview of their whirlwind promo-
tional jaunt to L.A. 

It could be a real challenge to trans-
cend the teenybopper appeal you've ac-
quired in England. Do you want to en-
courage that image in the States? 

"Well, we're in everything over there, 
really," says Simon. " It just happens we 
seem to go from an audience of four to, 
aah, very grown-up people. The Guardian 
[a respectable newspaper] write about our 
album, the daily rubbish tabloids write 
about our personal/private lives, and so do 
the Smash Hits [forerunner of America's 
Star Hits]. And in England, that's just the 
way of building a band, really. Because 
without the teenage audience, you don't 
get singles." 

Rob: "When our first single, 'Rise to the 
Occasion,' broke in England, it went 
straight to # 10 and stayed there for three 
weeks. And then the next one, 'Love 
Changes,' went to #2. So there hasn't been 
a big buildup. There has, behind the 
scenes, but to everyone else it's just over-
night hit singles. I suppose you get that 
'teenybopper' thing as your initial audi-
ence. But now, on the third British single 
'This Is Me,' the album's selling a lot, and 
so the audience is becoming broader. And 
I think it should develop that way." 

Climie Fisher used two radically dif-
ferent producers for Everything: Stephen 
Hague on Side One, arid Steve Lillywhite 
for Side Two. The similarity in their first 
names is about all they have in common. 
Hague is best-known for his technopop 
work with the likes of the Pet Shop Boys 
and New Order, as well as the soundtrack 
album for Some Kind of Wonderful. 
Lillywhite, meanwhile, has produced the 
likes of U2, Simple Minds, the Rolling 
Stones, and the Pogues. How did they 
benefit from using two such diverse 
talents? 

"Basically, we started the album with 
Steve Lillywhite," Simon explains, "be-
cause when Rob and I began working on 
this project, we were both working with 
Fairlights and a lot of computer equipment, 
but we wanted to have a ' live' feel to some 
of the tracks. Lillywhite is really the best 
for those kinds of sessions, like the U2 
stuff. And he had wanted to get involved 
in some more electronic stuff. So we found 
we got that fusion we wanted between the 
two mediums. But halfway through the 
album, Steve got busy with different things. 
Meanwhile, Rob and I decided some of the 
demos sounded better electronic. For ex-

ample, 'Love Changes' is pretty much as 
it was, yet it's now got some overdub 
guitars, backing vocals, and things. But we 
didn't want to change it quite as much. So 
then the better choice was Stephen 
Hague. . ." 

.who's obviously more renowned for 
his electronic approach to music," Rob 
jumps in. "See, I wasn't asleep. All the 
same, I don't think the two sides are real-
ly that different when you think about the 
difference in producers. So. . ." 

Simon: " I think that this side [picks up 
sleeve] is different from that one." 

Rob ignores this outburst of humor. 
"Yeah. So I think it shows it's really us 
coming through. Neither of the producers 
rearranged anything much. Lillywhite got 
the best performance out of the musicians, 
and Stephen Hague was great at subtle 
changes to things." 

"In the last few years, machines have 
come to the fore," Simon explains. "And 
there's a lot of people spending an ab-
solute fortune—like Trevor Horn, who took 
48 days to record Frankie Goes to 
Hollywood's [single] 'Two Tribes.' Which is 
ridiculous, trying to find the best way to run 
the machines and keep them all in time, 
make them sound good, balance them 
with the musicians and stuff. . . It was like 
we were naturally trying to find the perfect 
way of making records. And I think we 
achieved it more toward the end of the ses-
sions, which were those on Side One [with 
Hague]. God, that sounds complicated!" 

With the success of Climie Fisher, will 
you continue to write songs for other 
people? 

Rob: "We'll continue to write songs, 
period. And decide on the merits of 
whether we are really into that message 
or something, whether we do it or not. And 
if we don't do it, that doesn't mean it's 
bad—it just means the song isn't suitable 
for us or our direction." 

What exactly is your "direction"? 

"Backwards!" quips Simon. "Any other 
ideas, Rob, on direction?" 

"Well. . ." Rob hesitates. " I mean, we 
don't want to be too obvious. But for in-
stance, " I Knew You Were Waiting," the 
song Simon wrote with Denis, which was 
a big hit for George and Aretha . I mean, 
that's very R&B, and we're not really into 
that sort of R&B direction, definitely. Ours 
is a subtle blend of English influences and 
melodies, I suppose, with soul influences 
in putting the melodies across. Musically 
it's just a little bit more atmospheric than 
the general sort of manufactured pop 
sound that you get often." 

Simon: "Are you saying that was a 
manufactured pop song?" 

Rob: "Ah, well no. I wasn't saying 
that. 

Simon: "Well, thanks very much." 
26> 
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Close Readings/Geoffrey Cushing-Murray 
Throwing Stones at Pebbles 'He's got no more control of his sex drive ly speaking, then, the most effective way 

Conventional wisdom tells us not 
to argue with success. When-
ever one takes exception to any 

portion of a hit song, especially if one is 
a songwriter as well, the issue of sour 
grapes comes to the fore. "Yeah, I bet you 
wouldn't think that line was bad if you had 
written it." Maybe so. Winning the lottery 
would brighten my perspective on gamb-
ling, too, but I could hardly take pride in 
the accomplishment. 

As far as gambling goes, I prefer black-
jack. As with writing, a lot of luck is in-
volved in this card game. Blackjack is the 
one casino game wherein the player can 
improve his odds against the house 
through skillful play (a basic strategy that 
dictates the most advantageous option for 
every possible situation). The cruel aspect 
of the game is that you can win while mak-
ing mistakes, which leaves the impression 
that sound basic strategy is too general 
and idealistic to apply in the real world. 
The player who ignores the odds may have 
a good day, but is doomed in the long run. 

Doomed is the last thing I want to be. 
That's why, when I write a song, while 
some lines are stronger than others, each 
line is as good as I can make it. Of para-
mount importance is the requirement that 
every line in a song be consistent with the 
world defined in the song. 

By now it should be obvious that some-
thing has raised my hackles. That is one 
line from Pebbles' current hit "Girlfriend," 
written by L.A. Reid and Baby Face, which 
(the song, not the line) is definitely pushing 
them toward a higher tax bracket. The line 
reads: " He's just a canine runnin"round 
in heat." 

The narrator of (lie song is directing ad 
vice to her girlfriend: "Girlfriend. How 
could you let him treat you so bad... 
You're the best he ever had ..." The 
general intent is to say: "Girl, you deserve 
better than this cur. Why continue to be in-
volved with him?" 

The "canine" line used to describe the 
man in the song can be paraphrased as, 

than a dog." Anyone paying close atten-
tion will catch the gist. 

The problem is that songwriters can't 
count on listeners to pay close attention to 
words—they hear what they think they 
hear. Unless you want to use intentional 
ambiguity (and believe me, reputations 
have been built on it), then the words 
should be clear and definite as they relate 
to the intended meaning. 

What's wrong with the line under con-
sideration? "Canine" is a fancy way of say-
ing "dog." If the intent is to put down the 
guy, the obvious appellation of choice is 

the less dignified dog. The use of "canine" 
is an affectation which says more about the 
vanity of the writer than about the person 
being described. For one thing, the 
primary use of "canine" is as an adjective; 
the more correct noun form is "canid." If 
you asked someone whether they have a 
pet and got the response, "Yes, I have a 
canine," what impression would you form 
of that person? What if the person said, 
"I've got a bitch at home"? 

Uncomfortable as I am with the choice 
of "canine" over "dog," there is also a 
gender problem in the line. The formal 
term for "in heat" is estrus: "a regularly 
recurrent state of sexual excitability during 
which the female will accept the male...." 
I maintain that you cannot say "bitch" 
without consciously reacting to the 
negative connotation of the word. Poetical-

of saying something negative about some-
one with the image used here would be, 
"He's just [ like] a bitch in heat." Rarely do 
we think of a male as a bitch. For that 
reason, "bitch" is not used and is replac-
ed by the much weaker "canine." While the 
gender problem is dealt with in the first half 
of the line, the gender associations of " in 
heat" remain. 

If a listener makes sense of a song 
through the impression made by snatches, 
it is entirely possible that, since estrus is 
a female function, the listener might mis-
takenly think that the "canine in heat" 
reference is actually the answer to why 
"Girlfriend" allows herself to be abused. 
Such an error would be antithetical to the 
theme of the song. Couldn't it be the 
girlfriend acting like a dog in heat, and 
wouldn't that be more biologically correct? 

This brings us to the subject of poetic 
license, which is defined as "deviation from 
fact, form or rule by an artist or writer for 
the sake of the effect gained." Pebbles 
(speaking for Reid and Baby Face) can be 
defended by saying: "We get the point— 
the guy is out of control sexually. The line 
works in the context of the song." Yes, it 
does—for lack of a better way of saying 
he's like a dog chasing bitches in heat. 
Nevertheless, the "canine" line fails in the 
effort to ensure that the language of the 
line precisely and logically parallels the 
overall intent of the song. The lyric seeks 
to condemn the man for his male behavior 
by describing it in terms of a specifically 
female sexual function. In this case, devia-
tion from fact diffuses the desired effect 
rather than advancing it. You can't argue 
with success. 

I don't have to say that I wish Pebbles 
and her writers all the success in the 
world—they already have their share. But 
aspiring writers will never get a share of 
success by sharing the mistakes found in 
popular songs. If ever you come up with 
a situation in which you think you might 
have to invoke poetic license, rewrite until 
it makes sense. That way, you can't go 
wrong. II 

A PRESENT TIME 
Á.LÀ RECORDERS 
QUALITY SOUND SINCE 1976 

On Vineland in North Hollywood 
Not a Garage or House! 

MCI w/Autolocator & VSO 
Ampex 440B 30 & 15 ¡Ps 2 Track 
604 E.-NS10's-Auratone 
Lexicon Digital Reverb 
Ursa Major 8X32 
Lexicon Prime Time 
Aphex Aural Exciter 
Pitch Transposer — Steinway Grand 
Yamaha SPX 90-De-esser 
Linn 2-DX7-Prophet V 

Open 24 Hours (818) 762-5474 

• 
24-TRACK $35/HR 

5 HR. BLOCK $32/HR 
16-TRACK (2") $30/H R 
5 HR. BLOCK $27/HR 
8-TRACK (1/2") $27/HR 
8-TRACK (1") $30/HR 
5 HR. BLOCK $27/HR 

Experienced Engineer Incl. 

Cash Only 

$35 per hour!!!* (includes great engineer) 
3M 24 Track Recorder • AMEK/TAC Matchless console • 
SMPTE • Yamaha Rev's & SPX's • Lexicon Rev's • ART 

Rev's • Pultec "Tube" EQ's • Gatex Gates • UREI limiters • 
plus many more DDL's and outboard . . . • Neumann, AKG, 

Sennheiser, and more mics • Mixdown to Otan i Analog or Sony 
Digital • Macintosh w/Performer Sequencing 

Keyboards included are Emulator 2 sampler • Roland D-550, JX 
8p • Yamaha DX7s, TX 802's nd 81Z's, 360 Digital • CZ 1000 

• and The Killer Sample and Patch Library of Los Angeles 

There's more... 

Luce  
(Minimum 5 hours) 

(818) 845-1700 
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VU Readings 
by Jim Maloney 

VALLEY CENTER STUDIOS: The 
Van Nuys facility recently hosted 
veteran metal band London, record-
ing and mixing tracks for their up-
coming album . . . . Vocalist Jay 
Boland was in tracking guitar over-
dubs with engineer Dave Jenkins; 
Tower of Power drummer Steve 
Monreal played on the cuts. . . 
LTD produce Mike Tremmell is cur-
rently in working on a new gospel 
project. . . . Former Go-Go Kathy 
Valentine, Gary Myrick, and Pasha 
recording artist Rhythm Corps are 
all using VCS' pre-production 
facilities to rehearse for their 
respective live dates. 

HIT CITY WEST: Mach 1 was in 
with producer/engineer Kevin 
O'Connor working on a six-song in-
die EP. Quiet Riot's Carlos Cavazo 
visited the session. . Uncontrol-
lable Urge was in with producer 
Romeo and engineer O'Connor, 
working on a rap demo for Narada 
Michael Walden.. . . Steve Grey 
was in working on an untitled 
Synclavier project with O'Con-
nor. . . . The Home was in working 
on an indie demo; O'Connor again 
produced and engineered. 

SKIP SAYLOR RECORDING: 
Grammy-winning producer/engi-
neer Humberto Gatica is behind the 
SSL in Studio A, working on a CBS 
International project with the group 
Santa Fe. Patrick MacDougall is 
assisting at the board .. .. Between 
National Anthem appearances at 
the Lakers' championship game 
and the Tyson-Spinks massacre, 
artist/producer Jeffrey Osborne 

found time to come in to mix "La 
Cuenta Por Favor" and "She's on 
the Left," both from Osborne's up-
coming A&M Records project. Taavi 
Mote mixed the former; Keith Co-
hen delivered the dance mix on the 
latter. 

NRG RECORDING SERVICES: 
The North Hollywood studio recent-
ly hosted producer Dan Fredman, 
in producing L.A. band Tin Star's 
debut album for Rhino Records. 
Assisting at the board was Joe 
Borja. 

LARRABEE SOUND: The as-yet-
untitled Ready for the World album 
is being mixed in its entirety here. 
Executive producer Louil Silas, Jr. 
(senior VP of A&R at MCA Records) 
is working with engineer Taavi Mote 
on the project. The pair also recent-
ly collaborated on mixes for Peb-
bles, Mac Band, Giorge Pettus, 
Bobby Brown, and New Edition. 

. . The twelve-inch team of Keith 
Cohen, Steve Beltran, and Jeff 
Lorber have been at work on "Zoo 
Blues," a cut by new MCA signing 
Phil Thornalley with the Manhattan 
Transfer. The trio also worked 
together on the Allee Willis' tune 
"Down to Earth," sung by Nick 
Ashford and Valerie Simpson for the 
upcoming Orion move Mac and Me. 

SIDEWINDER STUDIOS: Rock su-
pergroup Chicago, which recently 
spent four weeks rehearsing for an 
upcoming tour, was the first act to 
utilize the studio's 5000 square-feet 
rehearsal space. . . . Other clients 
of the new Culver City studio in-
clude Wild Street Productions, 
Cinema City Films, Rattlesnake 
Productions, and Monumental 
Pictures. 
THE ENTERPRISE: The Burbank 
facility recently welcomed compos-
er Paul Chihara, in tracking and 
mixing his score to the upcoming 
TV mini-series King of the Olympics. 
Craig Huxley produced the ses-
sions, using three SSL consoles 
simultaneously and two Synclaviers 
to augment a 22-piece orchestra. 

. Kenny Loggins was in working 
on his pending CBS release; Brian 
Malouf engineered. . Steve 
George of Mr. Mister mixed his own 
indie release with producer/engi-
neer Tony Peluso. 

MUSIC VISUALS By Billy Cioffi 

THIS COLUMN'S FOR YOU! 
I spent the weekend watching 

intermittent segments of MTV's 
Monsters of Rock Weekend and 
contemplating this column. The 
subject I had in mind concerned 
pop artists and the use of their 
musical product/art in commer-
cials. This is a hot potato at the mo-
ment, in that MTV is refusing to air 
Neil Young's devastatingly satiric 
musical tirade, "This Note's For 
You." In the clip, Neil pulls out all 
stops to blast fellow popsters who 
are "selling out"—i.e., selling the 
use of their music and image in 
commercials. 

On face value, the Julien Tem-
ple-directed video is hilarious, 
featuring a parade of celebrity 
lookalikes cavorting just as the 
"Real Things" do in front of the 
logos that have pushed them into 
the highest tax brackets. None too 
subtly, Neil grumbles, "Ain't singin' 
for Pepsi, ain't singin' for Coke"— 
you don't have to peel away too 
many layers of onion to get the 
point. 

As I was watching the music 
tube, I got a more-than-ample taste 
of just what Young was talking 
about—along with quite a sell job 

on the financially troubled MOR 
(pun intended) concert tour. I got 
Plant, Winwood, Clapton, Houston, 
and a bunch of soundalikes, plus 
the Chairman of the Board himself, 
all selling beverages. I also got a 
bunch more movie ad campaigns 
and movie ads disguised as video 
clips (Discovering America and 
Vibes are the new ones we're be-
ing encouraged to plunk down 
dollars for), as the glowing box let 
loose wall-to-wall alpha waves. 
Meanwhile, the talking heads we've 
come to adore as our arbiters of 
taste continued to spew the audio/ 
visual pollution. 

So here are these living legends 
selling stuff, and MTV's " issue 
show" (if such a thing is possible), 
120 Minutes, doing a piece on— 
you guessed it—rock stars doing 
commercials! I open the Sunday 
Calendar section to Pop Eye and 
what do I get from Pat Goldstein 
but MTV and Neil Young! Clearly, 
this is the issue of the week, folks. 
My question is—what's the big 
deal? The sacred music? Hey, 
that's a crock, and we all know it. 
After all, Fifty Million Elvis Fans 
can't be wrong! Rock's been sell-
ing out since Alan Freed first put 
out his hand palm up. Lest you 
think for one minute that I don't 
hold the King or the Moondog's 
memory sacred, let me explain 
myself. 

A few years ago Jerry "Swamp-
dog" Williams released an album 
titled I'm Not Selling Out, I'm Buy-
ing In!, and that's what it's all about, 
pal. Many of you have experienced 
the alternative. Remember when 
fellow reprobates tuned in, turned 
on, and dropped out? Some of you 
(and me, too) joined rock bands 
and proceeded to eat corn flakes 
and tuna fish for ten years. Three 
albums and 2000 demos later, the 
band broke up 'cause your wife 
wouldn't let the drummer sleep in 
the bathtub. Never again. I say, 
take their it$0/A' money! Ream the 
squares—make 'em bleed green. 
This is the revenge of Spinal Tap, 
and we take no prisoners! 

Let's face it—who's kidding who 
about all this " integrity" stuff? The 
idea is that the music that was once 
thought of as "just for kids" is the 
accepted musical idiom in today's 
society. Who'da thunk it 20 years 
ago that one day you'd turn on the 
TV and "Papa Ooo Mow Mow" 
would be a commercial for a wine 
cooler? 

Like poker, corporate sponsor-
ship is something that you have to 
play hand by hand; each instance 
is different. Is it wrong for a big 
company to sponsor a college tour 
or give some up-and-coming act a 
commercial, as Miller has done with 
the Del Fuegos and the Blasters? 
I think not. Is it wrong to have a big 
artist singing his new single over a 
beer commercial? Remember, the 
record has just been released. I 
can't buy that—although Steve 
Winwood hopes that a few million 
others will do just that. The argu-
ment Winwood gave during his 

MTV interview was that more peo-
ple would hear his music. Yeah, 
right, and associate it with booze?! 
I suspect the meaning of the music 
might be just a bit corrupted—don't 
you Steve? I can't even begin to 
discuss Robert Plant's commer-
cials; hell, I can't discuss his 
records. And the Duke of Clapton 
is iust a head-scratcher. 

The Michael Jackson and Whit-
ney Houston commercials are pret-
ty much the same as Motown's 
assault on Las Vegas (which is the 
same as Elvis and Vegas). Appar-
ently they feel their acceptance into 
the mainstream legitimizes them. 
Which brings it around full circle—I 
mean, that's sort of what everybody 
wants, isn't it?. Especially as (dare 
I say it?) you get older. So you see, 
Neil has a right and, in some re-
spects, a duty to say what he feels, 
just as the others have a right to 
make as much money as they pos-
sibly can without stepping on any 
toes or hurting anyone. 

But what of MTV's lameness in 
not programming the Young video. 
It's stupidity plain and simple—and 
completely par for the course at the 
music channel. The programmers 
claim "This Note's For You" vio-
lates their standards by mentioning 
specific products. In reality, it's ob-
vious that MTV thought the video 
would piss off their big-money 
advertisers. But how could it?— 
they get a free plug. It just shows 
that, with all their jive, mondo-hip 
logos and smart-ass, dorky VJs, 
MTV is just completely off the 
wall—they haven't got a clue. Nor 
do they have a sense of humor, 
which is even more deadly. If televi-
sion is still a vast wasteland, then 
MTV is its most desolate region. 
From an intellectual standpoint, 
MTV insults its audience, its artists 
and, in the end, the very thing it 
professes to love—the music. 

A RELEVANT QUOTE: A while 
back for one of MC's special 
issues, I had the pleasure of inter-
viewing Luis Valdez, director of the 
film La Bamba. Valdez, who's as 
politically astute as anyone I've 
ever met, had this to say about the 
evolution of activism from the Six-
ties to the Eighties: "You can 
change Hollywood by being a part 
of Hollywood. It depends on what 
you reinforce. You maintain your 
own integrity—no one is going to 
take it from you if you don't want 
to give it up. That is my answer to 
people who wonder what happened 
to the politics of the Sixties. We are 
still here; we are just talking in more 
human terms." 

A QUESTION FOR MTV: You say 
you won't program "This Note's 
For You" because it mentions pro-
ducts by name. If that is the case, 
why did you program " Pink Cadil-
lac," and how can you use a 
Cadillac tailfin on your logo? If the 
argument is that the Cadillac is 
"generic," are you going to say that 
Coke and Pepsi aren't? I'm sure 
both would like to think they are 
synonymous with the term "soft 
drink." MI 
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FIELD TEST By Barry Rudolph JAMES DEMETFR'S TGA-3 GUITAR AMP 

I've always been fascinated by 
the love/hate relationship between 
guitar players and their amplifiers. 
Like a trusty companion, the amp 
can provide inspiration and moral 
support as well as taking partial 
credit for the player's good (or not 
so good) performance. There are 
as many different amps as there 
are playing styles, so what is the 
best amp for you? 

The right choice is predicated 
upon how well a given amp aug-
ments the player's musical indi-
viduality. So it's no wonder that to-
day's players combine different 
pieces of their favorite amps to 
come up with a good lead sound 
and then some other bits to get a 
good rhythm sound. A good amp 
should be reliable and offer optimal 
control over tone, distortion, and ef-
fects, while still allowing the sound 
and tone of the guitar to come 
through without any strange 
colorations. 

The news James Demeter TGA-3 
all-tube guitar amp embodies all the 
qualities and features of classic 
tube amp design. Demeter, of In-
novative Audio in Van Nuys, is 
known for his fine bass guitar tube 
preamp and the Tube Direct Box. 
He spent a great amount of time 
fussing with the exact circuit design 
of the TGA-3. The prototype has 
been on the road for over a year; 
cross-country flights, buses, trucks, 
clubs, dives, and studios have been 
the research-and-development lab 
for this limited-production custom 
amplifier. 

WHAT IS IT? 
The TGA-3 is a 75-watt guitar 

amplifier with three independent, 
foot-switchable channel presets. 
The amp can be ordered as either 
a rack-mounted unit, a "piggy-
back" head, or a combo with space 
for your favorite twelve-inch 
speaker. The TGA uses six 12AX7s 
for the preamp, tone controls, and 
loop circuits, and two EL34s (a.k.a. 
6CA7s) for the power output tubes. 
"I have always liked the way two 
power tubes break up versus four 
power tubes," Demeter says. All 
American-made, the TGA is con-
structed on a cadmium-plated steel 
chassis that uses Alpha pots for 
trouble-free operation. Both the 
power supply and output trans-
formers are custom-made for the 
amplifier, and Demeter says the 
power supply is "way oversized" 
for cooler operation. 

THREE CHANNELS? 
The major feature of the 

Demeter amp is its three-channel 

design, which allows you to set up 
three basic sounds and then in-
stantly switch between them with 
the industrial-grade foot-switch 
(supplied). Each of the three chan-
nels has its own gain and master 
volume controls. 

Channel one, indicated by a 
yellow L.E.D. on the foot switch, is 
used for "clean' tones. It has bass, 
middle, and treble controls, as well 
as a "pull bright" switch. You can 
get very pristine sounds with this 
channel, and any kind of Fender 
sound is easy to duplicate. Chan-
nel two, indicated by a green 
L.E.D., is for "dirty" to "filthy" 
tones (that's not to say you can't 
get clean as well). This channel has 
a "pull gain" switch for 20 dB of ex-
tra preamp gain. Channel three, in-
dicated by a red L.E.D., has a " pull 
bright" switch. Channels two and 
three share a common tone control 
circuit, with bass, middle (a middle 
that really works!), and treble 
knobs. Channel two can be used 
for maximum crunch, while chan-
nel three is used for either crunch 
with more volume or as an "edge" 
sound. 

The two sets of tone controls in 
the TGA-3 are identical. The tone 
control circuit is similar to the old 
4-10 Fender Bassman, the one Jim 
Marshall copied in the early Sixties. 
The Presence control is borrowed 
from the early Marshall. Demeter 
says he tried a bunch of different 
circuit designs hut came back to his 
favorite—why try to reinvent the 
wheel? 

SWITCHING CHANNELS 
Switching between channels is 

accomplished by the two-switch 
foot control supplied with the amp. 
One switch turns channel one on 
and off and overrides channels two 
and three. Once channel one is off, 
then a second switch toggles bet-
ween channels two and three. (And 
no, you can't mix channels.) Elec-
tronically, the actual switching 
takes place within the amp's pre-
amp circuitry by FET Vactrol solid-
state switches, so there is no sound 
going through the foot switch. 
There are also no pops, glitches, or 
delays when channel changeovers 
are made. You may switch chan-
nels anytime, even during sus-
tained notes, with no worries. There 
is absolutely no leakage from one 
channel to another. Trust me—this 
is the cleanest and best way to 
switch channels I've ever seen in 
a guitar amp. 

EFFECTS LOOP 
The TGA-3 comes standard with 

a mono-send and mono-return ef-

fects loop. You may order a stereo 
loop at additional cost, but once the 
amp is built with a mono loop, it 
cannot be modified over to stereo 
(so make up your mind). I strongly 
suggest buying it in stereo, since 
the second return can be used to 
drive a slave power amp, which is 
controlled by the TGA's master 
volume control. (Pretty smart, that 
Demeter, huh?) The loop sends 
and returns are + 4dBm levels with 
rear panel adjusts (real nice), so 
you can plug any outboard reverb 
or delay with complete freedom 
from noise. In fact, any noise you 
do hear comes from the reverb and 
not the amp. I tried an SPX-90 and 
a Microverb and both sounded just 
fine. I found the effects loop send 
to exactly track the gain setting of 
the channel in use, so you will have 
to strike a happy balance of proper 
effect send level to your outboard 
gear if you happen to use radically 
different gain settings on the three 
channels but hey—isn't that what 
MIDI programmability is all about? 

HOW DOES IT SOUND? 
Now that my prerequisite 

technical description is out of the 
way, you may want to know what 
the players think of the TGA-3. I 
rounded up a broad spectrum of 
players, each with his own playing 
style and equipment preferences, 
to take a squint and maybe a listen. 
I yield the floor. 

41Zeke Zirngiebel of Tower of 
Power: Zeke plays a Strat with 
EMGs and prefers EV12L speak-
ers. He is currently using a rack 
setup with MOSFET power amps. 
"I have to be honest with you. I 
really like this amp more than I 
thought I would," says Zeke. " I 
found every setting I got to be total-
ly usable, and the preamp does not 
fold up or change when you run dif-
ferent guitar volumes. Can you get 
this amp in pink?" 

«igRusty Anderson, studio musi-
cian, lead guitarist for Parthenon 
Huxley: Rusty is a Vox amp lover, 
but he also plays his Stratocaster 
through a 100-watt Marshall as well 
as an ACT preamp rack. " I really 
like this amp," he says, "because 
it is quite natural-sounding, and I 
find that the true sound of the guitar 
comes through. I much prefer it 
over some of the other new hand-
made amplifiers." 
-diJamie Glaser of Jean-Luc Pon-
ty: Jamie plays an Ibanez guitar 
and uses a rack system with an 
ADA preamp as well as a set of 
Randall amplifiers. For his test, he 
used one of his Randall cabinets. 
"This amp is great for me because 
it responds well to the harmonics 
of my guitar. The sustain is good, 
and the amp reacts to expression 
evenly. I also cannot believe how 
quiet and impervious to hum and 
RF noise this amp is. I wish it had 
more power in clean mode, but that 
is an age-old quest of mine." 
(Maybe he needs two TGAs for 150 
watts.) 

-.11Jeff Robert, lead guitarist for 
DV8: Jeff piays either a Steinberger 
or a Strat and considers himself 
somewhat of a Marshall purist. We 
used a Marshall half stack with 
Celestions for this test. " I found this 
amp to be cool for any lead or solo 
work. With the three channels and 
the foot switch, this is the perfect 
amp for live work, with good sus-
tain and ample overdrive." 

41Chris Bond, producer: Chris 
plays an assortment of Gibson, 
Fender, and Kramer guitars 
through very vintage Fender amps. 
We used a Kurt Kessler cabinet 
(K&K Audio) with two EV12L's, one 
open and one closed-backed for 
our look-see. " I found the distortion 
to be very controllable—the best 
I've seen in any of the new 'design-
er' amps," Bond asserts. 
-go Ed Cherney. engineer on the 
new David Lindley album: " I was 
familiar with the Demeter tube 
microphone preamp, and so it was 
no surprise that this amp sounded 
good. Since David plays a lot of Na-
tional guitars, we needed a good 
and round, clean sound. The Dem-
eter amp came through for us. I 
remember the song 'Give Me the 
Ting,' where we used the Demeter 
amp a lot." 

-«Mikal Reid of Wang Chung: 
Mikal plays a custom Strat with 
Seymour Duncan single-coil and 
humbucking pickups, and his amp 
is a Mesa Boogie Mark 2B. " I love 
the clean and edge tones this amp 
makes. It is really an ' in your face' 
sound, because there is such a lack 
of noise. I think that the sound is 
very present yet warm, suitable for 
most playing styles. I would be in-
terested in more dirt in the dirty 
sound for leads, but very few peo-
ple would want as filthy a sound as 
I sometimes go for." 
THE BOTTOM LINE 

The TGA-3 sells for $1125 in the 
"piggy back" version with mono ef-
fects loop; add another $125 for the 
stereo effects loop. If you want to 
save some money, then go for the 
rack-mounted version at $1050 in 
mono. The combo version is the 
most money at $1150 in mono and 
$1275 in stereo, plus you have to 
add your own twelve-inch speaker. 
The TGA-S 75-watt slave amp sells 
for $650 and makes the total power 
output 150 watts for big-time gigs. 

Since this is a hand-built amp-
lifier, you may have to wait a little 
while if you want to be the first on 
your block to own one, but it will be 
well worth it. Also, there are some 
interesting changes for customized 
performance that you can talk over 
with Mr. Demeter before your amp 
is built. What kind of changes? 
Well, output impedances other than 
four or eight ohms, more distortion 
or less dirt, footswitch funnies, dif-
ferent coverings, whatever. 

If you want more info or if you'd 
like to try out one of these amps, 
call Innovative Audio Systems at 
(818) 785-3428. 
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.4122 CLIMIE FISHER 

Well, was it? 

"Of course," admits Simon. 
Rob: "Worked, didn't it? But really, 

Simon, I didn't mean that, honestly. It's a 
very good song. He's very sensitive." 

"I knew he didn't mean it," Simon con-
fesses. " I was just kidding." 

MTV weren't kidding when they but the 
video into overkill rotation. 

"And it drove you mad?" asks Simon 
with a concerned grin. 

"Careful, you'll upset him," warns Rob. 

While writing it, were you aware that it 
would be pitched to George and Aretha? 

Simon: " I thought it would be great for 
Aretha. I didn't think about George, 
because he writes his own songs. So it 
cames as quite some surprise that he did 
it as well." 

What makes writing a song for some-
one else different than writing one for 
yourself? 

Simon: "It's great in some ways, 
because you can get an idea for some-
thing, and then finish it and make the song 
as good as it could possibly be without any 
preconceptions of who's gonna sing it, in-
cluding yourself. In some ways, it makes 
you less self-conscious, and from that you 
write better songs—I'm convinced of that. 
You also have to finish the songs. Because 
when you're in a band, you think, 'Next 
week I'll put a couple of words on,' and 
things drift into nowhere land. But this way 

it's good—it knocks them into shape." 

Do you usually have a specific artist in 
mind? 

Simon: "Sometimes we do. If we start 
something, and I think it would be great 
for, say, Whitney Houston, I'll say to Rob, 
'You know, it would be brilliant if we did this 
kind of melody and we sang it this way' 
I hen we'll go along that line, and if it works 
for the track, we'll do it. But most of the 
time we're writing for ourselves now. There 
have been one or two occasions—in fact, 
with 'Love Changes'. . . we weren't quite 
sure about it. At first we thought it might 
be too commercial for us and for what we 
were doing with the rest of the album. 
Then we thought it could be Robert Palmer 
or Rod or. . ." 

"Rod?" says Rob, sounding incredu-
lous. "Rod Stewart'?" 

Simon: "Yeah. Well, it seems a bit ob-
vious that it's hardly worth bothering to 
mention the second name, because that 
reference comes up so often." 

(Or worth bothering to mention that 
Climie Fisher manager Dee Harrington just 
happened to live with Rod Stewart in the 
early Seventies?) 

Do you often find yourself being com-
pared to Rod vocally? 

"Well, yeah," he confesses, glossing 
over the obvious implications. "He actually 
recorded another song by Denis Morgan 
and I. 'My Heart Can't Tell Me No' is on 
his new album. The publisher sent 'Love 

Changes' to him after, but he'd finished the 
album so he wasn't looking. Which was 
great, because Rob and I decided we 
wanted to do it. And it's worked out best 
for all of us." 

What element do you think causes the 
difference in appeal that could catapult a 
song to success in the 11S rt iPRI/P it high 
and dry in the U.K., or vice versa? 

Simon: "It's difficult to put your finger 
on it. But take some of the other Capitol 
acts, like Heart. They have monstrous 
records in the U.S. but don't seem to ap-
peal en masse to the English audience. It's 
just a bit too rocky for them." 

Rob: "Heart do pretty well, really." 

Actually, they just had a British top ten. 

"Eventually they broke through," states 
Simon. "But compared with their success 
in America, it's just minute." 

Rob: " I think generally there's quite a 
healthy import/export situation between 
the two countries. We get quite a lot of 
American acts." 

Simon: "You can't really put your finger 
on it. But ultimately, I guess, it's that 
balance between American and English 
music. And some of the greater Elton 
Johns and Rod Stewarts and Fleetwood 
Macs seem to have captured it slightly 
more." 

Rob: " I think in general the best qual-
ity stuff will eventually cross over." 

Like Climie Fisher, perhaps? Only time 
and the charts will tell. la 

MAXAMILLIAN PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS 
THE 

"PALM SPRINGS DESERT BEACH FEST 88" 
AUGUST 6 — 5 P.M. to Midnight 

MORONGO HILLS, CA. 
FEATURING 

TEARAWAY BRIDGES and JAY FURTADO & THE LAND SHARKS 
ALSO BLACK DAPHNE 

3 of L.A.'s hottest new acts burning up the desert for the hottest party of the summer! 
For tickets & info: (213) 433-4611 Free camping on the grounds 

Advance tickets $ 10.00 all night after the show! 
Day of show $12.00 Party all night! 
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It makes perfect sense: Brian Wilson 
begins his new album with a wish, 
while Patti Smith starts her own with a 

vision. The first track of Wilson's self-titled 
Sire album (his solo debut), "Love and 
Mercy," blesses us with those very 
qualities in a sad and chaotic world. 
Smith's Dream of Life (Arista), her return 
to recording after nine years of self-im-
posed exile in Detroit, weighs in with " Peo-
ple Have the Power," a battle cry of univer-
sal solidarity; typically, the song's first line 
is, " I was dreaming in my dreaming." 

These characteristic opening shots— 
reflecting Wilson's sweet vulnerability on 
the one hand, Smith's farsighted pugnacity 
on the other—kick off a pair of assured and 
welcome return engagements by a couple Yi 

of rock's most distinctive writer/singers. 
There was no reason to believe that 

these happy records would ever come into 
being. Wilson, the architect of the Beach 
Boys' baroque pop experimentalism, has 
made only intermittent use of his great 
talents in the last two decades; since 
1970's Sunflower, his group's last high-
water mark, he has demonstrated the 
vitality of one of George Romeros zom-
bies. Smith took herself out of the game 
after making a quartet of groundbreaking 
late-Seventies albums, retiring in Detroit to 
marry ex-MC5 guitarist Fred "Sonic" Smith 
and raise a family. 

The appearance of Brian Wilson and 
Dream of Life proves that these two artists 
still have some life in their creative 
neurons, and we should be glad for that. 
Though the artists in question work in 
singularly different styles (Wilson's ap-
proach is primarily musical and naive, 
Smith's is lyrical and wised-up). they both 
plumb the bedrock of their art for new in-
spirations and resonances; ultimately, both 
have created some of the most affecting 
and rewarding music of their careers. 

Wilson's record is the more extraor-
dinary of the two. He has been a well-
documented emotional and psychological 
basket case for years, and Brian Wilson 
plays like the climax of a lengthy thera-
peutic epoch (he thanks a half-dozen doc-
tors, including his keeper—and in this case 
"executive producer"— Dr. Eugene Landy, 
on the sleeve notes). But here Brian 
sounds fresh and revitalized. The neo-
Spectorian production bombast of the 
album, in the service of some simple but 
extremely touching songs, is virtually a yell 
of renewal and release. 

The argument can easily be made that 
Brian Wilson is rock ' n' roll's most arrested 
adolescent, but his innocence remains no 
less charming and disarming on the new 
record than it was on Pet Sounds two 
decades ago. Wilson is probably the only 
46-year-old man who can sing about sit-
ting in a "crummy movie," as he does in 
"Love and Mercy," and not make us wince. 

5 
E 

flan and  Patti: Jig Returns    
His has always been a gee-whiz style, and 
the breathless boyishness of it still re-
awakens the youth in any listener. 

A tone of awestruck wonder—a feeling 
that the world is somehow too big— 
animates the best songs on Brian Wilson. 
It lends a special aching warmth to the 
marvelous single " Love and Mercy," a call 
for compassion in a world of almost mind-
numbing complexity and loneliness. The 
same feeling suffuses "Rio Grande," the 
spectacular eight-minute suite that con-
cludes the record. "Oh the great big river 
makes my heart beat strong," Brian sings, 
as a fusillade of vocal harmonies, sound 
effects, and studio grandiosities (martialed 
by Wilson, Andy Paley, and Warner Bros. 
president Lenny Waronker) call up the 

might of the river itself. It's a Wilsonian epic 
on a par with "Cool Water:' "Add Some 
Music," and "Surf's Up"; the song has the 
same mind-rending impact as Brian's im-
possibly labyrinthine collaborations with 
Van Dyke Parks. 

Wilson's foot slips here and there on the 
album: " Little Children" sounds like a 
rewrite of "Mountain of Love" crossed with 
a cut from Phil Spector's A Christmas Gift 
for You, while "Night Time" is cloyingly 
simplistic on repeated listenings. Yet songs 
like "Melt Away," "Let It Shine." and "Meet 
Me in My Dreams Tonight" are exactly the 
kind of exultant, blissed-out stuff that 
Wilson's formidable pop reputation was 
made from. And if you can listen to "One 
for the Boys," an incredible wordless a cap-
pella exercise in the Beach Boys style, 

without a prickling running down your 
spine, then your nerve endings—and your 
heart—may be dead. 

Dream of Life ventures farther afield 
emotionally than Brian Wilson. Patti Smith, 
once the enfant terrible of rock-poetic fu-
sionology, has become somewhat domes-
ticated, it's true, in almost ten years of 
musical hibernation. Two of the album's 
eight tracks are love songs, and the record 
concludes with "The Jackson Song," a 
lullabye for her five-year-old son. Yet the 
set picks up anew many of the themes that 
powered Patti's previous work: the power 
of dreams, the possibility of spiritual com-
munion. the primacy of visionary 
experience. 

Sonically, the album (produced by Jim-
my lovine, who produced Easter in 1978, 
and Fred Smith, who also handles the lead 
guitar chores) continues in the vein of 
Patti's late-Seventies work. "People Have 
the Power," an ideal election-year chant, 
crunches along on one of Smith's inces-
santly riffing Velvet Underground borrow-
ings, and "Up There Down There" also 
reflects the hard yet pop-conscious sound 
of Easter and the 1979 farewell Wave. (The 
continuity is supplied by Smith's old band-
mates, keyboardist Richard Sohl and 
drummer Jay Dee Daugherty.) Similarly, 
some of the more lyrical numbers here— 
"Going Under," "Dream of Life'—reflect 
their Seventies precursors. 

There are a few interesting wrinkles. 
Both "People Have the Power" and the ar-
dent love song "Looking for You ( I Was)" 
are more tunefully direct than any of 
Smith's previous songs (including even the 
top 40 winner "Because the Night"), and 
at the same time they demonstrate her 
ability to convincingly incorporate her well-
known spoken/sung poetics into a pop for-
mat. The album's major breakthrough, 
though, is "Where Duty Calls": This almost 
eight-minute dramatic narrative about the 
bombing of the Marine barracks in Leba-
non, which mates the thoughts and feel-
ings of the Middle Eastern assassins and 
their sleeping American victims, is unpre-
cedented in subject matter, seamless ex-
ecution, compassion, and high emotional 
charge. 

Artists like Brian Wilson and Patti 
Smith, reentering the musical arena after 
long hiatuses, always play a dangerous 
game—they must grapple with the bag-
gage of their past, while attempting to 
focus something new and fresh for the 
present. Wilson and Smith, we can gleeful-
ly see, have danced through the minefield 
of heavy expectations to bring us exciting 
new work. The last couple of years have 
been good ones for veteran talents strik-
ing out in new paths: The names of John 
Fogerty, Robbie Robertson, Leonard Co-
hen, and Graham Parker leap to mind im-
mediately. Add Wilson's and Smith's 
names to the roll of those drinking anew 
from the well of creation. 
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The Igster goes for godhead in a cold metal vest. 

Iggy Pop 
The Whisky 
West Hollywood 

It's easy to rip a show to 
shreds—to make fun of a band that 
looks stupid or writes ridiculous 
songs, or a group that's obviously 
jumped on a bandwagon at the last 
minute. But when something is 
supremely excellent, it's more dif-
ficult to explain exactly why. After 
all, we're dealing with feelings, and 
it's not so easy to put that stuff into 
space-filling verbiage. 

In the case of Iggy Pop, rather 
than hop on bandwagons, he cre-
ated at least two or three. Both the 
original punks and the die-hard 
metal heads call him "godfather" 
Then there's the little-known fact 
that Iggy was the first to utter the 
term "speedmetal." His LPs with 
Bowie started a dark-power-pop 
sub-genre of their own. On top of 
that, over the course of his 19-year 
career, Iggy has created and main-
tained a truly unbelievable perfor-

mance style. No one—not Jagger, 
Jimbo Morrison, certainly not David 
Lee Roth, moves with such energy 
and abandon. Iggy has the amaz-
ing ability to bring the entire au-
dience along any frenzied path a 
given song might lead him (and us). 

This was the fifth time I've seen 
the Igster, and it was the best show 
of the five. The set moved faster and 
flowed better, Iggy seemed even 
more out of control than usual 
(that's saying a hell of a lot), and the 
band rocked like a mutha. The 79 
show at the Stardust with Brian 
James, Ivan Kral, and Glen Matlock 
was amazing, but I'd give this one 
the edge. Mighta been lggy's up at-
titude (he spent a great deal of time 
yelling at the audience at the Star-
dust—which, come to think of it, 
was pretty entertaining as well), or 
it mighta been that irrepressible 
Whisky vibe—at one time, this was 
the greatest rock club in the world. 
Or, it mighta been the heavy con-
centration on new material and old 
Stooges gems—he played both 
"1969" and "1970," for example. Ex-
cept for "Passenger" the Bowie col-

laborations were passed over; 
though a few folks missed "China 
Girl" and "Lust for Life," no one 
complained too much. 

Guitarist Andy McCoy from Ha-
noi Rocks was a good foil for Iggy, 
but shit really started flyin' when 
Steve ex-Pistol Jones came out fir-
ing for encores of "Metal," 'No 
Fun" (covered by the Pistols in their 
heyday), and " I Wanna Be Your 
Dog" (covered by everyone who 
ever plugged in a guitar!). The 
place went nuts, and deservedly so. 

See, the thing is, while Pop may 
have inadvertently spawned punk 
and various breeds of metal, his 
own work is essentially and com-
pletely undiluted rock in its truest, 
most genuine, most stripped-down 
form. It is this pure rock power that 
keeps Iggy coming back and keeps 
the fans retuming to see him. What 
he does can't be hyped, imitated, 
faked, or contrived. And after all 
these years, we've come to trust 
that it's gonna be that real thing 
every time with Iggy Pop. 

—Screamin' Lord Duff 

Byrds Reunion 
Wiltem Theater 
Los Angeles 

A strange thing happened at the 
Wiltern last month . . . there was a 
real Byrds reunion. Okay, so it 
wasn't the entire quintet we knew 
and loved, but three out of five is 
a clear majority (and the highest 
percentage of ex-Byrds playing 
together since the early Eighties 
McGuinn / Hillman/Clark collabor-
ation). Best of all, this trio played 
Byrds songs, none of which 
sounded the least bit dated. 

The ornithological portion of the 
New Ash Grove benefit concert 
began with an energetic Roger 
McGuinn solo set of middle-to-later-
period Byrds classics, including a 
couple of happy surprises ("Chest-
nut Mare" and an updated "Tiffany 
Queen II"). 

After David Crosby's very quiet 
(dare I say mellow?) set, Chris 
Hillman's Desert Rose Band kick-
started the rest of the concert with 
taut, bluegrassy material off their 
successful MCA album, all at speed-
racer tempo. Hillman, too, pandered 
not at all to the cult, eschewing 
Byrdsong entirely. For the moment. 

Then (apologies to Earvin), 
came magic time. All three ex-Byrds 
returned to the stage. (Up to this 
point there was a general feeling of 
uncertainty as to whether the reu-
nion would come off—not unreal-
istic considering the volatile per-
sonalities involved.) Hillman picked 
up the bass. Thoomp-thoomp, 
thoomp-thoomp... chills ran down 
1500 spines. Nobody gets the bass 
sound that Hillman does—nobody. 

Eem?eeng, fling fling fling... 
McGuinn's skirling guitar sliced in-
to the atmosphere like a test pilot— 
"Eight Miles High," to be exact, 
Crosby's higher-than-known tenor 
riding the tailwind. As the set pro-
gressed, 1500 voices chimed in, 

singing a bit more emphatically on 
Pete Seeger's "Turn! Turn! Turn!" 
lyric, "A time for peace/I swear it's 
not too late." Those 1500 middle-
aged teenagers mightily envied 
backup players John Jorgenson 
and Steve Duncan. By ". . . Rock & 
Roll Star," no one was left sitting. 
Then, too abruptly, it was over. No 
encore, despite lengthy pleas from 
the crowd. Two decades ago they 
might have rioted; now they just 
filed out, looking depressed. 

But it wasn't nostalgia that made 
this reunion so special—it was 
music. Those songs didn't sound 
wonderful just because they evoked 
a time and place that no longer ex-
ist, but because they were played 
and sung with such fire, joy, and 
grace. This wasn't a bunch of 
geezers trotting out halfhearted ren-
ditions of oldies-but-moldies; this 
was a band of superb players at the 
ton of their name 

In a music world rife with fast-
disappearing sprinters, the once 
and future Bryds have proven 
themselves to be genuine marathon 
men. —MF Nadsady 

Ranking Roger 
The Palace 
Hollywood 
Some folks embrace computer-

ized synthesizers, others eschew 
them, but Ranking Roger kept his 
roots and hi-tech toys cranking 
together. And with a high-octane 
four-piece band driving him on, the 
former English Beat and General 
Public co-frontman also proved he's 
more than able to go it alone. 

Featuring mostly songs from his 
new Radical Departure LP, along 
with a memory-jogging selection of 
Beat and GP faves, Roger was his 
usual high-energy self. Skittering 
and skanking about the stage, he 
was a peripatetic and charismatic 
leader whose voice has improved 
with age. The crucial bass work of 
friend and partner Horace Panter 
was mixed up front in the great reg-
gae tradition, and his playing style 
also drew almost exclusively from 
the Rasta roots. 

Roger is developing a mutant 
electro-blend of reggae, rock, pop, 
and hip hop, and when it really 
melded—on "Smashing Down An-
other Door" and "Time to Mek a 
Dime," for example—the results 
were mesmerizingly bone-rattling. 
Most of his material comments on 
society (and I don't mean high), but 
he lures (or subverts) the pop au-
dience by releasing love song 
singles. Thus, the catchy bounce of 
"So Excited," his current KROQ hot 
track, elicited many female shrieks. 
Yet the following song, the deadly 
serious thump of "One Minute 
Closer to Death," dedicated to a 
smack-addicted friend, offered a 
deep message groove almost too 
heavy to dance to. This disturbing 
tale was also heavily programmed 
and sampled, allowing Roger and 
three of his bandmates to come to 
the front of the stage to swing tam-
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Zodiac gives local metalloids a lesson In how to do it right. 

bourines for a while as the music 
played on robotically 

This set confirmed Ranking 
Roger's arrival as a solo performer, 
and also gave further evidence that 
the time of the rockin' musical 
mutants has arrived. 

—Tom Cheyney 

Zodiac Mindwarp 
John Anson Ford Theatre 
Hollywood 

Los Angeles isn't the only place 
where variations on glam-sieaze 
metal are happening, and once 
again, the British are out to prove 
nobody does n better. First the 
cynical, materialistic side of the 
style was caught so well by Sigue 
Sigue Sputnik that their fad came 
and went—a hazard of following 
that philosophy. Now the move-
ment's innovative potential is being 
demonstrated by Zodiac Mindwarp 
& the Love Reaction, whose reputa-
tion has proceeded their first ma-
jor tour of this country. At the Ford 
Amphitheatre, Zodiac gave the local 
metal crowd—what seemed like half 
the rock artists and most of the in-
dustry people in L.A.—a lesson in 
how you do it right. 

Sound and vision, old and new, 
are combined in this group. The 
sleazy and glamorous sides of 
British metal have brought us Judas 
Priest, Motorhead, Thin Lizzy, and 
T. Rex. Zodiac Mindwarp takes 
those influences and then ad-
vances beyond them, mixing up a 
new brew flavored with the best of 
punk and psychedelia. Elements 
almost as old as rock itself— hoary 
cliches in lesser hands—are fresh 
and thrilling again. The dry ice and 
flamboyant lighting, the rituals of 
guitar-smashing and pelvic thrusts— 
they're all here, and they're all in-
tegral parts of an overall sense of 
style. 

The fivesome takes the stage, 

Janiss Garza 

their greasy black-leather look 
powerful and majestic against their 
pasty English complexions. Even 
their names contribute to the ef-
fect—Cobalt Stargazer and Flash 
Bastard on guitar, Trash D. Garbage 
on bass guitar, Slam Thunderhide 
on drums (what else?), and Zodiac 
himself, growling psychedelic po-
etry and ultra-racy lyrics. Masculine 
braggadocio carried to supernatural 
extremes runs through every song, 
from the opening "Spasm Baby" to 
the last guitar-humping-and-smash-
ing encore. Let the riLx-k singer voice 
the fantasy; let the audience—male 
and female—share it. 

Along the way we see a few sil-
ly rock rules for what they are. 
Zodiac knows how to break tradi-
tion, too. "This is our last song," an-
nounced Zodiac, although obvious-
ly the group is tar from its climax 
(no puns, please!). "But you know, 
make a lot of noise and we'll come 
back out here again." Once the au-
dience has played their part and 
"Kick-Start Me for Love," thick with 
every possible innuendo, has 
served as one encore, the singer 
announces it's time for a cover. He 
talks trash about L.A. ("sluts... like 
Tiffany") for a while, then brags, 
"We don't need your sluts; we got 
the biggest U.K. slut of all—George 
Michael!" ( I thought that was the 
other George.) The singer lines up 
with his guitarists and struts Wham-
style through "Do It Right." The 
diversity of rock achieves unity as 
Michael's bragging, dance-style lyr-
ics (" If you're gonna do it/Do it 
right/Do it with me") fit in amazingly 
well with Zodiac's swaggering metal. 

Zodiac does it with style. It's a 
style that may last for one album or 
ten but makes incredible rock, 
whatever period of time it arcs over. 
One last thing: Let this be one 
review that doesn't complain about 
the metal star's obligatory "no fag-
got" speech. This reviewer's in on 
the joke. — Lyn Jensen 
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Toni Childs 
Union 
A & M 

An album this special comes 
around so rarely, it demands 
special treatment. Union is an 
album so deeply affecting, even on 
first listening, that it defies you to 
treat it the way you do other music 
"product." It becomes something 
important in your life, something 
you share with every friend who 
calls. You start dubbing tapes for 
really good friends across the coun-
try, who may not otherwise get the 
opportunity to hear it or who might, 
God forbid, wait a few weeks. And 
if you're a critic, you face the ques-
tion that unfortunately challenges 
you only a few times in a career— 
that of abandoning the reviewers' 
unwritten rules of distance and 
understatement which save you 
from that most awful feeling, that of 
hearing how unspecial that album 
you raved about sounds a few 
months down the line. You go out 
on a limb because you have no 
doubt, and because to do any less 
would be dishonest. 

And you do it knowing lots of 
people will hate or ignore this 
album. Those who hate it will tell 
you they can't stand her voice. 
From the opening shout, that voice 
hits you like a solid shot to the 
head, somewhere between Phoebe 
Snow and Joan Armatrading, with 
the glare-you-in-the-eyes intensity 
of Annie Lennox. Perfectly under 
control but primordial, it comes 
from such a deep place within that 
you believe it incapable of anything 
but unvarnished truth. 

To those who have heard the 
album and ignored it, unmoved, I 
say listen again, one time, without 
distraction, at a high enough vol-
ume that you can hear all the words 
and all the music. The production, 
by David Tickle, Childs and David 
(+ David) Ricketts, is daring, fer-
tile, and virtually faultless, a gem on 
a par with Graceland. More than 
merely perfectly matched to the 
voice, words, and projected es-
sence of Childs, the production is 
the element that raises this album 
to the level of masterwork. 

Ricketts is a key player, not so 
much for his considerable instru-
mental and production contribu-

tions as for his emotional ones. He 
co-wrote all but three of the nine 
songs with Childs, and those other 
three seem clearly to be about him. 
He and Childs reportedly moved in 
together the day she signed with 
A&M and split up 16 months later, 
just before the actual studio work 
began. Listen to the aching plea 
she adds to the end of "Let the 
Rain Come Down" (one of a few 
things you don't find on the lyric 
sheet), and imagine the object of 
those words being there while she 
sings them, which is how she said 
it really happened. 

Yet as much as these languor-
ous but emotionally charged songs 
may have come out of that relation-
ship, the evocative, often dreamlike 
poetry of the words lift it past mere 
slice-of-life timeliness. Even the one 
"political" number, "Zimbabwae," 
addresses the South African agony 
with barely a nod to the specifics. 

Childs, no kid at 30, appears to 
have survived life and love's cruci-
ble with hope. Her belief in the 
deep spiritual promise of love is in-
tact; she's an eyes-wide-open 
dreamer seemingly untainted by 
cynicism. With her masterful trans-
lation of that state of mind into the 
moving words and music of Union, 
she has not only distinguished 
herself with an amazingly rich and 
complete debut album, but blessed 
us with one of those truly rare and 
precious pieces of plastic that make 
life and the obtuse music business 
worth the trouble. 

—Charles Andrews 

James Brown 
I'm Real 
Scotti Bros/CBS 

I'm Real is James Brown's 67th 
album. A clean follow-up to the 
Grammy award-winning hit Living in 
America, this collection of funky 
beat-box grooves was written, ar-
ranged, and produced by the chart-
busting R&B sextet Full Force 
(responsible for recent hits by Lisa 
Lisa, UTFO, and Samantha Fox). 

In Full Force, Brown has found 
a production team capable of elec-
tronically updating his rhythmic 
trademarks without burying his in-
imitable vocal style in the mix. 
Songs like Time to Get Busy" and 
"I'm Real" (currently #2 on 
Billboard's R&B singles chart) give 
Soul Brother Number One room to 
stretch out and improvise within the 
framework of traditional call-and-
response vamps. Cuts like "Can't 
Get Enuf" and "She Looks All 

Types A' Good" allow the most-
sampled-man-in-show-business to 
coach his disciples through some 
crucial lessons in the art of syn-
thetic syncopation. Brown's new 
sound is a nasty concoction of fat-
back electronic drums, skintight 
harmonies, and MIDI horn charts. 

Lyric content on this collection 
(credited to Full Force) is, at best, 
marginal—but so what—this is 
James Brown, not James Joyce. 
It's not so much what the man 
says, it's how he says it. Brown has 
the ability to extract more meaning 
from a single syllable than most 
contemporary artists can squeeze 
out of a double album. 

Overlooking the mundane ballad 
"You and Me" and the endless 
"It's Your Money $," I'm Real puts 
Brown right back on the good foot. 

—Chuck Philips 
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Camper Van 
Beethoven 
Our Beloved Revolutionary 
Sweetheart 
Virgin 

Monks of Doom 
Soundtrack to the film 
Breakfast on the Beach of 
Deception 
Pitch-A-Tent 

Camper Van Beethoven's major 
label debut album tops (or has top-
ped, by the time you read this) the 
college charts. Monks of Doom's 
album probably isn't even "chart-
ing" (yecch, I hate that expression 
almost as much as "parenting"), 
even though essentially they're 
both Camper Van Beethoven. 

Camper doesn't feature David 
Immergluck and Monks does. May-
be Camper left him out because 
he's bad luck—at least that's what 
his last name means. Camper also 
includes David Lowery (singing, not 
on organ) and Jonathan (not Liv-
ingston, I presume) Segel on man-
dolin, Casio, Cittern, strings, piano, 
and " red guitar" (isn't that cute?). 
But the core of Victor Krummen-
acher (bass), Greg Lisehr (guitar), 
and Chris Pedersen (drums) is 
shared by both bands. 

Camper's album tops the col-
lege charts because it's the kind of 
eclectic, wise-ass, worldly stuff col-
lege kids like, and it's distributed by 
Virgin through WEA by way of 
Atlantic. The Monks' album is no-
where on the charts that I've seen, 

but not because it's not the kind of 
eclectic, wise-ass, worldly stuff col-
lege kids like, but simply because 
it's on the indie Pitch-A-Tent label, 
distributed by Rough Trade. Don't 
knock good distribution. 

These guys have absorbed 
everything from Fairport Conven-
tion to the Byrds to Nino Rota to 
John Barry to King Crimson. But to 
hell with naming their influences, 
you'll pick them all out yourself if 
you're over 40, you'll get fewer if 
you're 31-40, a couple if you're 
21-30—and you'll probably think 
these guys are original geniuses if 
you're in college. (Unless your 
parents are hip and have played 
you all the great music that Monks 
and Camper have dug up.) 

That's not meant as a dig. Not 
only have these gentlemen heard 
lots of great stuff, they've learned 
how to play it, and play it well. And 
they've integrated their influences 
and created fascinating, playful col-
lages that translate into two original 
but clearly related sounds. 

"Captain Beefheart meets Led 
Zeppelin at a party in the home of 
Nino Rota but everybody gets 
paranoid and leaves early." That's 
how one California paper aptly 
described Monks of Doom. "Led 
Zeppelin meets R.E.M. at a party 
in the home of Fairport Conven-
tion" is how I'd do the same treat-
ment with Camper Van Beethoven. 

The core guys love their guitars, 
bass, and drums, and they play the 
hell out of them. "Play" in the 
sense that when you're really in 
control of your instrument you can 
be playful. No turgid heavy metal 
athletic posturing or guitar-as-
novelty-instrument here. 

The music on these records is 
intelligent and good-humored, too. 
And both records sound better than 
90 percent of the unlistenably 
bright, processed, two-dimensional, 
bassless digital (and non-digital) 
dogshit assaulting your ears today 
from all sides (like Joni Mitchell's 
unbearable-sounding Chalkmark on 
a Blackboard). These recordings 
are truly musical in every sense of 
the word, and it would be a damn 
shame if you didn't own them. 

—Michael Fremer 

Singles 
For quite a while I labored under 

a warped impression that Iceland's 
only distinguishing characteristics 
were glaciers and beautiful blondes 
with snow-white complexions. Well, 
wrong again, Holmes. The Sugar-
cubes provide irrefutable proof that 
there is some viable music being 
produced there as well. With "Birth-
day" (Elektra), the shivering quintet 
delivers a dazzling tour de force that 
has already set college program-
mers on their ears and sent listen-
ers scouring record shop "alter-
native" sections to see what all the 
commotion's about. The catalyst, 
vocalist Bjork whose Sybil-like mass 
of personalities emerges wildly 
through the course of the tune. The 
effect might be described as "Chris-
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sie Hynde meets Sinead O'Connor 
and gets blitzed on tequila, only to 
become possessed by the tortured 
earthbound spirit of Nina Hagen." 
Sorta, but verbose descriptions fail 
to do justice to the lady or her band. 
See them at a theater or sanitarium 
near you and see what I mean. 

Iggy Pop, that masochistic 
master of wrath and roll, has 
fashioned an appropriately titled 
slice of grunge called "Cole Metal" 
(A&M) that is as cold as Siberia and 
as metallic as a garbage disposal. 
Former Sex Pistols outlaw Steve 
Jones blends some tasty licks of his 
own into the fray, displaying the 
characteristic stamp that has made 
his exploits legendary. While the 
Ig's rough-hewn vocal approach 
may lack finesse, none can question 
his mettle as he starts matters with 
the line, " I played tag in a grave-
yard." With Iggy's twisted outlook, 
it all makes sense somehow. Rest 
assured—as long as there's a place 
in the world for a bare-bones raver, 
there'll be a place for the original 
Stooge. 

After spending way too many 
years in the creative standby mode, 
Patti Smith has once again opened 
up the floodgates of her anguished 
soul. While "People Have the Pow-
er" may be an overly cliched song 
title, the single will more than satisfy 
her old fans and pull in a few new 
ones as well. Smith sings this song 
with more than mere conviction— 
it's as if the salvation of the world 
hinged on every acerbic phrase. If 
anybody has the unbridled power 
to lay self-serving, power-hungry 
world leaders to waste. it's this 
battle-scarred rocker/poet. And 
when the attitude meshes this 
smoothly with a winning arrange-
ment and chorus, it's a joy to be-
hold. It's good to have you back. 
Patti. 
On the heels of the multi-format 

nugget "Under the Milky Way," the 
Church have unleashed a shuffling, 
echo-drenched gem. "Reptile" 
(Arista) integrates Steve Kilbey's 
stark lyrical imagery and dissonant 
vocals with the cavernous guitar 
playing of Peter Koppes and Marty 
Willson-Piper. No, "Reptile" is not 
as instantly mesmorizing or atmos-
pheric as "Milky Way." It does, 
however, showcase a different as-
pect of the Aussie foursome, and it's 
sure to maintain their formidable 
presence in the college/alternative 
sector. —E Scott Kirby 

Ear Wax__ 
Getting to the Roots 

Like a Phoenix: The Wiltern 
concerts for the New Ash Grove 
(see Concerts, page 28) may not 
have been SRO. but no one could 
fault the quality and variety of acts 
on the bill. After New Song spec-
ialists Sabia opened the first show, 
Richard Greene may have sur-
prised some of the crowd with his 
eclectic ensemble, but not those ac-
quainted with his past efforts. 
Though the Greene String Quartet 
might look the straight-laced cham-

ber music group. they started off 
their set with the p oors' "Love Me 
Two Times"! Later tunes combined 
classical, rock references, and wild-
ly syncopated jazz, which inspired 
the audience to unanimous, spon-
taneous finger-snapping. (Maybe 
Richard ought to add "Finger Pop-
pin' Time" to the repertoire.) 

Greene also accompanied Da-
vid Lindley, the Man of a Thou-
sand Instruments (some of them 
even pronouncable), on some old-
timey tunes recalling their old Dry 
City Scat Band. They also joined a 
pickup bluegrass band fronted by 
Billy Ray Lethum that included 
most of Desert Rose, plus Jim 
Lauderdale and Brantley Kearns, 
among others. And although most 
pf the audience had never heard of 
Rosie Flores, she had them cheer-
ing by the end of her set. Some 
were even dancing in the rows, if 
not the aisles, to "Drug Store Rock." 
(After the concert i asked Rosie, 
whose first band in high school was 
Byrds-influenced, if she'd been 
playing air guitar backstage during 
the Reunion. "Yeah," she laughed, 
"I did during soundcheck. How did 
you know?" (Rosie will be heading 
to Nashville to record her second 
LP mere days from when this sees 
print. Paul Worley will produce.) 

On Sunday the benefit bill in-
cluded an eclectic array of acts from 
Wanda Coleman to Willie Dixon to 
Peter Case, with lots in between. 
In all, not a bad start to resuscitate 
the old club. I couldn't help but see 
some irony in the fact that the con-
certs were held in the most aesthet-
ically lusn venue in town, whereas 
the only artistic aspect of the old 
Ash Grove decor was the political-
ly aware graffiti that kept the paint 
from peeling completely off the 
restroom walls. (Times change. 
Though the social consciousness 
remains, the new club is part art 
gallery. Toddle over to Santa Monica 
and Highland and check it out.) 

Ash Grove Memory: Bob Dylan 
showed up one nignt expecting to 
walk in gratis. The club manager in-
sisted he buy a ticket. He refused 
and left, miffed. "How could you 
turn away Bob Dylan?" my partner 
asked. "He can afford to pay," she 
replied. To this day, celebs on guest 
lists are the very people best able 
to pay admission. It's low-income 
fans who should get a break at the 
door. 

Solar phenomena: Now I know 
why Butch Hancock's touring band 
is called the Sunspots. A tiny 
British label, Sunstorrn, has leased 
a bunch of Joe Ely tracks from 
MCA for two compilation albums. 
The first is a 13-cut LP of Hancock 
songs titled Milkshakes and Malts 
(fans will recognize the phrase from 
"West Texas Waltz"), with liner 
notes by Butch himself. Whatever 
Happened to Maria, with 14 Ely-
penned tunes is due in November. 
Write for info to: 10 Lesley Court, 
Harcourt Road, Wallington, Surrey 
SM6 8AZ, England. That's also the 
address of the excellent, long-lived 
fanzine, Omaha Rainbow. The last 
ish featured Chris Isaak, John 

Hiatt, Loudon Wainwright, Nancy 
Griffiths, and Lyle Lovett. 

Speaking of things Hancock and 
Ely (and Gilmore), there's talk of 
Hightone re-releasing the Flatland-
ers LP. As the old Tonio K song 
goes, I'll buy it. 

Groovin': The Hollywood 
Roundup LP is nearly done, accord-
ing to producer Will Ray. The 
album features Radio Ranch 
Straight Shooters, Candye Kane, 
Jeffrey Steele, the Mustangs, Billy 
Burnor, Rusty Vail, Rick Vincent, 
Judy Garrett, and Ray's own band, 
The Crowz. All artists appear with 
their own bands. And get this: 
There's a superpicker cut with Bil-
ly Bremner, Jeff Ross, Jerry 
Donanue (the guy who replaced 
Richard Thompson in Fairport), and 
John Jorgenson (Desert Rose). 
along with Ray. Ray and Glen Mont 
also produced a single for the 
Mustangs, who promptly flew off to 
tour Finland. 

Another indie release of note 
(well, lots of them, actually) is Jack 
Wesley's I Will Return. During the 
Seventies, Wesley paid his dues as 
a writer/guitarist in Nashville, where 
his songs were recorded by Johnny 
Cash and Waylon Jennings. So far 
the LP is only available by mail 
order from Wesak Records, 270 
No. Canon Drive, #1298, Beverly 
Hills, CA 90210; (213) 274-7249. 

Steelin' Away: The ranks of top 
local pedal steel players got thinned 
last month: Steve Fishell and his 
wife, artist/manager/song rep 
Tracy Gershon, moved to Nashville. 
Our loss, their gain. Trace finally got 
her big house 

Here's Where I Do My Andy 
Rooney Act: Has this ever hap-
pened to you? You want to buy a 
new folk/bluegrass/whatever al-
bum—not an old, rare one, mind 
you, a brand-new one—but you 
can't find it in the second-largest 
city in the U.S. In this Column I 
wanted to spotlight a new release 
by one of the best singers I've ever 
heard—Bonnie Koloc. Her first LP 
in a decade is on Flying Fish, one 
of the biggest lndie labels in the 
country. I spent three hours on an 
odyssey that took me to Tower 
(Sunset and Westwood), Where-
house, Music +, Rhino, and 
McCabe's. Nada. The chains are 
useless unless you want CDs, vi-
deos, or twelve-inch singles. Tower 
Sunset used to be an exception; 
now their folk section (what's left of 
it) is a complete disgrace. The other 
chains lump folk and country to-
gether: If you're at Music + in 
Westwood. look for Sandy Denny 
under "Misc. Country." In my own 
case, McCabe's record buyer hap-
pened to be around when I was 
scouring the bins and offered to 
order the album for me. Their selec-
tion isn't extensive and their prices 
are higher than elsewhere, but at 
least at McCabe's you have a 
chance to get that kind of old-
fashioned service. Where's Wal-
hch's Music City when I need them? 

Next time: an alternative route. 
And possibly, a record highlight on 
Bonnie Koloc. —V.F. Nadsady 

BACKYARD PRODUCTIONS 
Master Quality Recording & Production 

Axai MG1214 witape sync & smpte. Complete 
MIDI drum & keyboard programming or live 
tracking. Featuring: MC500 sequencer, Emax 
sampler, DX7, TX7, Oberheim. Hill multi mix. 
SRV2000, SPX90, delays, limiters, tiltG & Shure 
Mics. vintage Steinway grand. 

$18/hr includes everything! 
Block rates available. 

(818) 780-7845. 

Pdiee Zefeeie 
STUDIO 

• 16 track x 1" 
• Fully equipped plus 
AKAI M.P.C, (4/ MIDI STI.IDIO 

• S20/hr, ppecial 
• Production available 

(818) 506-1899 

ATOMIC 
SOUND 

Pro Studio Rentals For 
Rehearsal & Showcase 
• Rentals & live sound services 

• Pro video production 
& photo service 

• Guitar repair • Music supplies 

(818) 840-9119 

BRANAM STAGES 
Large Pro 

Sound Stage with 
* Full PA Risers 
* Stage Lighting 

*Ideal for rehearsal, 
showcasing or videos 
We do demo tapes 
& demo videos 
Call for rates 

Joe: 818.361.5030 
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• SPECIAL $ 7 / FIB M-F 
6 p m 

110  

REHEARSAL & RECORDING 
(818) 843-4494 

• Superior & clean for the pru • 
• New PA s•A / C • Storage • 

• Pri,.es from $9 per hr • 
NOT A WARFHOUSE 

2109 W Burbank Elul bank. CA 

SYN.PHONIC 
SOUND 

PRODUCTIONS 

8-TRACK STUDIO 
for singers/songwriters 

I'll produce your song 

into a really pro master! 

• Real Strings 
• Extensive MIDI equipment 

• Pro arranging • Top Producer 
• Lead / Backup vocals 

All for $ 15/hr 
18181 994-3752 
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REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 

The THOMPSON VOCAL EUMINATOR 
can remove most or virtually all of a lead 
vocal from a standard stereo record and leave 
most of the background untouched! Record 
with your voice or perform live with the back-
grounds. Used in Professional Performance 
yet connects easily to a home component 
stereo system. 

Not an equalizer! We can prove it works 
over the phone. Write or call for a free 
brochure and demo record on the Vocal Elimi-
nator and our full line of audio products. 

Write to: L.T. Sound. Dept C 
70 L.T. Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 

404) 482-4724 
24 hr. demo 14041 482-2485 

"affordable legal services. . . ex-
citing news for all local artists." 

—Randal A. Case, 
Music Connection, 

Feb. 1986 

RANDAL NEAL 
COHEN 

—music attorney 

1875 Century Park East 
Suite 1760 

Los Angeles, CA 90067 
(213) 552-2233 

Reasonable hourly fee. 
No minimum. 

CVÍCWS 

Clubs 

The Dogs 
Club Lingerie 
Hollywood 
E The Players: Louren 
Molinaire, vocals, guitars; Mary 
Kay, bass, vocals; Tony Mat-
teucci, drums, vocals. 

E Material: Louren Molinaire 
writes some of the best rockers 
around. These tunes have all 
the heart and intensity of a 
Guns N' Roses set, yet are 
cloaked in the more mature and 
accessible sensibilities of 
bands like the Smithereens. 
While there are any number of 
ready hits in the Dogs' set, my 
personal favorite is the poppish 
"Rainy Wednesday." The band 
seemed to be playing a bit 
looser than usual, and this pro-
vided the tunes with a cool 
ragged edge that nicely coun-
terbalanced any tidiness that 
has crept into their arrange-
ments. 
E Musicianship: I thought this 
band was great when I re-
viewed them as Attack in these 
pages over a year ago, and 
there really is not much to add. 
Now in their third incarnation as 
a trio, spanning a ten-year-plus 
career, these three have a very 
strong stage rapport. Matteuc-
ci and Kay are one of rock's 
strongest rhythm sections, and 
Molinaire keeps improving as a 
lead guitarist. This is actually 
saying quite a lot, because his 

Attack of the Dogs at Club Lingerie: Pick of the litter. 

edgy stylings were already pret-
ty exciting. He sings more than 
he growls nowadays, which im-
proves his commercial potential 
by spades, though thankfully 
without reaching that point 
where his vocal prowess under-
mines his material's sense of 
urgency. 

E Performance: Gone are the 
shiny clothes Attack wrapped 
themselves in; the Dogs prefer 
to dress down, though there's 
still lots of black. Unfortunate-
ly, there just isn't enough black, 
or anything else, to provide a 
unified image. On the plus side, 
the Dogs still make better use 
of stage space than just about 
anyone else. Molinaire jumps 
around like a hardcore puppet; 
Kay moves just enough to 
counterbalance the bandleader. 
I liked what I saw, but I think I'd 
like it more if it were dressed for 
business. 

El! Summary: The Dogs are 
ready for the big time, which is 
not a new development. This 
trio was ready two years ago as 
Attack, and they were ready ten 
years ago when they were 
originally the Dogs. This is one 
of the most consistently enter-
taining not to mention one of 
the hardiest bands that this city 
has ever seen. The Dogs have 
the material and chops to hold 
their own with any trendy band 
you can name, and I can't stop 
thinking that if Molinaire had a 
British accent, I would have 
heard the Dogs on the radio 

, long ago. They deserve to get 
signed, and I hope it happens 
while guitar bands are still hip. 

—Tom Kidd 

Thelonious 
Catalina's 
Hollywood 

The Players: Buell Neid-
linger, bass; Marty Krystall, 
tenor; Brenton Banks, piano; 
Fritz Wise, drums. 

E Material: The quartet 
Thelonious sticks exclusively to 
the repertoire of Thelonious 
Sphere Monk, one of the great 
American composers and a 
major jazz innovator. Monk's 
music is noted for its difficult in-
terval jumps and a logic all its 
own. Unlike most groups that 
play a token Monk tune (usual-
ly one of the easier ones 
such as "Straight No Chaser," 
"Blue Monk," or the overly per-
formed "Round Midnight"), 
Thelonious explores his ob-
scurities. Their set at Catalina's 
included such rarely played 
tunes as "Monk's Dream," "Lo-
comotive," " Brilliant Corners," 
"Criss Cross," and "Skippy." 

Musicianship: During his 
lengthy career, bassist/leader 
Neidlinger has played with 
everyone from Cecil Taylor to 
Stravinsky, and in styles rang-
ing from Dixieland and blue-
grass to free jazz. A busy studio 
player, Neidlinger has often 
teamed up with the talented 
tenor of Krystall, whose highly 
expressive sound includes ele-
ments of such diverse players 
as John Coltrane, Ben Webster, 
and Eric Dolphy. Banks, the 
newest member of the group, 
fits comfortably into Monk's 
piano slot by not so much im-
itating the pianist as playing his 
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Though not quite out of this world, the Rings of Saturn belt out unpretentious people's rock. 

impressions of Monk's music. 
Drummer Wise was creative 
and subtle. 

LI Performance: By improvis 
ing off of Monk's themes rather 
than jamming on the chord 
changes (even during the blues 
"Misterioso"), the soloists never 
lost the audience—since the 
melodies kept on reappearing, 
even in the most heated solos. 
Mood changes and a close at-
tention tu dynamics kept the 
performances continually 
interesting. 

E Summary: Monk's music 
was very well served by this 
unusual aggregation, and the 
audience was quite appreci-
ative. Somewhere, Thelonious 
Monk must be smiling. 

—Scott Yanow 

The Pings of 
Saturn 
FM Station 
North Hollywood 
E: The Players: Billy Coane, 
vocals; Bill Mueller, rhythm 
guitar, keyboards; Eric Swan-
son, bass; Dan Read, drums; 
Dick Cox, lead guitar. 

E Material: This is raw, basic, 
straightforward rock 8i roll 
minus most of the heavy metal-
uber-alles cliches. Instead of try-
ing to break any new ground, 
the Rings of Saturn seek to sow 
the old ground—guitar-pro-
pelled, slightly melodic hard 
rock a la Bon Jovi or White-
snake—with fresh seeds of 
talent and enthusiasm. The set 
began in a predictably frenetic 
manner, but then slowed down 
for "Twenty-Three Stars" and 

"For Real" I must say, I braced 
myself when the pace shifted, 
since hard rock ballads typically 
sound cheesy or incongruous, 
or both; but this pair of songs 
managed to retain a certain 
edge that kept them from 
sliding into wimpdom. rhe 
Rings of Saturn obviously draw 
on a wide range of influences. 
How many bands can you 
name that would perform back-
to-back covers of "Love Me Two 
Times" and "Communication 
Breakdown"? 

Musicianship: Regular lead 
guitarist Larry Yevoli was ab-
sent from this gig. Substitute 
guitarist Dick Cox seemed stiff 
and self-conscious at first, but 
gradually loosened up as the 
set progressed. Cox, rhythm 
guitarist Mueller, and bassist 
Swanson meshed nicely with-
out trying to upstage each 
other, while at the same time 
giving firm support to Coane's 
well-tuned voice—no scream-
ing banshee he. ( In fact, he 
does an excellent Jim Morrison 
impression.) Drummer Read, 
like Cox, took awhile to warm 
up, but finally came to life with 
the thumping tribal backbeat of 
"Burning Flame." 

[1: Performance: Shaking an 
FM Station crowd out of its nor-
mal vegetative state is a note-
worthy achievement for any 
band. The Rings of Saturn not 
only achieved that but got peo-
ple dancing as well—an un-
usual sight at any club these 
days. Onstage, Coane dis-
played a genuine approach-
ability and sense of humor, 
though he sometimes lapsed 
into tired patter of the "Are ya 

feelin' all right tonite?" variety. 
Besides Coane, the most strik-
ing figure was Swanson— un-
questionably the tallest bass 
player I have ever seen on a 
stage. At six-foot-plus, his phys-
ical presence is impressive. 

Summary: Nothing here 
strayed very far off the beaten 
path, but the Rings of Saturn 
played solid, unpretentious rock 
that got the people moving, and 
that was the whole point of the 
show—like, voA populi, y'knovv? 

—Doug Lathrop 

Grave Danger 
The Whisky 
West Hollywood 

. The Players: Bob Reynolds, 
vocals; Frank Rodriguez, gui-
tar; James White, guitar; Sam 
"Dangerously" Herron. bass; 
Glenn Deitsch, drums. 

[7, Material: Inspired by such 
Seventies staples as Bad Com-
pany and Deep Purple, Grave 
Danger plays straight-ahead, 
bluesy power rock. Restraint is 
the key to the effectiveness of 
their songwriting. Steady quar-
ter-note bass lines and shuffle 
drum patterns give the vocals 
and guitars plenty of room to 
breathe. Among their more out-
standing efforts are the emo-
tional blues ballad " Movin' On" 
and hot ' n' heavy rockers like 
"Hellraiser" and "Power to 
Rock." 

Musicianship: Everybody in 
this band plays his part with 
finesse and the utmost con-
trol—this could be the most 
solid rhythm section in town. 

JON LOWRY 
PRODUCTIO. 
24 Track Recording 

Studios 
Lis e Drums Grand Piano 

- Lot, of outboard 
Canoga Park 

(818) 340-3146 

LICENSED INSURED BONDED 

"RECORD INDUSTRY 
REPRESENTATIVE" 

(30 years experience) 

Awarded 64 Gold/Platinum Records 
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* 

* Developing your new label 
* Record promotion marketing distribtit, ,, 

* Industry consultant -Advise' '• 

213-461-0757 
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MONTHLY 
REHEARSAL 
STUDIOS 

• Own personal studio 

• 24-hr access 

• Parking 

• Secure 

• Free utilities 

(213) 
589-7028 

DO YOU 
NEED A 
LAWYER? 
MUSIC AND turnmr 

ENTERTAINMENT 
LAW 
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MONSTER 
PRODUCER / 
ENGINEER 

with 24 Track Recording Studio 
SEEKING ALBUM PROJECTS. 

Record companies, managers, 
artists & songwriters — 
Write To: JOE RUSSO 

18533 Roscoe Blvd., Suite 106 
Northridge, CA 91324 

SERIOUS ONLY CALL: (818) 885-1213 

FORTRESS 
STUDIOS $81HR 

AND UP 

COMPLETE REHEARSAL 
FACILITIES IN HOLLYWOOD 

— REAL TIME — 

CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
HIGH QUALITY • LOW PRICE 

(213) 467-0456 
OR 

0 463-4976 (MORNINGS) 
• 

FOR 

REAL 
TIME 

4,1117, 

1777:N 
AUDIO VIDEO 

CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 
BRING YOUR NEXT DEMO 

TO THE EXPERTS 

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY 
ANY QUANTITY 

KABA • SONY • MCI • APHEX 
NAKAN11011• DOLBY 

YAMAHA DIGITAL REVERB 

DIGITAL 2. 30 IPS MASTER PLAYBACK 
MASTERING • DUPLICATION 
REAL TIME • HIGH SPEED 

LABELING • PACKAGING 

5111biey Tope 
Ellaiplicutors, 
9525   Aye, Chalswonh CA 91311 

(818) 882-5210 
• CASSE TIE SPECIALISTS SINCE ' 968 • 

THE MOST 

POWERFUL SCALES 

IN THE INDUSTRY 
41F-

Entertainment Attorney 
Robert S. Greenstein 

Where the indust r come. 
for Notin(1 advice. 
( ) I 3 ) 211 99- 9 

Ekviews 

Guitar players White and Rod-
riguez showed off their fret-
board agility only when abeo• 
lutely necessary, relying more 
on their impressive vocabulary 
and feel for bluesy riffs. Vocalist 
Reynolds displayed both power 
and soulfulness. He was in 
complete control of his voice 
and seemed to sing straight 
from the heart. Background 
vocals by Rodriguez high-
lighted his ability to keep a 
great harmony in place. 

E Performance: This is a no-
frills rock & roll band. Playing 
through Marshall half stacks 
and casually dressed, Grave 
Danger is there to play music, 
not act. Despite minimal at-
tempts at bombastic music 
theater, the group holds an au-
dience's attention thorugh 
poise, confidence, and 
charisma. 

Ill Summary: Grave Danger 
plays the kind of tunes that 
music fans can feel to the bone. 
The power that this band pro-
jects from the stage is exhil-
arating and contagious. Musi-
cianship and stage presence 
are that of top-notch pros. 
Whether they have to inch their 
way up or become instant me-
dia sensations, if Grave Danger 
doesn't go over big, then 
makeup and hairspray have 
definitely caused some brain 
damage in the industry! 

—Adam St. James 

Throwing Muses 
Club Lingerie 

Hollywood 

E The Players: Kristin Hersh, 
vocals, guitar; Tanya Donnelly, 
vocals, guitar; Leslie Langston, 

bass; David Narcizo, drums. 

111 Material: Combining folk 
qualities with a quirky rock 
musicality, this three-woman/ 
one-man outfit has a penchant 
for playing at a blazing speed 
that dazes as much as it daz-
zles. The Muses' hour-long Lin-
gerie set centered on a swirling 
mix of jangly but slashing gui-
tars, monolithic rhythms, harsh 
chord changes, and Hersh's 
almost hair-raising vocal incan-
tations. The pixieish Hersh has 
to be one of the most bizarre 
vocalists to ever come down the 
rock & roll pike. Shrieking, 
yodeling, and warbling her way 
through the Muses' spiraling 
music, she's like a cross be-
tween space-aged Yoko Ono 
and Broken English-era 
Marianne Faithfull. The Muses' 
semi-punk dynamism and arty 
flourishes can sometimes make 
for a compelling experience. At 
times the band sounds a little 
like a souped-up Lone Justice, 
and at others like a straight-
faced B-52's or a spellbound 
Siouxsie and the Banshees. 
But unlike these groups, the 
Muses' narrow sense of melody 
and lack of soul limit the 
quartet's impact. 
impact. 

Li Musicianship: The Boston-
based band is a very tight mu-
sical unit; in fact, it may be too 
tight. There was perhaps an 
overabundance of moments 
when the band's raging, 
clenched-fist musicianship 
came across as unyieldingly 
mechanical. David Narcizo is a 
precise enough drummer, but 
his martial style only served to 
further flatten the band's 
delivery. Though somewhat in-
flexible, Hersh and Donnelly's 
interlocking guitars did 
generate some electricity. 
Bassist Langston provided a 
solid rhythmic anchor. 

E Performance: As befits a 

band popular with the college 
radio set, Throwing Muses ap-
peared as if they were on sum-
mer break from Tufts or Boston 
College. Dressed in informal 
collegiate-type gear, the mem-
bers of the Muses oame aefuss 
as a terribly normal and un-
pretentious crew. Commenting 
on Angelenos' stereotypical 
love for beaches, malls, and 
aerobics, Hersh jokingly ex-
claimed, "We did it all yester-
day!" It was a funny and engag-
ing moment in a show that gen-
erally lacked funny and engag-
ing moments. For the most part, 
the band is a focused, no-non-
sense unit. At times Hersh got 
so caught up in the oblique 
lyrics and music that she 
seemed to fall into a hypnotic 
trance a la Sissy Spacek in Car-
rie. Though small and some-
what unassuming, Hersh never-
theless commanded attention. 

E Summary: This is a young 
band that will probably get bet-
ter. How much better is 
debatable. Ten or 15 years ago, 
the group's off-the-wall musical 
sensibilities might have turned 
heads, but in 1988 the Muses 
don't seem particularly novel. 
While their latest album, House 
Tornado, shows signs of the 
group wanting to broaden their 
musical horizons, they still need 
to hone their songwriting skills. 

—Jon Matsumoto 

Euphoria 
Bon Appetit 

Westwood 

E The Players: Mike Gealer, 
saxes, flute; Ryo Okumoto. key-
boards; Doug McAskill, guitar; 
Steve Billman, bass; Joel Taylor, 
drums. 

E Material: The group played 
all-new originals, plus one cov-
er, "Through the Fire," by 
Chaka Khan. Especially note-
worthy was the three-part suite 

Throwing Muses: Enjoying the summer break from a gnarly college curriculum. 
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by Gealer, which he introduced 
as "a song about relationships." 
Starting out softly and gently 
with the composer on soprano, 
it gradually builds. Moving into 
a quasi-reggae rhythm, one 
can visualize the two lovers 
dancing (although Gealer de-
scribed this section as "the 
conflict"), finally resolving back 
into the premise of the title, 
"Will You Be Mine?" Other 
works of note were Okumoto's 
"Natsu" and the Oriental-fla-
vored "Mimi's Song," inspired 
by a trip to Korea. 

E Musicianship: Startling 
cohesiveness and superlative 
presentation are keynotes of 
Euphoria, and it's interesting to 
note that McAskill was playing 
with them for the first time. 
Some of the charts were quite 
complex and required much 
concentration—but when you've 
got it. you've got it. It's hard to 
single anyone out for special 
praise; every one of these musi-
cians is obviously well-schooled, 
disciplined, and strongly moti-
vated. Although well-trained in 
Western music, keysnnan Oku-
moto nevertheless displays 
traditional Japanese economy, 
saying a great deal with the 
smallest number of notes. 

E. Performance: In slightly 
over an haul, Euphoria achieved 
enough variety of tempo, mood, 
and style to hold the audience's 
attention, and leaving most of 
them wanting more. The Chaka 
Khan composition, which was 
the least interesting, offered an 
opportunity for the players to 
use their imaginations; that 
they did, taking off on a nigh 
note, immediately making the 
tune their own and giving it a 
new, more fiery identity. 

E Summary: For my money, 
Euphoria exemplified the new 
era of modern jazz, taking from 
the old and adding their cumu-
lative experiences from this era 
of music. Their onstage de-
meanor and attention to audi-
ence reaction is commendable. 
This is a group to watch for on 
the festival circuit. 

—Fiankie Nemko 

Tier Garden 
The Whisky 
West Hollywood 

E The Players: Pete Zar, 
vocals; Curtis Allen, guitar; 
Johnny Z., bass; Desiree, key-
boards; Steve Ordyke, drums. 

E Material: Tier Garden's sim-
ple rock tunes are appealing 
but not outstanding. Even 

Tier Garden: Some standard rock for you to hier; helps ya 
chase down a bier. 

though the band had the in-
sight to put the heavy metal 
guitar leads in the background 
and the vocals up front, most of 
the material is standard rock. A 
few tunes—like the ballad "I 
Can Feel" and the melodic 
"Squeeze the Lemon'—provide 
an effective contrast to the 
typical numbers. 

E Musicianship: The musi-
cians are able and professional 
but not spectacular. What keeps 
Tier Garden pumping is char-
ismatic vocalist Zar. His voice is 
sensitive on the ballad, sensual 
on "Sexual Sensation," and 
fierce on "Keep Your Mouth 
Shut." 

E Performance: The five-
piece band seemed intent on 
entertaining through their 
music rather than the needless 
remarks and dumb jokes that 
many other L.A. bands use to 
survive. What kept the set mov-

ing was Zar's energetic singing 
and stage movements. The 
band was tight but lacked visual 
excitement—which made them 
appear stiff. The sensuality and 
emotion in numbers like "Sex-
ual Sensation" and "I Can 
Feel" made the audience forget 
the sometimes static perfor-
mance of the musicians. The 
range from ballads to metal-
edged tunes to slightly pop 
numbers kept the audience's 
interest, and with Zar at the 
helm, eyes were fixated on the 
band. 

_ Summary: The band is 
young (they've been together 
less than a year) and is still 
polishing their style and sound. 
The backing players need to 
crank up their stage charm to 
Zar's level; at that point, TG's 
presentation should become 
more cohesive. 

—Jennifer Clay 

JOE NEWTON'S 
DEMO STUDIO 
• 8 -Track with SMPTE 
• 24 Track board 
• 60 Track MIDI computer 
• Multi-timbral keys 
• Sampled bass 
• Tons of outboard gear 

also equipped for live players 
$181 Hr - Block rate available 

(818) 789-4381 

NOW OPEN! VISA, MC Accepied 

STUDIO 
SERVICES 

SEVEN BRAND NEW SPACIOUS REHEARSAL ROOMS. 
AIR•CONDITIONED • PA 

Rehearsal Studios 

Tape Duplicating 

Equipment Rentals 

2033 PONTIUS AVE • LA, CA 90025 
213.478.7917 

doug weston's 

erroubabour 
9081 Santa Monica Boulevard 

Los Angeles, CA 90089 
Booking Info: (213) 276-1158, 2-6 PM 

Tue-Fn 
Concert into: (213) 2/6.-6168 

"See tomorrow's Su rstars t 

FRI 
July 22 

SAT 
July 23 

SUN 
July 24 

MON 
July 25 

TUES 
July 26 

WED 
July 27 

THURS 
July 28 

FRI 
July 29 

SAT 
July 30 

SUN 
July 31 

MON 
Aug 1 

TUES 
Aug 2 

CRYSTAL PISTOL 
Klockwerk Orange 

Justice 
Pressure. 

MAYAN TANGO 
Black Daphnie 

Inclined 

RUTHLESS 
Heavyness 
Pestilence 

Hollywood Rockers 
Cycle Club 

THE DOWN BOYS 
Shark Team 

Primal Scream 
Rokzilla 

LOOKING GLASS 
Havoc 
Mariah 

Rackets n' 
Drapes 

TEMPEST 
Trapper 
Looker 

Magnum Force 

MADAM X 
Royal Teaze 

Flirt 
Grand Slam 

ALPHY'S 
X-Ray Vision Tour 

BLOODLUST 
Stone Soldier 
Steel Prophet 
Silent Scream 

Hollywood Rockers 
Cycle Club 
TRASH MATINEE 
Noble Truth 

Them Generation 
1st Klass 
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Club Data 
By S.L. Duff 

A slightly more-somber-than-usual Three O'Clock contemplate their 
gig at the Roxy in West Hollywood. 

CONCRETE CROOKS: Regular 
readers of Club Data will recall the 
May 2nd Klub Dada column in 
which yours truly wrote a lampoon 
of the local street mags of Holly-
wood. It was all in good fun, and 
those who got the joke seemed to 
take it in the good spirit in which it 
was written. One of these street 
fanzines, Concrete Jungle, took it in 
more than good spirit—they simply 
took it! In their latest issue—#7 of 
Vol. 1 (as if they'll make it to 
Vol. 2)—they blatantly ripped off 
yours truly and the ever-vigilant 
Club Data staff. The piece, entitled 
"Outhouse at the Catbox," was a 
complete steal of the ideas and 
numerous jokes used in my now-
infamous Klub Dada classic—and 
while the bands that Concrete 
Dunghole covers might call that " in-
fluence," we here in the publishing 
profession call it " plagiarism." 
(That, dear readers, means steal-
ing the ideas of another writer and 
claiming them to be your own.) 

The piece in question was "writ-
ten" by someone using the pseu-
donym L.E. Boobs, and while I can 
well understand that Boobs' lack of 
talent requires that he/she/it dig 
elsewhere for concepts, I would ap-
preciate it if he/she/it would raid 
someone else's icebox. The only 
pleasure I was able to derive from 
this outrage was that someone 
could steal my work, turn it inside 
out, and make the result completely 
dull and unfunny. 

I won't sue; judging from the 
quality of the paper, there's no 

money to be obtained, and the last 
thing I wanna see is a bunch of 
Concrete Jungle benefits to raise 
legal fees! 
TURN IT UP: Len Fagen was like 
a proud papa when he asked me 
if I'd seen the new PA system in the 
Coconut Teaszer. It is indeed a 
vast improvement, with 15-inch 
floor monitors, much larger house 
cabinets than before, and a mixing 
board that's actually in front of the 
band; they have dressing rooms 
there now too. Considering that thc 
club also has great food (at a dis-
count to bands) and terrific bills, 
and that bands can actually make 
money there, the Teaszer must 
now be regarded as one of the best 
places to play in the free world. 
Also, check out their Sunday Jam 
nights, with Hollywood's hottest 
bands turning in 20- to 30-minute 
sets, with a keg of beer on the patio 
for musicians and customers to 
help themselves to. 
FELL'S LAST STAND: Michael 
Fell Productions will promote their 
absolute final show at Gazzarri's 
on Saturday, July 30th. Fell will pre-
sent a total of 15 bands and an all-
star-jam finale with some major 
stars (whom we can't mention coz 
who knows exactly who'll show up 
and we don't want you to be 
bummed if the guys from Ratt 
aren't there). Among the bands 
scheduled to play are Reinkus 
Tide, Roxanne, Salty Dog, Lost 
Boys (featuring suicide candidate 
Randy 0). Nitro, Jaded Lady, 
Darling Cruel, and Zeus. Zeus, it 

should be noted, played at Fell's 
very first Gazzarri's show, on 
December 21st, 1985. After the 
30th, all booking:3/0u' nutiuilb will 
be handled by Alibi Artists, which 
had been booking weekdays only 
at the club. Alibi will handle all 
bookings for at least a month or 
two, at which time Bill Gazzarri will 
assess the situation. Meanwhile. 
Fell promised to open his own club 
in late August, and as always, we'll 
fill you in with details as we get 'em. 

WHEN THERE'S NO MORE ROOM 
IN HELL: The dead will walk the 
earth, or so they say—or maybe 
they'll just go to Zombie Zoo. 
Located downtown at 1828 Oak 
Street, the club is a gloom rocker's 
dream, Zombie Zoo features an 
eerie black light ambience, a big 
band room, a separate, equally 
large disco room for slithering 
around to Sisters of Mercy, and 
strong-ass drinks. Highly recom-
mended by myself and the Club 
Data staff. 

DOG DAY AFTERNOON: Saw 
both Dirty Dogs and Bulldog at 
Club Lingerie, and I gotta say, they 
are both hap'nin' bands worthy of 
yo' attention. Dirty Dogs play very 
loud blues-rock with plenty of slide 
guitar, while the drums and bass 
are pretty metalled-out. The singer, 
who used to be in King Kan Klubb, 
can howl with the best of them. A 
lot of the songs are in very standard 
blues forms, and hence may re-
mind you of various components of 
the Willie Dixon songbook; but that 
fact hurt neither the Stones or 
Aerosmith, and it probably won't 
harm these Dogs. The other dog 
band Bulldog, is a little lighter, opt-
ing for a Babys-like hard pop-rock, 
and actually singing about girls and 
stuff—which is kinda nice, since 
most bands try to be so bad all the 
time. They feature Kimm from 
Channel 3, and Brian and Al. who 
used to be in Mystery Roundup— 
along with Mick McMahan, who is 
now in Dirty Dogs. What tangled 
webs! 

UPCOMING POOP: Alan Holds-
worth and Ronnie Montrose at the 
Palace July 27th. Coupla biggies at 
the John Anson Ford—X on the 
28th & 29th. Camper Van Beetho-
ven and Dead Milkmen on the 
30th. The Roxy has Paisley Park 
superstars the Three O'Clock in on 
July 31st. There's a super-duper bill 
of extra-heavy-duty metal at the 
Troub on August 4th, with Epic 
recording artists Sanctuary along 
with Testament and Violence. 
Local scene-stealers Little Caesar, 
Blackbird, and the DI's at the 
Music Machine July 29th. And the 
AntiClub has a trio of impressive 
local bills: Zarkons and Sludge on 
the 22nd; the Crowd, Creamers, 
and Flower Leopards on the 29th; 
and Leaving Trains, Zoogz Rift, 
and Celebrity Skin on the 30th. 

LiveAction 
Chart 

The Live Action reports on the three 
top-drawing acts at various Los Angeles Area 
clubs. The clubs range from small 100-150 
seaters tu 1.00n $onferc. We rotate the aclected 
clubs each issue in order to give the widest 
possible range of information. Each club's top 
three is reported to us by the individual respon-
sible for the bookings. 

Reporting Dates 
June 28th—July 11th 

Gazzarri's 
West Hollywood 

1 Pt. Panic 
17 

3 Masquerade 

Music Machine 
West Los Angeles 

1 Tabou Combo 
2 Joe Higgs 
3 Rain Parade 

Madame Wong's West 
Santa Monica 

1 Gary Myrick & the Torture Twins 
2 57 Braves 
3. The Bridge 

Club Lingerie 
Hollywood 

1. House of Freaks 
2. Screamin' Sirens/Haunted Garage 
3. Dirty Dogs 

AntiClub 
Hollywood 

1. Lazy Cowgirls 
2. Rug Burns 
3. Epic Sons 

At My Place 
Santa Monica 

1. Billy Vera & the Beaters 
2. Etta James 
3. Celestial Navigators 

CRITIX PIX 
Moscow Indians: Formed by ex-Walking 
Wounded guitarist Michael Packard, this 
trio comibnes the modern folk-rock 
sounds of bands like Let's Active or 
R.E.M. with some real high-voltage 
power. Packard's voice, never fully util-
ized in his former groups (he was also 
in Darius & the Magnets), is the center-
piece, around which he bangs a loud, 
whirling guitar. Completing the trio are 
a hyper-kinetic bassist and a drummer 
battling for Keith Moon's vacated throne. 
Moscow lnjuns are both intelligent and 
exciting. 
Lazy Cowgirls: The Cowgirls thought 
their AntiClub show sucked, but I total-
ly dug it. This band represents what's 
left of straight-ahead, simple, loud, 
belligerent, aggressive rock & roll. The 
band is so pure in their essence that 
it is virtually impossible to describe what 
they do without making it sound stupid 
or boring, of which it is neither. Just go 
see 'em, cuz I'm outta space. 
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r  Showcase 
By Judy Raphael 

Kathy Robertson: Could this school 

0 n the L.A. country grape-
vine, there's a lady whose 
name always seems to be 

accompanied by the same concise 
description: "the best." That lady is 
Kathy Robertson. Whether these 
words are uttered by peers like 
Rosie Flores, James Intveld, Al 
Perkins, Ronnie Mack, or writers 
like L.A. Weekly's Cindy Lamb, who 
called her "the best among the 
Cline clones," we're talking about 
pure, unadulterated country chops, 
the kind that can't be faked. Long-
time Robertson champion Rene 
Engle (of KCRW's Citybilly) simply 
refers to her as "the real thing." 

"We don't use phasers in our 
band!" jokes the big, feisty blonde, 
who is a mixture of Annie Oakley 
grit and down-home country mod-
esty. "He said that I was the best? 
She said it?!" she asks, sounding 
truly incredulous. "I'm tickled to 
death!! I'm... jazzed!" 

The fact is, unlike many Holly-
wood Patsys (Clineheads, that is) 
Robertson's got roots as well as 
training. Born in Big Springs, Texas 
(her grandfather, General Robert-
son, founded Nashville), Kathy was 
reared on "Buddy and Patsy, 
Grande Old °pry, and Louisiana 
Hayride. I sang for 15 years in the 
church choir." And, although Rob-
inson comes off as a country girl to 
whom singing came naturally. it 
should be noted that she took voice 
lessons for ten years and was a 
music major in college. But, as Jon-
ny Whiteside noted in the L.A. 
Weekly, her country credentials are 
more than credible. 

Arriving in L.A. in 1979, Robert-
son entered a Palomino Talent Con-
test and won it right off the bat. ' It 
was my first time onstage, too," she 
recalls. "In the next year and a half, 
I won $7000 in talent contests—but 
you probably don't want to print 
that." Before long, she was scooped 
up by a new fan—Bakersfield leg-
end Red Simpson, who signed her 
on for a tour of the U.S. and Europe, 
opening for stars like Ernest Tubbs 
and Merle Haggard. "My biggest 
thrill was singing with Haggard, but 
my biggest influence was knowing 
Bonnie Owens, his ex-wife, who 
taught me how to be myself in a 

teacher be the next Patsy Cline? 
man's world. She don't take no — 
—don't print that word—from 
anybody!" 

On returning to L.A., Robertson 
set about forming a band to work 
the urban cowboy circuit, while 
avoiding top 40 gigs. She formed 
her current band in 1984. By late 
'85, she'd been "discovered" at the 
Rawhide (a neat little Valley western 
club that not only attracts the best 
country bands, but also top session 
musicians who come to jam) by 
Pete Anderson, who seems to have 
a nose for these things. She landed 
a track on Enigma's A Town South 
of Bakersfield, Album I, with "I'm 
Not Over You" (by Re Winkler), a 
vervy western swing tune that, ac-
cording to KCSN's country director 
Mark Humphrey, was one of the 
most requested cuts on the album. 
That year, Robertson came in se-
cond in the MC Country Pick of the 
Players Poll. 

Robertson Soon received offers 
for special albums with some fairly 
hot names, which might have set 
her on her way. But she balked, and 
they walked. "In the first case," she 
says, "[the producer] wanted 
changes of material, as well as 
replacing the band and rocking it 
up. I could go with everything ex-
cept the part about the band. They 
mean too much to me. They're like 
family; I love them." Robertson also 
nixed an offer from Nashville which 
would have meant relocating there. 
" rhere's no places to sing, really, 
in Nashville, and that's what I do!" 
Foolish or wise, the lady lives by her 
own rules. 

As for these wondrous players, 
let's start with David Vaught, former 
bassist for the Association and the 
Flying Burrito Brothers. Vaught is a 
quirky genius, an intuitive musician, 
and the avowed enemy of "neo-
new-wave country." Jim "I'm no 
wimp" Goodall, a rambunctious but 
solid drummer, honed his bluesy-
country chops in the Burritos and 
many blues bands. "Texas" Tommy 
Spurlock is a well-respected rocks-
billy/western guitar player and one 
of the most soulful, unsung coun-
try singers in town. Th enigmatic 
"Emest Bovine," a self-described 
"computer nerd," drives a sublimely 
perfect but melodic steel course 

NM through the mix. 
It's a joyfully loose musical 

aggregation—just tight enough to 
work, says Robertson: "They never 
play it the same, but they never play 
a wrong note. It's just perfect—it's 
always magic." 

In the spirit of true camaraderie, 
the band persuaded Robinson to 
take on the Hollywood showcase 
scene last year. The bandmembers 
have a multitude of other commit-
ments—all have session work, two 
of the players are married with 
families, and Robertson herself is 
a first-grade teacher in Rialto. Con-
sequently, " I held out at first," she 
admits. "It's not like we all have pur-
ple mohawks and can sleep 'til 
noon!" 

As it turned out, the band went 
over like firecrackers in a wood-
shed, igniting the purple mohawks 
and the moussed-up Clineheads at 
Raji's, the AntiClub, Club Lingerie, 
and the Music Machine. Among 
their fans were Billy Swan, Lee 
Ving, and "one of the guys from Los 
Lobos, who came up to congratu-
late me on 'El Rancho Grande.— All 
the attention's been great, but 
Robinson 'fesses up: "Let's be 
honest—is that really how you get 
a deal? I always ended up payin' 
my guys to play, too, because I don't 
believe in letting them starve!" 

Rosie Flores took Robinson's 

demo to Warner Bros. but was told 
that "they already had too many girl 
singers, and that I sound like Rosie 
too much! Did I care? It durn near 
killed me!" she says with a mock-
hick drawl. "I mean—can you be-
lieve this?—it was my first big 
career rejection! But I've had it real-
ly easy. I never have to beg for 
gigs." 

For a year now, Robertson has 
been recording "a continuous proj-
ect" at Camp David in Thousand 
Oaks (where Marvin Etzioni just 
wound up his project). " I just figured 
that d the record company doesn't 
want me, I'll do it myself. Dwight 
[Yoakarrirs been the big inspiration 
for that. We just went in and said, 
'We're gonna cut a hit!' We put 
everything of ourselves into it— 
heart and soul. It's been a pure 
labor of love." Helping out on the 
sessions have been fiddlers Byron 
Berline and Doug Atwell, guitarist 
Jerry Donahue, and Garth Hudson 
of the Band (a frequent Robertson 
band sit-in), who calls her "a 
definite candidate for vinyl." 

"Look," says Kathy, "I know I can 
sell records. We sell our tape like 
hotcakes at every gig. But you know 
something? Being a star never real-
ly mattered to me. I just love to sing. 
And you know what my secret 
dream is? Just to one day hear my 
voice coming over the radio!" • 

...- w  
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LA'S KILL DRUM ROOM 

TWO GREAT VOCAL ROOMS 
Neve Studer AMS Neumann 

World Class MIDI and Sound Library  

Hottest Record Deal Rooms in Town 

(2131 465-4000 
PARAMOUNT RECORDING STUDIOS 
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PRO PLAYERS FREE CLASSIFIEDS 

GARY J. COPPOLA 

Phone: (213) 399-8965 
Technical Skills: Recording engineer I producer 
/arranger, specialize in selecting the best format 

(8-24 trk). studio. & musicians to suit your music 

& budget. 
Qualifications: 10 yrs. in L.A. music business, 
worked at Cherokee, Kendun. ASK United 
Western. Wally Herder's studios & With many ma-

jor recording artists. labels & producers (Stanley 

Clarke, Ken Scott. Motown, Warner Bros.). 
Available for: Demos, record projects, song con-
sultation, master recordings. Call for references 

& details. 

24-HOUR HOTLINE (213) 462-3749 • NEW DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY 12 NOON • GET CONNECTED! • 24-HOUR HOTLINE (213) 462-3749 • NEW DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY 12 NOON 

Qualifications: English musician, educated at 
Goldsmith College. London. International tour-

ing, recording, radio 8 TV work w/Alexis !Corner. 

Gerry Rafferty, Zoot Money, Jeff Beck, Murray 
Head, Steve Marriott. Yoko Ono, Donovan, 
Robert Palmer, Sniff 'n' The Tears, Time U.K. 
Good image & stage presentation. Now living in 

LA. 
Available for: Pro situtations; also give private 
lessons 

PETER RUDLING 
Phone: (818) 885-6937 
Instruments: Gibson guitars, Marshall amps 
Styles: Hard rock, blues, commercial rock, sym-
phonic rock, R513 
Technical Skills: Great feeling & sound. Great 
live & studio performance. Team player, arranger. 

writer. Versatile musician. Easy to work with. 
Always practicing. Reliable. Career-minded. 
Qualifications: Guitar player for (group) Stallion 
Worked with various members of Rising Force. 

Studied with several private guitar teachers in 

Sweden. 13 yrs. of recording & live experience. 

Moved here from Sweden in 1984. 

Available for: Only PRO jobs. Session work. 
Recording. Commercials. Signed acts. Show-

cases. Substitutions. 

BRIAN KILGORE 
Phone: (818) 709-1740 
Instruments: Percussion-an endless variety of 
unique instruments & sounds. Latin, Brazilian, 

& other ethnic instruments. State-of-the-art elec-

tronic rack: Prophet 20021 digital sample w / ex-

tensive library of sounds. octapad. Hill Multimix 

mixer, SDE3000 digital delay, SPX-90. Timpani, 
vibes, and other mallet percussion instruments. 

Sight Read Music: Yes. 
Technical Skills: Comprehensive understanding 

of Affo-Cuban. Brazilian, pop. jazz & orchestral 

percussion. Proficient & quick in the use of elec-

tronic samples & sound effects. 

Qualifications: Records: Teena Marie. Andre 
Cymone, Tease, Cock Robin, Pretty Poison. 

Shanise, Lace, Johnny Mathis, Krystal. Clare 
Fischer. Bill Watrous, Dave Becker Tribune. 

TV/Film: Solid Gold, Our House, Glory Years. 
Death Wish IV. The Last Resort. Lady in White. •Eastem Acoustic Works Model BG-350 bassirskee spkr 

Code Name Zebra. Coors Lite. Clinician for ,erncisr. 9 cu clear ft with 18' 
18- spkr 2 7s and 2 tweejels,58t= 

ossover.  
Yamaha Pro Audio. •100w Sunn Bela lead 2.chnl amp with revert, and switch 
Available for: Records. TV, film, tours. demos. Sunn 4 12- spkr cab $450 al oho 818-980-5956 
videos. & producing. *Bass amp Peavey max 800w head Great cond. great 

sound $600 oso Erik 213-932-1168 
-Fender Squire practice amp Great sound $60 

818-343-2498 
*2 JBL scoop bass cabs 15 JBL St*. $400 Ob. John 

213-660-6306 
•1 JBL A7 PA cab with JBL solo 15" Moving, must sel 
$200 obo John 213-660-6306 
•1 JBL Soo( monitor with 1 JBL 12- spkr JBL boils tweeter 
$200 obo XII cond John 213.660.6306 
•Hivratt 50w head, red. oit cond Al new tubes, classic 
sound $300 lot. 213-650-3503 
*Mesa Boogie Mark 2-8 with EV 100w EO $650 Anvil 
cs that goes with it. $ 175 Mark 213.312.1520 
-Fender Deluxe reverb amp Pre-CBS mth Lee Jackson 
mod. Wheels. cover $550 818-965-3151 
*Yamaha G-100 head and Yamaha 2-15 cab Great for gull. 
bass. keys Sacrifice $300 both obo Lori 818-508-5396 
•Electrovoice 2.15" bass cab with mid-range spkr $600 

714-527-6564 
*Fender Bassrnan 10 bass amp with 4 12- spkrs. with dust 

TO PLACE FREE ADS 
QUALIFICATIONS: If you or your busi-
ness charge a fee for your service; or 
if you are an agent, manager, produc-
er, publisher, or record company, you 
do not qualify for free classifieds. Any 
such ad placed un the hotline will not 
be printed. Instructions: Call (213) 
462-3749, 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week, before the printed deadline. All 
deadlines are final, no exceptions. 
Limit: 3 ads per person. When you 
hear the beep, state the category 
number including wanted or avail-
able. Limit each ad to 25 words or 
lees. End with your name, ma code, 
and phone number (in that order!). 
Call once for each ad to be placed. All 
for sale ads must list a price. All ads 
are final; they cannot be changed or 
cancelled. Renewals: To renew an ad 
after it's been printed, call the hotline 
and place the ad again, following the 
above procedure. Note: If your ad 
does not comply with the above rules, 
call (213) 462-5772 and ask for adver-
tising. For Miscellany ads call (213) 
462-5772. MC is not responsible for un-
solicited or annoying calls 

NEXT CLASSIFIED DEADLINE 
WED. JULY 27, 12:00 NOON 

2 PA'S AND AMPS 

VOCALISTS 

L.A. VOCAL REGISTRY 
Phone: (213) 465-9626 

Vocal Range: All 
Styles: All 
Qualifications: We have vocalists of all styles 
& levels of experience. 

Available for: Sessions, demos, casuals. 

everything. 

COSMOTION 
Ramona Wright 8, Gad MacGregor 
Phone: Ramona (818) 896-9603/Gael (213) 
659-3877 cover 5200 " • 

oaeo 
*Pair EV 15- floor monitor spkr cabs P0,16665.gilcond.. 

Sight Read: Yes on sound 5350 Jeff 818.346-3717 
Vocal Range: 3 octaves .Blame 1683 truing board with Anvil cs $700 olio Jerry 
Styles: All 818-769.9541 
Technical Skills: Instant vocal improvisation 5 •Ampeg B-15 Porta-flex bass amP. $200 Tir11818-766-6215 ba z, seat RO410 With Floyd nor. Tremoin, rr,r,...ned 4.8 
arrangements; songwriting: lead & background f_SeYrieffus f Duntft 100w cnv'fbi amp. .11810e-091)7:;te nierkneSymr Deer, PU. hsc Mint cond. $350 Caner 7kruirar Orchestrator with brass. piano string sóunds, 

213-477-039, ' ' ." P.°, 

vocals; jingles. voiceovers & soundtracks: can - •exxo Master 12.2 live nosing brd vnth Anvil cs. $550 
also provide additional singer(s) as needed. Fun, 818-718-2309 
fast & clam-free have worked together for 5 -Pile Driver 12- spkrs. 4 XII cond . fat sound 5130 Enk 
years 818-704-9144 
Instruments: Synths, percussion. •Gallien-Krueger 250 RL. 2 chnl. chorus reverb. cornpres. 

Qualifications: Have shared studio &/or stage -. sion: _. 
4-band EC) $300 John 213-935.7390 

-Studio Master 12.2 mixing brd with Anvil cs $550 
with: Aretha Franklin, Michael Pinera (Blues Im- 818-718-2309 
age), BusBoys. Henry Mancini, Ray Charles, -Peavey Renown gut amp cm' switching tsow rim $225 

Binding Tears, Jack Mack & the Heart Attack. ovo Mike. mornings 818-980-5475 
Mary Wilson (of the Supremes). Preston Smith •Fender Twin Reverb. $350 olio Sounds great. like new. 

8 the Crocodiles. Ken Lewis (of the Steve Mi ller 818-887-3586 •Musicman HD- 130 amp 5100 xlt cond 805-581-4861 
Band), Cornelius Bumpus, Dick Dale & the «Roland JC-12011 gull amp Great chorus bit.in distortion 
Deltones, numerous club bands References / super dean sound $375 With 2.12 cab. $550 Torn, eves 
demos /video 213-464-6434 . * ' Available for: All types of sessions. demos. Car*, combo tube amp 601100w switch 2.12 30w celes. 

lens Groove tubes. E0. ohm' smtching. $300 213.320-4845 
jingles. casuals, club dates. etc. •Syrnr Oren 60w convnbl amp Great cond $400 firm 

213-474.3196 
-Acoustic 230 amp. graphic EC/. reverb. 11 switch con. 

213.207.0948 trollable 575 obo Kenny 

4 MUSIC ACCESSORIES 
*Gibson L-66 gull with two $200 Louie eves818-841-3684 
.Ibanez Roadster II, red shortscale bass $ 135 Louie eves 

818-841-3684 

-DOD preamp. Mint cond 630 otro 818-980-5956 •lbsnez Musician Series bass gull TOTL neck-It-1,u body. 
-Paterson serme tuner 8 pay range MCdel 420 Pert cond small body bass Ltd edition $500 Leah 81B-782.6901 
$150 Brian 213-469-4545 -BC Rich Bitch body black. gd cond $40 Keay 
*Roland RE-301 chorus echo 80th revert>, 50. irVout levels 213.851.3276 
Gd coed $375 Brian 213-469-4545 *Cramer Striker black and silver hand painted arid design. 
•Roland TR-505 drum machine with AC adapt Xlt cond Other gulls featured on TV Great la stage oit cond Floyd 
$180 213-433.2827 Rose $300 Dolly 213-4508347 
*Vandal 074.4 I bit, waaatiat, at tuna etiikietee tree .neavey- riesitertema-T0607811111(6t7. WWI n14116 Wet 
Carlos D/714.253-5646 or N/714.998-8286 and lingerbrd Mint coed with form ill cs $293 050Rick 
-Rood cs tor pedal brd $100 Erik 213-462-0808 818-841.6081 
-Shuttle bags for Prophet V and PF•10 $75 ea John -Gibson Flying V 1958 reissue Rare candy apply red 

818.308.1720 finish Cherry coed Must see to believe $575 obo Darryl 

*3-spc equip rack by KK Audio, covered with gray carper 213-658-6060 
Front rear doors $ 125 orto Dennis 213268-5283 *Modulus Graphite 5-String bass. EMG PUs, maple body 
*Yamaha OX-21 sequencer. 2.trcks. 8000 note memory 51000 orto Graham 213-466.2723 
5150 obo Dennis 213.258.5283 .66 jazz bass. Lake Placid blue with matching headstock 
*Samson PR-50 true diversity wireless Better unit than TO 100 pct orig. Mint A great bass. $ 1500 Chns213-850.7719 
series with 2 quit/bass trnsmirs Totally irnmac Sacrifice •Gibison Les Paul Std with !actor,/ walloped neck, Schallers. 
$900 firm Jay 818.342-9233 Tobacco sunburst beautiful with hsc $500 or trade 

•LeoicOn PCM-41 digital delay (Duality chorusing. dbIng. 213.735.6221 
flangng. delay Brand r1e.rr in box List $ 1200 Asking $450 -Alembic bass with fight cs XII COnd $900. Matt 
Jay 818-342-9233 213-470-8669 

•Nady wireless FM tunable trnsrntr for use with any FM .BC Rich Mockingbird bass. US made. neck.thru White 
recyr Great buy $150 Brian 818-768-6133 on white with Cs Immac 0500 Michael 818.506-0477 
.Delta Lab Eftectron II. 1024 digital delay $ 160 or trade -Les Paul copy, black oath white birxfing ['omen. PU Very 
tor snake John 213-532-9443 9d cond Great plyng. sounding gull Perf or student $85 
*Boss pedal board with roaster switch and power supply. firm 818-788-0610 
loaded with to Overdrive chorus, delay, langer. corn- *Custom gull. Torn Anderson neck and body Duncan PUS. 
pressor $200 What a deal Brian 818-7686133 Floyd Rose tremolo Plays. sounds great $750 213668-0913 
•bVtcli slant cab for 4 12- spkrs. John 213-935.7390 •Arta Pro II custom quit 3 phase switches 3 gages of over-
•Yamaha Compressor/limiter. G-2020 XII pond $140 drive and 6-way tone switch Sacrifice $350 Brett497-2321 
James 818-769-0687 .BC Rich Ironbird bass gull $300. 213-391-1957 
*Peavey 6008 6-cnni stereo muer Brand new $300 Louie. •Yarnaha's new BB Series bass Punchy sound with gcl 
eves 818-841-3684 strong feel Black. $200 Greg. after 6prn 818-579-6732 

*Delta Lab Effectron II, digital delay. flange, chorus. echo •Charvel Jackson Model 3 Kahler locking tremolo. pearl 
XII cond Must hear to apprec $200 Scol1818-506-8692 white finish Mint cond Brand new tween hsc $425 Greg 

*Roland Dimension C chorus pedal with AC Adaptor New 714338-2242 
in box 575 818.763-3742 
-Tascase M-512 pro mixing console with 168 pt patch bay 
and all cables Olt coed $27 50 Will sep 818-753-3742 
•Sam drum machine Cas. RZ•1 Great first drum 
mar:n.12'11200 Tarr 213.164-64,1 
Roland DEP-5 digital to processor Multiple to simult Ment 
cond $550 olio Rick 818-841-6081 
-Ross stereo delay AC 560 818.788-0610 
.2 ATA Aarmor road flight case, Will fit 2 basses. 2 floors. 
2 power toms. snare, plus rirdwr 5575 Nick818-340-0795 
-Duncan full shred PU $45. Ibanez UE-405 mulh-fx unit. 
$175. Nady Pro 49. 575 Steve 818-883-7508 
*Blimp 1282 stereo mixer 12 rhnls blt.in reverb Gd cond 
$300 obo Ian 818-982-5339 

5 GUITARS 

6 KEYBOARDS 

TECHNICAL *Fender cab with 2 15. JBLs 560 obo Kenny213.207-09.18 
*2 JBL 4401 control monitors 1 spkr nds reconing. tweeter 
repair Other.se both in great shape $80 213-822-7629 
•Luernan power amp, M-4000 Sit shape $450 oso 

213822.7629 
•Calzone 0-sec rack case 5100 obo Graharn213-466-2723 
•klusinnan 112RP 100w rms. 1.12, reverb. phaser 
Nice shape with cover Pert col only 5300 firm1318-18:3-6782 
*Mesa Boogie spkr cab with 1.12" EV spkr with cover 
Brand new $265 213668-0913 
•Sunn SPL-2212 mixing console X11 cond $500 obo Brett 

805-497.2321 

•Wtcli Roland JC-120 or £-77 amp Will swap or bass, 
stick keys. voc services Live or studio Joel 5786438 
*Peavey Session 500 400w amp BW equipped New 
cond Unreal sound $325 Greg 714-338-2242 

•1950 Gibson J- 125E acous/elec Great for tazz, rockabil. 
ly AO with cs $425 Brad 213-285-3279 
-Left-handed black Gibson Explorer XII cond $250 

213-876-4244 

-Randy Rhodes Jackson. white with all black hrctwr. Syrnr 
Dncn PUs Floyd Rose tremolo Anvil flight cs $1000 obo 

818-897.3754 
.BC Rich 10-string Cherry sunburst. Cloud inlays, flame 
maple, pert cond hard cs $725 obo Will trade to old Mar. 
shall 100w head 818.780-9704 
-Roland GR-707 synth with controller Anvil vs. MILS cables 
Also Ca. CZ- 101 keyb MIDI cronpatible with synth $650 

213-259-6630 
-Fretless Fender Jazz bass, brand new, beautiful sound 
$403 obn Roland mornings 818-246.0283 
*Yamaha 58-300 bass $200 or trade int Fender Precision 
bass Maple eels Greg. after 6pm 818-579-6732 
-Gibson ES-335 1959 dot neck ong 51400 818-965-3151 
*Custom telecaster one of a kind Rosewood neck I 
Dirnarzeo PU Phase switch Vibrato bar XII cond with cs 
$600 obo Victor 213-383-1481 
Gibson EB bass All °rig very clean $275 Jay 

818-342-9233 
BC Rich Stealth bass $130 otro No cs. Fretless Ibanez 
eck Andrea 818-243-4619 
Jackson strat soloist. 84. American mete with hsc $850 

818-718.2309 
Jackson stras soloist. American made. with cs $850 

818-718-2309 

-Mirage rack sampler with large library and 52K filler. Great 
coed $700 Mark 818.967.7911 
-Fender Rhodes 76 key elec. piano with rs and legs Ex-
tra repair parts $ 150 Van 213-599.2205 
*Yamaha CS-40M synth with rd cs $200 obo. Rhodes in 
goo fiberglass cs, $5ro obo . 1951 Wurlitzer el2ec por $75 

'*''''RolanE1ak J60-60 digItal keyb recorder for Juno 60 and 
Jupiter 8 Brand new in box 550 Dave 213-4549426 
*Roland JX3P synth XII cond with rs $350 obo Joe 

213-578-0071 
•Yarnaha DX-7 and carindges. 5950 Gd cored 2138386365 
•Wurlitzer organ. White antique $430 obo 818-340.0636 
-Roland GR-707 synth with controller Anvil cs. MIEN cables 
Also Casio CZ i01 knob MIDI compatible with synth $650 

213-259-6630 

•Yamehe elec grand. great Good Home use only XII tun-
rig stability Cost 54500 Sell $ 1550 213-876-9218 
•Hohner clavinette 06 Great cond Classic sound $250 

213-876-9218 
-Juno 106 with Anvil cs Obi keys stand $700 213-516-1713 
Roland D-10 brand new $1275 213-402-0516 
-Kurzweil 250 latest updates Fully loaded. mint $ 10.000. 
Ken 209-431.5275 
*Hammond CV organ XII rend With road cs. Great Ham-
mond sound $500 obo 7144391-3001 
•Korg Poly 800 II with sequencer Like new. $.375 David. 
Jr 2t 3-92r.1966 

CP-70 nit tuning stability Gd coed Never 
on road $1150 213-876-9218 
•Oberheim OBX classic fat analog sound Just been tun. 
wl and rabbeted Own a dassc $525 7-8pm213-876-9218 
*Kasai elec par. 705M upright 75 key MIDI output 
C.rhorus. multiple tone settings Can be played acous $ 10 
Im 00 818-718-2309 

-Kong Poly 800 MIDI. progrmble. oh coed 5300. Rick 
8184394-6891 

Yamaha DX-100 digital synth. Many keys, power supply 
hsc Mint $200 Caner 213-477.0397 
-Roland Juno 106 128 fully progentol polyphonic programs 
Easy to use with manuals MIDI $400 firm Scott 

818.506-8692 
-Retard MPU-103 MIDI crinlifilienconvenor Great for DX-7 

3-42 

JL PRODUCTIONS 

RECORDING 
ENGINEER 
AVAILABLE 

Attention: Record companies, personal 
managers. recording artists- top re-
cording engineer available for your 
latest project. Recently completed 
Pebbles & Chico Del:barge projects. 

Tape & ref, available. 
Ii-fi Lorenzen / 18181 760-7651 

3 TAPE RECORDERS 
•Kenwood KX-1030 cassette deck 3 hearts. $ 150 John 

213-532.9443 

.44iic recorder with blt.in mor brand new cond Will sell 
for half price $900 Jim 213-851-5062   

KEYBOARDS FOR SALE 
Emulator Ell + HD with 500 

Disc Library 

$4,950.00 
Yamaha U3 upright piano, 

polished ebony finish, voiced 

8, regulated by L.A. Piano 
Services. Gorgeous sound. 

$4,700.00 
Call Paul Kreiling 
(213) 450-7586 
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•Korg Poly 6 progrrntil synth. all cond, great sound $350 
213-822.7629 

7 HORNS/WOODWINDS 
-Bundy flute with cs XII cond $200 obo . Piccolo, gd cond 
$100 obo 213-755-9208 

8 PERCUSSION 
▪ Ludwig 51/2 ".14" chrorne snare Gd cond. $200 Henry 

213-222-4582 
•Cldg 85 Ludwig gold sparkle set with 12. 13. 16" tores 
22- bass drum No cases, no stnds $325 cite Jay 

818-764-1721 
-22" zlldpan med ride cymbal Great bell sound. xlt cond 
Ong owner $ 100 abs lay 818-764-1721 
•Pearl Export Series 13- , 14", 16. 18. 24" bass 16•. 
18'. 18 • med. 21" heats All Zedpans. all cases All hrctwr 
$800 otio Dennis 818-346-1530 
•Sionmons 5139.1000 1080 5300 obo Shaun213467-75513 
•Peer14-pe drurn ke 12". 13-, 16 .22 purer abets. Heauy 
duty hrdwr Brand new Irrenac cond Lacquer finish $925 
obo 213-221-7350 
•Syndrums. 2 sgl units on Ludwig stands XII cond 6200 
or swap for MIDI drum machine 213-399-6831 
*WM, Roland ockpeds wqi swap for ZiWien cymbals 

213-399-6831 
•Authentk ldidng trzni Ghana New head $300 obo 
John 213-532-944J 
.Sanar dbl kick. 4 wing. 2 floor, snare. platrnum All cases. 
hardware Inc Cost $5500 Sell. $ 1500. 805-254-0506 
•19•15 Leedy/Ludwe 4-pc lut White marine pearl $425 
Authentic Istabul K Zddeen Nhats 6150 John213838-2719 
*Pearl 5-pe drier set 12. 13. 16. 22, all power shells. 
Heavy duty hod/sr Brand new, enrnac cond Lacquer finish 
$900 obo 213-221.7350 
•Roland Th-505 drum machine, brand new, oIt cond 
in box $195 obo 213-221-7354 
•LInn Drum et cond Mod snare and luck outputs $350 
Jeff 818-J42-5760 
▪ Electronic system Sound Chest II, turbe sampler. 
MIDIverb II. Yamaha KM-8W mixer, Yamaha RX-11. Deluxe 
rAlit. Anet cs Impress. mint Mns. awes st $1503 Ben 

818-243-0042 

9 GUITARISTS 
AVAILABLE 

•Expd lead guit/sngwre sks unrcl HR band with munt 
and/of fncl bckg 1 have pes. demos. resume. John Michael 

213-469-8349 
•Pro lead gun, formerly with es-rnernbers of Alee Cooper. 
sks HR/HM band with mgmt. 1bl int. Great lits. equip. Pros 
only. 818-762.5316 
.1-IR gull pro lks, gear. sound. att. Lkg for 4-pc HR band 
After 6.30 842-8774 
•Expd gull avail irnmed Hlywd area 25. Massive equip 
Intl Lynch, Hoffrnan Lkg for cotait crnrcl HRMM prof Bnan 

213-469.4545 
•Ultra intense gull avail to J/F band HM. HILL prog rock 
22. Gd image. stage-stade exp. Mike 244-8958 
*Fustian gull 25. powered by Mesa Boogie Roland. Ikg for 
Cols. thiL, alude work Stem 213-MUSIC 4 U 
•Gult avail with 25 yrs exp in R&B. tam pop and country. 
Six', wed . I arerne 714-891-0085 
•Guithingwdr 10 yrs cop Intl L Rohe. O'Jays. Howard 
Walker, Jr 818-506-2994 
•Guitivoe sks heavy and hard ring rock phenomenon 

pits an. Moshabehe. Recording, live exp. Pros on-
ly No glum Sherry 213-462-6674 
Lead gait 19. sks estay progrsv rock band. Intl VH, Clap-

ton hnage. equip. ensp Srs only Hans 213-838-4672 
•American sound Gibson, Gretsch. Fender. Lead 
guitivoc/sngvertr rids pro pros Cross Albert Lee. Burton, 
Honeyman Suet, Bremner Healthy balance rock, blues. 
country. 213874.9272 
'Gull on hrn grill Ike for the battery that starts my car Mike 

818-570-4622 
▪ Trash gulf very tIntd sks unusual creative band. 
Punkadehr. HR type Intl Jane's. GSA Chris805-254-5116 
•Gult slog weird. energetic, fun. pool punk undurground 
band Inns 45 Grave, Peppers. Rarnones, Tnck, Red Cross 
Joe 213-726-7311 
.GulUsngwrIr sks musicians to form grp with ong sound. 
nee Rush. Maiden Hard heavy mousy changes, yet 
cnecly viable Michael 213-87b.868e 

-fired of glum BS and scum rockers? I'd like to rock with 
regular guys and totally ea Steve 818-885-1902 
-Lead gull sks 740 band Club. studio cep Pro equip Cur-
rently wrkg Howard 805-984-4419 
-Mel HR guitivenr Powered by Marshalls. Intl Aerosmeh. 
Bad Co Foregnor Sks wrkg recording grps Pros only 

213-274-0408 
*Rock putt. worldclass. LIA. wring edgy. bckg me. XII im-
age. equip Carl 818-791-5091 
*Fastest fingers from the far east. Pro all, equip. image 
Ready lo rock, are rte Srs mils Tommy 818-840-8307 
•Guldwrtr with vox sks pro rock band Inns MSG, Hendrix 
Tape. pic avail Tim 818-766-6215 
*Loud rude aggrsv gull with log bind hr. equip, troop I 
want action No BS talk. HRMM bands 213-876-1157 
•Gult, strong vox. HR. cygong bard lofts Montrose to Elvis 
Have demo Dennis 213-6791206 
-Gull sks wrkg band Great equip, great sound Gd troop 
Lots of cop in all styles of music Read ong James Moody 

213-662-2595 
*Young, pro gull. very tasty. gd lit and an Playing R8iFt 
dance music Mark, if you are hungry for success 

213-837.1152 
-Gun Ikg for HR/HM band Pro and srs ires only. Steve 

818-545-8314 
•Guitivoe avail for rock or pop band Gd songs. ambibon. 
business plan. Westede Jay 213-559-2505 
-II you know why a blend of Eddie Cochran. Ned Young. 
Torn Verlaine. Lou Reed, Robby Creager equals the Pert 
;API, call me Rick 818-886-3791 
*Power metal gun era band o musicians to ern, eft 
Metallica. Mega Death Dedicated pros only. Dave 

818-792-7866 
.Styllstic quit sks big beat groove oriented band with tribal 
seer thoughts Ala Shriek Back. Unique style, choppy 

rhdultieng hmChwU 13 r frote band w1 Sweden Ikg for srs 2 th .rn97H2P • I 
and/or progrsv rock Inns. Ed 415-969-8636 
-Goat with mucho ideas sks loud, hard, nasty band with 
great singer 213-461-3664 
Worldclass lead gull with style. sound. lits. sngwrIng sks 
the best HA/HM with or close to deal Ron 714-636-0528 
•Ft&B rock gut/producerlkeybdet with pro credits sks studio 
and live work. No HM. Tim 213-326-0655 
-Gull, 23, Held Luxor.. Wire. Eno. sks createre et Have 
gear. demos. trnsp If you don't know these bands, don't 
call. Mark 213-661.4761 
'Country picker with unorthodox style sks unusual won 
Very pro Will 818-848.2576 
-Gun swell. UR/slide Studio, stage exp. Fully equipped for 
any st Pro, extremely flex Will discuss all resnbl sits 

213-876-9849 
*Stylish aggrev lead guesngwrtr. 25. with great songs. Ilts, 
all sks entait HR bard with gd nenst. roirovring, future, Frank 

213-876-7093 
•Guithingwe with studio sks interesting voc for pro'. Intl 
early Bowie, Beatles, Gabriel. Doors Randy213-474-3196 
•L/Ft gull sks pro crnrcl HR tend with night on 1M nt Have 
resume. Imes, gd equip. Ready to work now Jay 

818-351-0495 
-Gull slog band. Strong in ia22 pop and funk Mike 

818-772-8862 
-HR guit skg Semipro or pro HR band. Srs commitment 
Too many infls to mention. Mike 213-462-0854 
*Gull sks alternatne rock band. lofts Lain. Husker Du. Cult. 
Steve 714-956-4055 
-Fusion guit Ikg for vole T40. ces band I sing lead. know 
a lot of tunes pro equip No drugs Steve 213-687-4248 
*Gull Ilea for HR funk band with keys that grooves. rocks. 
Pro and dedir.ated. Brian 818-994-0127 
-Loud, aggrier gun Lks, hair, equip. onus sox. DeCrane 
tm plyr into cnrrenally rocen tunes and outrageous image. 
att. Let's do it Flick 213-464-3934 
*Cunha  aval Blues specialist. Paige. Beck, Clapton. Hen-
drix. I am metal-free and proud of the lac Marco 

213-850-8141 
-Gull, 27. gd att, image, equip. Bckg vox 10 yrs pro Ex-
tremely versatile Avail for FT wrkg sil. Peter818-781-2444 
-Gull wall crew eg, ed.) exp. Easy to work with Intl 
Perry. Clapton. Beck. Sits ong peck With real petential c,r1b1 
int 818-781-2444 

0.9 ro.e n hill ' Zee ' A'g'" Y'ung 7Y-Ágt:;', 

'Lend nuitinkedylrts: with ergs sks voc. bst. drnw to form 

Pete 
*Beginning rhythm gut Ms lead goof tor osl jam sessrons 
Must love 60s garage muse. Denise 213-979-2030 

9 GUITARISTS WANTED 
-Pro quality sophis rock guit ndd to complete onset ong 

•J et,th drew piers Srn and fun Weese213-392 185 , 

MUSICIANS/SONGWRITERS 
You need a music lawyer to shop your tapes and before 
signing any contracts. My practice limited to these areas. 

Law Offices of 
ROBERT DORNE 
(213) 478-0877 

db SOUND & LIGHTS 
REHEARSAL 
STUDIOS 

• P.A., STAGES, DDL, AIR 
• BLOCK RATES & STORAGE 
• GUITAR STRINGS, DRUM 
HEADS & ACCESSORIES 

• UNTIL 12 AM-7 DAYS! 

RENTALS 
• 12-16-24-32 CHANNELS AVAIL. 
• STAGE LIGHTS, ACL'S & FOG 
• SENNHEISER WIRELESS MIC 
• HELPINSTILL PIANO PICKUPS 
ROCK & DISCO D.J.'s 

TECHNICS 1203 TURNTABLES , GLI MISLed 
LERWIN VECt SPEAKERS AVAIL FOR RENT 
HELICOPTERS. BEACONS ar BORDER Lll,H'lin 

AND STROBES AVAILABLE 

8217 Lankershim BI. #33 
• • (1/2  BLK. S. OF ROSCOE) 

(818) 504-0494 

WE B - 

-WEDNESDAY WEEK nds inel lead gut with bckg vox No .Dticetrenittn, goal ,,,jd by nori.orhtal eire,nanoerno, trig 
pros, no pay Long term commitment. 213-214.2691 Dan 8° 
•Guit with great feel ndd to play in 2-gue moody. emotonal -Lead guit 'end by singerisngwre. 26. to J/F 5ba.2n54d.r 7 nfls 
powerful. R&R band No metal, no flakes Minimal tx All Beatles, Springsteen Creedence 818-989-7205 
we nd is you. 010-376-0632 -KING'S KNIGHT sks monster gut 2 stack min. Have 
*CENTERFOLD sks srs shredmareguit Pro image. att. derno studio. connex, ong stage show EZO. Except. Prase, 
equip essential 714.947-8935 or 213-539-5760 whatever's heavy Peter Ron 213-379-8741 
-Slog iftelbgeol whele oPeonsioned exuernelY Pears. light *Singer with Sat top Ikg for log hr gun to form band Inflo 
hearted. dedicated gun to complete to Rush. Yes, Fairport Motorhead, Zodiac, Hanoi. Cult Danny, Ater 6prn 
Convention ELP. King Crimson...1nd band Brian 818-448-7762 

818-884•681, •Gult, R/L, into Summers. Gilmore. Rinenour. for commit-
•TRASH CAN SCHOOL sks rhythm quit for band mild by red ong mot you a plus An a must No meta1213.221-4322 
Cramps. PL. Big Black Recording. Club dates set up Are, spun add, Ch ris 213-285-3604 

213-938-3084 *Gig ma for ong end rozli recordee prig «rth lie term rei. 
*Gun svtd fon ong met rock band Young image Inns Trick. and Ibl contacts Intl Lover Boy. Heart Pros only OC Torn 

213-515-0515 714-857-4153 .BawinanstAiinAda ms E...r0p PIP €0.ey 
70s nave bend Nds go.t -Golf with great feel ndd to complete emotional powerful. 

Greg. 818-5796732 2 gun. Ft8R outfit Image impon Minmal 05GItssonplys 
•Ttip a lnri sn6PaertnIng squealing lead ply, ndd for intn't  rock encouraged 81&376-0632 
band with 151 int and commitment we nd sonieone -2nd gulf red tor blues rock band to achieve that 2 gait 
dedicated with gd equip and lits 213-285-7818 
-Fern lead gut sed to co/lab with rhythm gull i Insfls5-9, 
Metallea. Leta Ford Manna 
•Gult ndd roomed Ong circuit, recording, vox a PIUS Mou' 
Ing fast Here retire studio in Htywd No metal. no expenses 
Stones. Eagles REM 213-273-3298 
-Lead gob/lead voc forming AO MP band l'as gol enngs 
equip and ambition Lkg for eked energetic. tIntd gurt 
Robert 818-845-6731 
-Highly Ong singeesngwnr. pro credits, rngmt deal. form. 
ing band. Sits male gait. 19-26. to form nucleus Great 
chops. leadership. deeoction Lesa 213-654-3964 
-Grit wtd with exp, dedication, log hr image Into Priest, 
Maiden, Scups Fountain Valley area 714.965-0369 
*Gull with bckg vox ved to form band and cifillab with 
keybde drmr and fen lead sec Inns Benatar, Journey. Styx. 
ovi 714-891.3001 
to eke collab with dark-hered. HR gull with rebel im 

age. Ve mts Stevens. VH rets Perry Strong sngwrtng. 
Seasoned inusicianship/prtrrnr Richard Ivan213-645-9216 
•Gult wtd whO sings Ong material ala Donald Fain Pop 

818-893-8343 fusion Te 
•I.A's next hottest band 1kg for blues-based gun Inns T 
Reno. AC/DC, Cult 213-851 0534 
•Guithroc well ego and equip ved by high energy rock band 
We have studio. Glendale area Intl Clash. Social Distce 
ten Richard 213.537-4453 
-Get. 18-25, red to form experimental HM band Bartok 
mis Ryche Ground up Theatncal image Willing to relocate 

'Totally shredding gut ndd for AO HR band 42386671814187 
Big musicianship reqd Jeff 

-Lead wit and for estab rock band with nail folloveng Bckg 
vox a must Inns Beatles. Stones. Kinks Danny818842-6798 
•Gulte (2) bed for EVAN WALKER BAND Talent. not lits 

213 464.3377 
•Guit ndd for reforming band Progrsv pop groove rock. 
ale Mr Mister Expd and hrd wrkg only Vox a big plus Wrns 
welcome John 213-675.5440 
*TANTARA Ikg for F/M gut with chops. image. equip for 
unusual but mainstream rock band Inn Gabriel Shaun 

213467-7558 
Lead gull odd for HM grp ExeePtenal COmPOSitiOn, 

showrnanshp. ability, gear only Metallea. Priest. EZO. Sax-
on. etc Pete 213-379-8741 
-Fern pus void to complete THE VELVETS. Great songs, rndrn sound 213-850-0980 •Bst sings, writes Rock image Concert, recording. club 

•Pro lene musicians ved to form HR band Inflo Dokken, cop -fist, 
• quality ong rock act with rngrnt. bckg or Ibl rot 

No metal 213-669-8139 
Ryche Pro guys will do to tam with until srs ferns are found voc sits g, gg ,g  yard  ,,,,,, ban, 

Stephanie 213469-9762 No flakes, egos Poet log hr image Gd musicianship a must 
•Fern Jimmy Paige for ong band with fern frontline Les Ra,, 

Acous Heart. Michelle beelkhenisliclifkeYs Pop. funk, wave. ro2ck13setyt7s.65S109 
Paule twe Pro att. lits. acous chops a mus2ttpieT.4333esla. 

•Bend eke aggrsv govt. 17-21 Lks, sounds like INXS. Steve 
Stevens, Duran, Vet. Rowe' Staten Bowie Brian 

818-994-0328 
-Group, TIT1LATORS, Ms lead guit/voc We have munl. 
studio, connex for record deal 2,1 -esn.-200, 

groove Intl Stones. Jimmy Reed Muddy Keyrn 
213-932-0442 

•Wtd, Orig. creative quit for gigs. recording Dedicated, srs 
only 213-461-9609 or 213-467-5326 
*Lead guitfbckg roc red Big rock sound Classy Ire hr 
image Page. Gilmore. Montrose inn 213-257-6646 
-Pro gull odd for formative. progrsv pop band oath Euro 
peen sound to shores toward recard deal George 

213-655-3842 
'Top drawing LA band sks gun with gd lkg rock image for 
marnstream crnrci HR, le Honeymoon Sweet, Joe 

818-841-9980 
Hi you plu, lead wit and Ike Cars, Trick. Beatles. etc poor 
might be the quit for us No smoking. drugs 818-840-9131 

MUSICIANS 
CONTACT 
SERVICE 

• 24 hr. computedzed gig hotline 
• Resumes, pictures, tapes on Me 
• 910 for bands needing members 
• 940 for individuals for 100 days 
• Source of real lobs since 1969 

(213) 851=2333 
Noon-8 Mon., Noon-6 Tues.-Fri, 

7315 Sunset Blvd., L.A. CA 90046 

10 BASSISTS AVAILABLE 
•Bativoc sks pro quality ong peel rock band Must have 
ehrsl spc and keytest Dedicated only Bobby818769.68.9) 
-Bet avail with strong grieve Extensive live, studio work 
_kg for band Frank Coghtore 213-934-9411 
'Bat, fretted/fretless. synth bass, sks wrkg grp T40. Rea, 
-rick Pros only George 818.791-2703 
•Worldclass baUvoc/sngsve sks estab pro band for tour-
ng. recording 15 yrs cop Concerts, eude work Pro an, 
squip Srs pros only 818-906-7225 
•Bet avail for irnmed se Have equip and image Lkg for 
already formed band Inns Crue. Cull 0619 Chns876-4981 
*Pro bat Ikg for pro et Funk rock pop. soul. T40 Srs inqs 
only Re 939.6326 
-Bet aka estay HM/HR band Pagnst Ind bckg a must John 

714-871-2171 
.Everything you want in a be Top notch. versatile fern 
Let skit rockin band with hot image I can make hotter. Tape. 
photo Lori 818-509 5396 
-Bal, infld Kinks. Replacements. Peques 213-214-1462 
•Expd bet skg to J/F band JoJo Gun lets Mick Taylor go 
to see GSA and end le Peoen9 with Mark Bden 465'9438 
-Pro bet 39, lead/bCkg von, vast cop Lkg for wrkg dub. 
ces band Rock. country. dasse rock George818-996.2107 
-Pro bel avail for HR/HM band with mir mum Solid plyr. 
great lkv great all Trace Elliott. BC Rich, equip Tim Antolini 

609-653-8008 

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION 

GUITAR 
• Serving Professionals in the 
Entertainment Industry 

• Study All Aspects of Playing: 
Rhythm, Soloing, Writing & 
Performing Skills 

• Styles: Rock, Funk, Jazz, 
Fusion, etc. 

• All Levels Welcome 

JUAN CARLOS QUINTERO 

(213) 665-0961 
B M Berklee College of Music • New England 

Conservatory • L A Session Guitarist e 

• - J.E. SOUND • 
• 
• 16 & 24 TRACK RECORDING • 
• Otan, Trident, Lexicon, LinnDrums, 

Neumann, Sennheiser 
• 

MASTER RECORDING OR DEMOS 
• 

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION 
• 

AIR-CONDITIONED 
• 

•-•-•-• • ee•-• • Tx • 

PRODUTIONS 

J.E. Sound Productions 
• 

West Los Angeles (213) 479-7653 

*Ca 1111115-1 • • 

MUSIC CONNECTION, JULY 25 - AUGUST 7 
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS 
24-HOUR HOTLINE (213) 482-3749 • NEW DEADLWE: WEDNESDAY 12 NOON • GET CONNECTED! • 24WOUR HOTLINE (213) 462-3749 • NEW DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY 12 NOON 

in town live or studio sits Joel 213-5166438 
*Sheehan style 2-handed lead tot sks open maided estab 
HR rnetal act with mgmt. bckg Total gear. exp Ted 

211923-2547 
'Ultra res bet with exp. image equip sks complete pro-
rnInded band ala early VH 818-579-9518 
'Pro bat, 26. great stg prsnc, sks rndrn groove with edge 
LEA Japan. Firs. REM 5-9pm Todd. 818-891-4856 
'Are you into grps like Talas. Racer X? I'm the bet you're 
dreaming about XII showman incredible lechn Pro HR 
metal acts only Ted 213-923-2547 

10 BASSISTS WANTED  
*Creative bet vold tor afternatWe lock bend. Infld Cocteau 
Twine, Zep. Alex 213-8892919 
•11 you are a bel who would rather pin a band than gel 
a iob then you are the one for us Maybe. Perry 

213-464-9204 
•Iiersetile tern tor new prof Vox helpful Tony213-4361036 
•Bst wtd for ring band Sorne Ines avid Police INXS, Lou 
Peed. Cars BrII 818-7001980 
•24-Irk etudio ids bsts Elizabeth 818-780.3146 
•Spnituelly motivated boit wtd by guit/voc wring learn to 
rornplete versatde ong HR band. Vox a plus Eddie 

818-988-4878 or 213-4779380 
oast add for HA band with full sound Stones. Lords 
.7,00per. Wnng ablities and SVT sound a plus 213-4614971 
"FM bet ndd to form 160 band Eves. 818-896-0091 
'Venable perfrmoorgented bst veld for pod rehrst. 
showcases, recording. Bckg vox apprectd/nol mandatory 

816787-4942 
• Bat wtd. lnlld REM, U2 Singer and gull kg tor bet who 
:an «pros well Enk/Chuck 932-1168/934-3013 
*Local act with mg mgrnt/heavy Ibl art sks expd bet with 
arong rock «age and gd harmony falsetto. No 6 It'rs. sorry 

818.886-3525 
•Elec bet ndd for steel drum cnented cmrci lazo fusion grp. 
nfls Sanborn. Corea. Yellowiackets. Lorber Bret 

818-769-6364 
•Arnerican woman bet veld for beginning all gin band into 
Dull. G&R, AC/DC. Aerosrmth T J Room 411 657-7380 
'Sr. and happy lost veld tor ong rock Hair length don't met-
er. be our hero REM. U2, BoDeans. Straits Doug 

8169099258 
•Bdt Md pro att. uorage conscious Chris 818-545-8314 
.1181 bet ndd for HM band. 18-25 Dedcation, trnsp a must. 
_enny/Mike 818-763-8719/818-508-7691 
'Bet wtd for ong rnel rock band Young Image. Intl Trick. 
3nan Adams. Eric 213-515-0515 
'Creative bat veld for Christian P/R band Srs only 

213-398-1459 
'Glom hero oath huge sound, chops, nit mete. Mg he for 
'emoted band with heavy new style. Hero gun plyr. Bckg, 
>turbo. 'norm Jeff 213-6547024 or 469-0646 
-Bat add for HM band Must be able to pre- sell 75 tickets 
ier show 818-708-3677 

TRUSTWORTHY 
INSTRUMENT 

HOLDERS 

- 

GRACIE STANDS 
AVAILABLE AT: 
BENCE AUDIO 
McCABE'S GUITAR SHOP 
IF NOT AT YOUR MUSIC 
SHOP, PHONE JOHN GRACIE 
AI (818) 883-1307 

•Dbl (*mil await the hot bel accepted into this awesome. 
fog. progrsv rock band. VIII.« 213-468-0101 
.Bat with bckg vox veld for ong band in rehrs1 Ines Beatles. 
:ougar. Smithereens, Elvis Tee-M 213-874-7841 
-UNITED SNAKES sks slithering bot firgh range Ockups. 
ms1). Pro HR equip, motivation. Pro/party att Hrd wrkr Intl 
Aerosnith. Ificks Trick. Leopard 818-905-5191 
-Bet Md for ong REP pop roots band Bckg vox a plus 
rho have touring, recording exp John or Whitey 

213-463-6119 
.Creative bet mid by Ingvi areal gottic bend roi UOCIfeelng 
LP 818-763-1846 
•Bat geld ggnmed for entait band Recording EP. video, gigs 
Ines Gabne. Souffle, Kate Bush. Pretenders 2134364873 
'Band with deal sks ber REP prigs K. or Gabby 

714-320-2562 
.Bat with high bckg vrac range nod for new very enrol 
sellable HR prof. Pro an, lk. equip a must Absolutely no 
drugs Duane 213-460-4719 
-Lead gult/lead voc forming AO HR band l'on got songs. 
equip. ambition Lkg for expd. energetic «to bst. Robert 

818-845-6731 
•Bst ndd to form wet HR bend with gun and clove Srs musi-
cians only 213-273-4944 
'BLUE ICE redlt band. sks 651 Must have equip, trnsp, neat 
aPOric 213-469-5837 
•ae Md. Infld XTC, Velvet Underground. Brian Eno Mir 
151 int Paul 818-503-1937 
.Bat with stg exp ndd for new ono band Gigs lined up 
Mont Mild Joke LAP, David Sildan Gd image. se 
essential 211851-5763 
'Bat Md for crnrcl HR band LIXX ARRAY Must be solid. 
simple, lock in the pocket Hair. range equip a must 

714-549-7995 
'Grit and drmr Ikg for srs dedicated plyr Into all rock styles 
Must ha« equd. trnsp We have dire room, PA system. 
bass amp Norm 818-767-6227 
'LOOKER skg lost with Mg In rock image, equip, trnSP inn. 
Dokken, Crue. KISS Erik 818-704-9144 
'Bet ndd for LA-based showcasing. pop ong band Have 
demo, lockr record, connex. Don 818-353-6894 
-Pro bet veld with great high vox and gd lk For cmrci rock 
band with mir rngmt Showcase in a month. No hakes. 

213-933-5263 or 818-954-0825 
-Bet add for REP Sand Deno recording. Nd dedication 
Have mgmt. gigs Ines AC/DC, Who, Zep. Frank 

213-6664007 
-Ha bend MAMMAN, sks bel. Must have gil att. bckg vox. 
stg prsnc, own equip, trnsp. Tony 

818-8918707/805-527-3121 
-Bet wtd for STB wrkg 140 dance rock club band Must 
sing. have pro equip. image Rehrs in Valley. Brad 

818-705-2426 
•Singerigult/wrtr sks bol for aggrsv moody. slightly dark 
prof. Cure. Soux.e, Joy Drvision. Joke. Image, all. tape 
regd. Ken 213-839-0339 
•English RER gull duo sks bst. 20s. With cornretment We 
have the songs In% Beatles. Costello Tnck. After 5. Kef Ii 
Jo 818-782-9107 
•Killer bet tor pro Hlyeed band. Gigs booked end of July 
Currently shopping 24-trk demo Pst studd.213-456-3117 
-But void for estab rock band with net following Bckg vox 
a must. Intl Beatles. Stones. Kinks Danny 818-842-6798 
.Bt wtd for EVAN WALKER BAND Talent, not lits. 

213-464-3377 
•Polyrhythmic behrtd into aces-rhythmic «prow for radical 
new dimension in spacey PER. Allan 213-659-9595 
-SNOW WHITE sks HR bet. Pros only Mark818.718-1913 
-Bet veld for ong roots rock band. Matt 818-907-8501 
•Orlg rock band sks bst voth voce. We have longevity in 
orb rehrd Thurs 8 Sat Peter 818-240-0274 
'Bet ndd for ong rock band. Steve 675-4120 
*Team plyr for rootsy acous elec rock band veth fern lead 
singer Play simple, sound warm Showcsng now, ready to 
record 816508-5711 
•NEXT EXIT still lkg for man with the right fingers. Only 
energetic. end rd apply. Ready to take over the scene. Dar-
ken. VH. Duayne 818-909-7659 
•Ft8g8 bet mid to form RIB band. Eves 818-896-0081 
•Bst wit' by singer/mown,. 26. to J/F band Ines Creedence, 
S.orinnsigen, Beatles. Costello 818-989-7205„.•Keybdat avail. Equip, DX- 7 213-933-7778 

*Bet ndd for crnrci rock, blues band Shelly213-821-6276 
or 818-441-6371 
"Do you think you're Jeff Pinson or Juan Croucier? Let us 
know All around artist pretd Bound for success Very pro 
minded only D H 818-909-7659 
-KING'S KNIGHT sks monster bst. Have demo, studio, nom-
neo and outrageous stage show EXO Except, Priest. 
whatever s heavy Peter Ron 213-379-8741 
•Bst wtcl for ongs PER R&B. razz exp Gd ears. e sway 
Dan Hence, UM Fuel Male 818-784-7293 
•Bst ndd for TEX AND THE HORSEHEADS.818-769-1276 
'Bat Md for hot country band Bakersfield roots with con-
temp edge Ongs with sorne covers Clubs and showcases 
for deal. Pros only. Suzette 213-85D7719 
'Pro bet veld for ong metal band. Currently shopping 24-Irk 
demo Upcoming gigs, put rehrsl. 151 int 213-456-3117 or 
2 8 1 - 9 9 9 5 
•Spiritually motivated PS ncld by gun arid doc wnng tearn 
to complete versatile ong vibrant rock band Vox a plus 
Eddie 818-988-4878 or 213-477-9380 
•Plyr reed for torming met HR band Srs talent, att only 

23-439-0465 
'Grit eke bst to tarn with lust for tun with no pretentious 
aspirations Intl U2, Pretenders. Stones etc 818-786-0071 
oast Md. Eastern infl Ala Ramones Aerosmith Must be 
willing to pay some dues Chris 213-285-3604 
'Black bet ndd tor my straight on REP band Where are 
eu when I nd you? Mg industry contacts Dave818-505-1128 
'Bat with burg vox bed Band with powerful, me rock 
material ncis high energy be Gd vox. image Promo fncl 
bcky pending. Dave 761-3864 
-DOWN BOY DOWN sks pro rnel intellgni bsl for ong P/P 
Sarta with gigs Ed 818.980-5764 
•Estab HR band sirs groove oriented borderline funk be 
with solid rhythmic approach Trght pro plyrs only Kevin 

213-464-6782 
-Bat wtd for band Mgml. fncl txkg Inns Gaye, H&O. 
Prince . 213-8208266 
'Bet add tor new band oath peso contract. Duel', bckg vox, 
mid-20s patience gd humor. gd bot Let's grow as a band 
Steve 818-289-1565 
'Singer and lead gull sk be to form idealistic passionate 
band Intl Call. Tonto K. Waterboys, Robby Robertson. Bnan 
Mum. Arthur Lee Brent 818-989.1219 
'Bel sought for psychdlc tribal cmrdly viable band. Have 
moon, gigs GO «age, alta must Intl LEA. Floyd Fretless 
a plus. 213-392-1513 
*Hey! Do you play bass, sing, hke Trick. Cars. Beatles, 
This might be the prof for you No smoking. drugs 

818-840-9131 

11 KEYBOARDISTS  
AVAILABLE 

•Planistikeybst avert for ong sit. Expo in most styles DO 
omm eleciacous violin Srs only pls. Marc 213-392-2401 
•Keybdet avail verth JX8P and MT-32. Gd chps. Sks wrkg 
weekend sit John 8163091720 
'Pro quality keybdst/MIDI tech avert for tour. killer gear. 
Mark 818-960-9573 or 818-967-7911 
•Keybdet with D50 and DX.7 sks pro csl or weekend bands 
or sits Leh hand bass. vox, and exp Dennis213-258-5283 
•Keybdstivoc pro ado and equip, styles including funk, rock. 
lazo. 740 Ines Herge. Chick. Heads, Steely Dan Tim 

818-762-3243 
•Keybdstivoc with chops, image. gd equip sks local band 
only Musl have current steady work West Valley Jeff 

818-346-3717 
•Keybsdt avail for live or studio work Have complete MIDI 
studio Brian 818-985-3120 
•Keybdst skg pb with T40 band Max 213-274-5676 
•Keybdst avail « mod for wrkng .1 only Oberhern system, 
Fenders Rhodes, etc. Rick after 6 818-887-3586 
•Keybdst and fern drrnr avail Pro gear, expd PA. unsp 
Sandy Hillman 213-464-8381 
•Keybrist aka estas csIs/club band «Id RAB, jazz. oldies 
nlc Pro alt Steve 8 8-405- 020 

Private Instruction 

BASS 
If you are serious about 

the bass I can really help 
you expand your playing. 
Beginners welcome. 
HERB MICKMAN 

(213) 462-4502 
iinahor rl 'Flx, Rwurn- column 

THE SUBJECT IS MONEY 
You bust your buns in pursuit 
of artistic excellence.... 
There's no point in being 
a starving artist.... 
Yet the straight jobs demand 
conforrnity, hard labor, boredom. 

WORK SMARTER—NOT HARDER 

Earn $5 per hour plus commission of 
up to 20% working in a hassle-free 
environment that leaves you the time 
and energy to pursue your Dreams. 

Call (818) 508-0267 9 A.M. to NOON 

•KeybchWcomposerrarmgr sks wrkg st Great equip. OIS 
of songs sequenced on McIntosh computer Grove grad 
Jose 818905-0670 

ROCK GUITAR LESSONS 
Build up accurate speed using 
alternate and sweep picking 
techniques. Learn to phrase 
melodically and how to use 
theory, ear training & more. 
Styles of P. Gilbert, T. 
McAlpine, G. Lynch & others. 
Become the complete lead 

guitarist! 
N. Hollywood area 
(818) 763-7387 

11 KEYBOARDISTS 

WANTED 
'Versatile tam tor new of Vox 11001.11 Tony213-436-1036 
'BRITAIN eke keybgally4C. Mae n,we 0.910 roe gngage. 
Tm ply, Great &Sum. Roben 818-782-6901 
*Spiritually motivated keybast wtd by gunivoc wring team 
to complete versatile. ong HR band Vox a plus Eddie 

818-988-4878 or 213-477-9380 
-Versatile pertrmnc oriented keybdst wtd for paid rehrsl. 
showcases recording Reasonably SOTA equip reqd 
Roland D-50 avail as well 818.787-4942 
'SHINE trions Dallas TX sks textural keedst with nice bckg 
voc ability Brian 213-659-3298 
•Orig band with Knottier Robertson. Clapton Ines. Must 
enjoy «pro, be tm plyr Steve 213-328-9019 
'Christian contemp P/R band 60s-early 70s tlavor Nds 
keybdst Greg, alter 6prn 818-579-6732 
-AUN: skg Class A keybdst with rock lk Our music style 
ala Joui Lion Scores Rehrs Hlywood 714-371-5279 
•Keybst with bckg vox rda for ong band Must have organ 
sounds Ines Beatles. Cougar. Smithereens. Elvis. early 
Rae. Tee-M 213-874.7841 
•GuiUkeybdat net 3 rno tour Lo Aug 1 Rock ongs and 
T40 Morn', tockrs. oontacts. Demo aval Srs musicians only 
Victor' 213-383-1481 
"Fern Oriental voc rkg loo lazo luson avant garde keybdst 
Lyzz 213-617-3465 
•Keybds1 «Id into Echo. Roxy. Joy 0«son.213-851-5971 
•Attn keybdsts. Are you all cheesy? The state of keys is 
in a sad, sad st If you like XTC. Brian Eno My 101 int Paul 

818-503-1937 
•Fern keybdst old for JAZZELLE. all fern jazz band with 
latin intls Gigs being lined up now After 6pm, Michelle 

213-291-6741 
'Gull and do« Ikg tor srs, dedicated ply into all rock Stlns 
Must have equip trnsp We have rehrsl room. PA, keyb 
system Norm 818-767-6227 
•Keybdst Md for STB wrkg T40 dance rock club band 
Must sng have pro equip. image Rehrs in Valley. Brad 

816705.2426 
*Singer/gull/we sks keybst for aggrs-v moody. slightly dark 
proi Cure. Sionisie. Joy Division . Joke Image. att, tape 
reqd. Ken 213-839-0339 
•Polphythmic keybdebsynin old into cross- rhythmic «-
prole. for radical new dimension In spacey RaFt Allan 

213-659-9595 
RED LETTER DAY sks pro keybdst to complete undue 

P/11 pro' voth mgmt, record. gigs. I have keys. sequencers 
If you don't Scott 818-506-8692 
•Keybdst ndd for SF T40 band with agent. Must relocate. 

415-837-8010 
•Keybdst Md for band oath ong rriusrc Intl Spandeau 
Ballet. TFF. Star Council. Cormack/Mark 

213-654-3637/213-372-7704 
•Keybst wtd for ong roots rock band. Organ sound dissred. 
Matt 818-907-8501 
•Composerivoc sks sampler plyr for live act to secure 
record deal Ines Kate Bush. Sakornoto. Debussy. rap 

213-469-0410 
•Keybdat Md. HOLLYWOOD MILLIONAIRES sks Orion. 
tat keybdst We have ong material. mgrnt. record co con. 
neo Flenee 213-466-2990 
'Highly orig singer/snownr, pro credits, rrigrnt deal, form-
ing band. Sks male keybdst. 19-26. to form nucleus. Great 
chops, leadership. cleddatron. Lesa 213-654.3964 
•Keybdst ndd for exciting ong erns' band. Mark 

818-955-9559 
'Spiritually motivated keybdst ndd by gun and voc wring 
team tO complete versatile ong vibrant rock band Vox a 
plus Eddie 818-988-4878 or 213-477-9380 
•Plyr ndd for forming met HR band Srs talent. att only. 

439-0465 
"Celesta (See 15 Spec) Sam 213-292-7054 
•Keybdt Md for band Ines 1-180. Gaye Prince. Fncl bckg, 
mgrni Billy 213-820-8266 
"Versatile singertengwre sks keybsctt for collab with mdrn 
equip for P/R erg Brian 8169862961 

*Are you the electric roomy innovator? Power pop band Valli 
mgrnt. agent and Ibl int has you in sight. Pick up the plame! 
Luke 714-534-056P 

GUITARIST WANTED7 
Must be creative without 
the typical L.A. sound 

& look 
Must not have an 

identity crisis 
Serious Pros Only 

Call Fullhouse 
Productions 

(213) 851-0534 
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12 VOCALISTS 

AVAILABLE 
•Voc, tern, formerly with Tipsy Fox, sirs cmrcl HR band. 
Info Dokken, Heart. Joss Pros only. Lori 818-891-4453 
*Male voc. tenor, Ikg for quality P/R band with Rea edge. 
My inns Loggns. Henley, Paige Dbl on gun. Matt 

818-980-7171 
•Powerful, unusual voice, baritones 3 octv range. sks band 
or gat for creative open minded HR pro Dedicated true 
artists only Adrian 818-247-5319 
•Singer/Ingvetr 5/cg musk:tans to col/ab on rnatenal Dance. 
pop, light rock oriented 'Ms Bowie. Madonna, Palmer. 
Watley Harrnson 213-650-4642 
*American woman sngr ras to form a girl band. Into GSA, 
Aeroanith, Cooper. AC/DC. Cult. T.J Room 411657-7380 
-Fern dnger reads music, all styles avail for wrkg T40 
dance or rock cover or jazz fusion band Also weddings, 
Jingles, demos. 818-884-6260 
•Ex-voe of Mystery Girl sks band that's into songs first. im-
age second. trill T Reno. Bowie. Iggy. BauHaus, PIL 

818-766-8615 
*Fern voc sks wrkg band FT or PT. T40 or dance oriented 
rock. Bckg and/or lead non Pally 213.656-2585 
*Male voc avail More soul than a show factory. Lkg for 
888. wrkg band or persons intrstd in starting wrkg band. 
Big Mike 912-742.1057 
•Fem Voc hot gorgeous voice. bilge, power, energy, var-
sailer', All equipped with great stg prsnc. Lig for any kind 
of work Gaby 818761-8932 
•HR male voc 1/cg to J/F band. Tony 818-781-7488 
*Singer, gOapel dues and country. aval for band or recor-
ding Lewis Cook 213-871-8054 
•Voc eke estab mel HR band. Ina Aerosnuth, DoIdcen, Head. 
I have talent, pro att. image. exp. equip. Falion213-4663843 
•Dedleated von/lyricist to J/F blues folk-based rock grp. 
Ala Doors, Patty Smith, Tracy Chapman. David213-745-1017 
•Singerdyriciat skg music collab with band or indiv. Metal. 
rock and pop. Ann 213-733-3928 
•Pro vochngwrtrityncist with Perfrmng, receding exP 1,9 
for estab high energy crnrcl rock band. Educational train-
ing. Intl Plant, Collins, Perry. Anderson, Mercury. Robert 

714-777-1603 
•P/R singer skg band with bckg or mgmt or gigging. Sean 

213-204-5752 
-Male vecisngwerliguit. rnicl-20s. sks srs ore HR band. John 

213-973-2060 
•Poet voc 5/is raw brilliant musicians to secure our place 
in time. Inns Morrisson logy, Brian Wilson. David 

818-882.7254 
*Not pop voc lkg for pro sits. Have mir exp. recording. 
touring. 969-4808 
*Fern vochngwrtr sks band/indivis for musical hybrid of 
Motown arel Beatles. Have contacts. following tapes, strong 
met voice. Gabriel 213-450-9518 
•Pro male voc With powerful pop/Jazz/RO style avail for 
pro band a collab with sngwrtr. Have video. Wayne 

213-655-7781 
*Gutsy Ism blues singer 1/cg for same in dues/rock band. 
Great on se and ready to work. Info Rogers. Matte Davis 
Sure 213-931-6529 

•Wtd, recorded or live, lead or backup Janett Clare 
Singer, dancer, nee Rock. pop. R8B. lain, crossover. coun-
try Solid ballads to dance TUSK 213-654-8605 
•Fern voe early 20s. avail for pro profs Ong, T40, studio. 
etc XII vox, lks, stg prsnc. exp. Srs only 818-760-0453 
*Entertainer/singer skg cas. club, demo band. Gd range 
Ashley 818-997-8222 
•Expd lead voefront ala Glen Hughes, Paul Roger. JoLinn 
Turner sks grp with top notch business rngrnt. record co 
or bckg 818-902-0747 
•Powerful, smooth soulful male von lkg for R8R. 888 
ham tilo metal kills Mellencarnp. Ote, CCR. Cooke Joplin 
Daniel 213-250-7764 
•Frontman with George Michael edge and sound sks 
steady wrkg band Jeff 818-342-5760 
•Voc avail for crrird P/F1 band with rndrn sound No metal, 
pros only Brian 818-980-2961 
•Expd lead vocerontman ala DArby. Hall. Winwood. Paul 
Young Chops. Lks. tape, pc Advntd business and music 
only 213-281-7350 
-HR band with EP, my connex sks exceptional male voc 
with killer Ing hr image No drugs, egos, priority problms 

213-323-3687 

12 VOCALISTS WANTED 

•MYSTERY GIRLS nd 8811 singer Great voce, personality. 
look a must No girls, GazarnS. GAR wannabes. Bill 

818-241-8950 
•Fem voc ntd loi ..vrkg toi bend Some club wnrk Peter 

213-560-8234 
-Thrash glam act sks lead singer Record in the works 
Photo and into to 1356 Van Ness Ave. No. 28. SF. CA 94109 
•Outrageoue lead voc veld for flashy glitter/0am rock band. 
Must be dedicated tm plyr with star quality, voice, image. 

213-657-6725 
*Este emrel HR act in all mir rock mags sks frontman 
3rd LP in works No drugs or flakes. Dan 818-883-8206 
•Frontman, 21-30. Must be expd, creative for pop new 
music band 213-594-0916 
-Are there any hot 1/cg rockers out there with lungs? If so, 
PAINKILLER wants you. Sexy image, voice a must. Pros 
only Vic/Bumper 213-850-1957/213-614-9867 
•Voc search. Complete band. All pro. Mir mgmt. Fncly 
bckd. BMI. Show ready, strong crnrcl rock sound. lk reqd 
Bobby 905-254-0506 
•Estab HR band sks energetic male koc Chops, image, 
showmanship. gd all a roust How do you measure up? 
Kevin 818-343-6536 
*Absolute pro expd lady tuner wtd. Zander Elliott style. Hard 
driving trio with mgmt. killer songs and CD out on album 
network 619-584-1812 
.24-Irk studio ads vocs Elizabeth 618-786-3146 
•Eateb mud rock band with mgmt sks male lead voc. 
18.25. with rock image and gd att. Mike 818-349-7501 
'Mee sec odd lmmed PY Popular LA crtecl rock band Have 
mgmt, mir Ibl mt. 818-503-1340 
•Voc wtd for top LA HM band. LACE. Voc talente. Stg 
prcn, ren an a must. Lou 818-576-8227 
•F/M vote ndd to form R8I3 band. Eves 818-896-0081 
•Sko voe with lk and charisma of Stanley. Roth. Michaels. 

WANTED 
Guitarist or Keyboardist 
w/excellent lead vocals 
We are a high energy 
rock & roll group with 
industry interest & own 

rehearsal studio. 
(818) 341-8601 

\. (818) 709-5635 
 lei 

VIOLATOR 
SEEKS HARD ROCK BASSIST 

We have: 

• Female vocalist/longhair image 

• Recording/rehearsal studio 

• Label interest 

You need: dedication, equip-

ment, transportation 

(818) 342-4669 

(818) 349-7265 

ACCESSORIES RECORDING PROMOTION 

TOTAL SOUND 
REHEARSALS 

7801 NOBLE AVENUE, VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 91405 
(818) 901-8035 

T1R[ 
ON 

ANti, 

Promotional Photography by K.A. Dahline 
Commercial (213) 650-6493 Production Stills 

Music style ala Joui, Lion. Poison. Rehm 
714-371-5279 

-Great, creative harmony coo veld for recording prol Paul 
213-463-7178 

•Male voc ndd to record metal album on estab Id. Great 
oppon Located in Ohio. Mike 513-233-7148 
•Bckg singers Md. 2 interesting. attrctv fen viocs for band 
ala Minds. Rom,. U2. There is pay 818-777-1334 
-HUNTER currently auditioning phenomenal rock voc for 
top notch rock act ala Dokken. Europe, Kansas. Journey 
Must have gd rock image, great singer. 818-988-6738 
-Singer ndd to form metal band. Must have stg tense 
ueoicaiion. gd all, great voice Mike/Lenny 

818508-7691/818-163-8719 
powerhouse rock orchestra sks strong high tenor 

voctirontrnan. 30ish Intl Greg Lake. Hagar. Coverdale, Men 
cury Srs trn plyr. Michael 258-5233 
-Dependable nec old Must have image, great voice lolls 
Aerosmith. Cult. AC/DC, Dirty Looks For band with studio. 
top morn:. gigs, recording early July 818-760-4591 
•Frontman %tad by estab top naine glarn band on mg Id 
Infis Pretty Boy Floyd, Crue, Poison. 213-442-0311 
•Attn; Frontrnen. WORLDCLASS 1/cg for creative, depen-
dable soulful frontman that's gd 1/cg and enjoys all music 
Very ong HR funk ale No one. Leonard Stevens/Ed Fias 

818-7618004/818-896-6120 
•Frontman wtd for estab cmrcl HR band with bckr, great 
songs, image Ala Plant. Lou Gramm. Image, att musts Po. 
tape to POB 719, Tuiunga. CA 
•Male nec sought by ong rock band. Ian 805-832-8748 
-Male voc ved to front ong rock band for showcase ggs. 
recording. Dave 805-398-1021 
-lead vim me lui vng mat HR band with oat and drrnr 

-213-273-4944 Srs musicians only. 
-HR band with EP and mir int. Currently plyg circuit sks 
exceptional male vcc with killer image. No drugs, egos. ans. 
or priority probs. 213-323-3687 
•Vocreinger/pdrrndentertainer/star red enrned. Progrsv 
punk band with image Ambitions quick we met voice regd. 
Gig now. 213-664-8701 or 213-454-5708 
•4 dedicated creative musicians sic singer/sngwrtr. Have 
unque sound M/F No metal, no flakes. Wes818889-4163 
-Reward. LA-based classical fusion orchestra will pay $50 
finders fee to person respon for audition and hiring of 1st 
tenor voc/frontman. Steve 818-845-8830 
•14./A band with att. great songs sks wild voc. Street att, 
personal style Into AC/DC. Dirty Looks. Aerosmith. Front. 
man a must. Frank 213-469-4590 
•Voefrontman wtd for complete pro HR band Infid early 
OH. Scorps Log hr flashy image. Have kit material, mgmt. 

818-783-9666 
.PARIS CLUB sks pop style fem voc for recording and live 
prfrrnncs. David, Jr. 2132-921.1956 
•Voc red by high energy rock band. Rhythm gait a plus 
We have aisle Glendale area. Intl Clash. Seeks's. Richard 

213-537-1A53 
-EMI France producer audinonno black male vac, ano/rap 

BASSIST WANTED 
Original rnipac, avant garde, rock 

& pop/Record label interest 
Infl: Talking Heads, Wall of 

Voodoo, Laurie Anderson, Food 
for Feet, Throwing Muse, 

Concrete Blonde 
Send tape & resume 

Deon Blue 
22558 Berdon St. 

Woodland Hills, CA 91367 
(818) 999-2885 

KEYBOARDISTI 
COMPOSER 

Gold & Platinum with 

Nazareth, Stray Cats, Spirit, 
Albert Hammond's Free 

Electric Band 
Back in town from Air 

Studios Montserrat 
Available now 

John (213) 935-4252 

USA pro Frinclpals only. Stet° cup Callbacks only to 
qualified 818-905-2311 
•EMI France producer auditioning tam pop soc who sings 
English and French Ala Gloria Estelan, Debbie Gibson 
Callbacks only to qualified 818-905-2311 
•Voc with met voice odd. Ong sounding HR grp P/c rehrst. 
convex. Mic image a must. No drugs. egos S. Shafer 

714-860-3708 
•TIntd voc odd by HR b-ra that is fired of being screwed 
around with Srs only No drugs Eves Guy714-861-5001 
•RAZORS EDGE sits ultimate lead voceyncist for ultimate 
HR pro. Srs range, klt chops. outstanding lyrics, larger than 
life image reqd Bob 213-305-7171 
*This young Westade gigging urge band auditioning 
dynamic expressive lead we Wide range with power, 
punch, personality John 213-839-5622 
*Lead voc old by new mg band. Lyric ability nckl. Intl U2. 
Cure. Police No metal, ars and reliable only 818-708.9171 
•Killer young voc odd for ong HR band. Equip, trnsp. uni-
que one style ridd No drugs. conceited apace cadets. flakes. 
Randy 818-367-0874 
•TANTARA kg for M/F voc with image and xll voice for 
rock band Intl Gabriel Shaun 213-467-7558 
-Singer ndd immed for band with mgmt ala Boston. 
Journey. Ste. Scorps Put your voice On our masters Pros 
Only Mark 805251-7243 
*Male vac odd by rnel rock band wth outstanding maternal 
and plyrs. Have track record. mgmt, rehrsl spc, showcsng, 
recordng anmed Joe 818-966-6296 
*Fern vox ved for demo. No pay. Do it for exp. Mark 

213-656-3039 
*Dynamic male lead voc veld for 600 act. Ron Hillman 

805-251-6311 or 213-464-8381 
•Voc wtd to fun, band and co/lab On virtng songs. inll Metk 
Bolen, Keith Richards 465-9438 
•Voc Md. Dynamo all brother rock band practicing in huge 
Hlywd mansion sks hairy male anger to complete loner and 
Full budget recording pro waiting Allan 654-6815 
-HR funk grp sks Prince, Michael Jackson. Stevie Wonder 
mild, nasty frontman. Must have go image, mel ability, att. 
Leonard 818-761-9004 
•Voc wtd so, ong metal CAST OF 4. TIM, creative approach 
del must. After 5 213-326-9446 
•Voc with e range veld by ong metal band with wide variety 
of inos. Must be dead sra No glom, no thrash. Joe 

714-861-9760 
-Alternative metal band with oats' ingmt sks unique lead 
vocerontman to finalize mir Ibl offer Mike 408-294-7168 
-Fern bekg voc mid for exciting ong artist band Must be 
attietv, pro, like to move. Mark 818-955-9559 

AVAILABLE 
Top Session Keyboardist 

Producer/Arranger 
• Synthesizer programming • se-
quencing • instruction • arranging 

• demo production • jingles 

Top Session Guitarist 
• Instruction 

• Studio sessions 

(213) 

550-1216 

BANDS/VOCALISTS  
WANTED 

Film co. seeks unsigned 

talent in all styles of music for 

use in upcoming feature films. 

All materials non- returnable. 

Send to: Kent Richards C/O 

Smoking Gun Productions 

1800 N. Highland, Ste. 610 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

No phone/personal calls! 

John Novello's 
Contemporary Keyboardist Course 
• Time Management 
• Practice Disciplines 
• Improvisation 
• Ear Training 
• Harmony/Theory 

• Technique (chops!) • Commercial 
• Rhythm/Groove Songwriting 
• Voicings/Comping • Musical Styles 
• Sight Reading • Live vs. session 
• Synth Programming playing 
• Career Consultations 
• Gig Referrals 

Private study with John Novello who is the author of the best selling 
critically acclaimed manual "The Contemporary Keyboardist" and is con-
sidered one of the world's top keyboard educators and career consultants. 

"It's a no-crap, straight ahead approach. ••—Chick Corea 

CALL NOW (818) 506-0236 FOR CONSULTATION 
(Mastercard/Visa) 

Beginners/Intermediate/ Advanced 
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*CATCH n sks killer frontrnan for song oriented HR bra 
Great image. voce a must Free rehrsls and studio time 

818-955-8319 
•SIngeriguit ved Intl Metallica Mike 213-851-5731 
•Pro wrkg band in Germany sks arndhous singer. Style 
Rush. Mr Mister. Yes Write Marco Mtnneman, Trschben 
Str No. 38, D-3000 Hannover. Germany or cal1213429-8880 
*Soprano singer, dancer, actress, for all gay véornan's 50s 
band 213-391-8878 
•Oilel HR act, ong style, xlt musicianship sks voc with 31/2 
onto range, lks, determination to make it to the top Bobby 

levrMeurrerà 
*Lead soc with image. range. style veld for mg 151 oriented 
band Ala TNT. Dokken, Lion. Michael 818-506-0477 
•Is there anybody similar to Peter Gabriel in style and lyrics? 

818.988-9320 
*Join a band with a future Mel rock band sks dynamic voc 
ala Gramm, Idol, Haggar Dave 818-761-3864 
•TIPSY FOX sks M/F lead von Dedication, image. ability 
reqd Cmrcl HR ab Scores. Jour. Heart Doug818-704.7272 
-BODY BY ROXANNE fists singe Mike 714-841-6885 
•Bckg woe vetd for PIP ors Really trendy Ikg, hot dresser, 
great mover/dancer Alive on stage. theatrical, pro. polish-
ed Paid pos Roberta 818-505-0197 
•Arnazing ringer desired by HR'g blues band playing clubs 
Buddy Guy, Robert Plant Marco 213-850-8141 
-Lead singernynost for roe HR band Only ongs with big 
futures planned Jim 213-464-5998 
*Singer cid by blues rock gun Must be heavily into RISB. 
ala Stones Muddy, Jimmy Reed Underground OK Kevin 

213-932-0442 
•Jiuz nom quartet sks baritone. Must be able to read and 
scat solo for advncd material Showcases, recording Tom 

818.708-8420 
-Producer sks aggrsv pro male lead voc to complement 
contemp recording grp Xlt vox. range a must Career. 
minded only 213-672.3013 
•Voc. Bonornts Robert Smith nits you 23.27 Obis on acous 
gurt Creativity, sense of humor ndd New band Poso con-
tract 6prn. Jeff 213-438-7006 
.Emotional. glft, bad boy image. gd businessman. 
dedicated Not wimpy. streetwise, big voice, gritty. soulful, 
erotic, mysterious, unique stylistic rocker, funky heart 
breaker Singer Ed 818-896-6120 
-Srs voc or voc/guit ndd for powerful thrash band Punk, 
speed metal rafts inc Metallaa. SOD, Bad Brains, Mega 
Death After 6. TJ 818-848-7481 
•2 fen, bckup singers nest for currently priming ong jazz 
rock band Mgmt, mrIblet Inn Steely Dan Sydney Urshan 

213-285-9576 
-Male lead voc ndd for currently prfrmng Wig an rock 
band Mgmt mjr Ibl int Inn Steely Dan Sidney Urshan 

213-283-9576 
-Lead singer wtd by band Iclealeac, passionate. rhetorical. 
Inns Call, Tone K Waterboys, Robby Robertson, Brian 
Wilson, Arthur Lee. U2 Brent 818-989-1219 
•Vocifrontmen Md for complete pro HR band with regret, 
xli material Leg hr flashy image Inn early VI-l. Scores Pros 
only 818-783-9666 
-Top drawing LA band fists high range lead voc. Star quality 
rock image Lbl and mgmt tnt 818-841.9980 
-Funky sounding prig sks young voc who can dance 
Vaughn 213-876-9457 
•Unsioppable HR'g hit machine mis you Producer/spec 
deal Jan Denmark 805-264.2605 
-We lid a male voc with Jon, Robin Zander style voice to 
Iront our FifFI band. Instr helpful No smoking, drugs 

818.840-9131 

KEYBOARDIST WANTED 
Original music, avant garde, rock 

& pop/Record label interest 
la: Talking Heads, Wall of 

Voodoo, Laurie Anderson, Food 
for Feet, Throwing Muses, 

Concrete Blonde 

Send tape & resume 
Deon Blue 

22558 Berdon St. 
‘Voodland Hills, CA 91 iii; 

(818) 999-2885 

* * EARN UP TO * * 

$40 PER HOUR 
Guaranteed Starting Salary 
Up to $ 1000 Per Week 

Earning Potential 
* COMPLETE TRAINING * 
* DAILY CASH S$$ * 

* TOP COMMISSIONS * 
* FLEXIBLE HOURS * 
* PAID MEDICAL * 

CALL TODAY... 
WORK TOMORROW! 

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
Call Personnel: 6AM-2PM 

Studio City 818/760-1340 
Burbank 818/840-8514 

24-HOUR HOTLINE (213) 412-3749 • NEW DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY 12 NOON • GET CONNECTED! • 24-HOUR HOTUNE (213) 462-3749 
style Matching bst optional Sks top quality band or mus,-
clans Many styles acceptable Craig 818-760-8916 
*Dew, 24, 17 yrs plawng exp. kg to join wedding or special 
occasion band. Jack 818-764-3980 
•Drmr, expd Ikg for HR/HM band 1 have att. lks. chops 
and stick racks Srs only Christopher 818-545-8314 
•Drrnr avail. Solid, steady. control. Weinberg. Wale. Lynch 
style Much live, studio exp Andy 213-475-8048 
-Deter avail for wrkg sit Lead. bckg vox, no pre Willing 
wrkr Bruce 213-668-0450 
-Power pocket drnir Mid Arnhem Porn. Powell, aie 
tfieltated AG Hit and with pro an and goals Bob 

213-871.0150 
•Dner, 24, style of Randy Castillo and Terry Bouio sus pro 
rock band 1 have recording exp. image. pro equip Frank 

213-421-7500 
•Einer avail. No pros. no jammers Wrkg bands only Will 
not pay to play Many 213-393-8625 
•Drrnr sks von oriented pro crnrcl HR act with hit material. 
image. rngmt Intl Dokken, WhItesnake, Europe Pros only 

818-962.1673 
-Pro groove drmr avail Has acous, Simmons, bckg vox 
Berkeee grad with 10 yrs sig. recording exp Lkg for pro 
gigs only Paul 213-820-6613 
•Drrnr sks heavy rock. HM band Inn GAR, Aerosmrth, Crue. 
Zep Have 9 ws exp. gd equip. srs dedicated rrneeens only 

876-3792 
•Drmr. 15 yrs exp, stage. studio Lkg for Jazz. jazz fusion. 
new age prig Gd equip, gd att Bob 818-342-3766 
•Cinne with studio and live esp. well rounded in all styles 
No metal pls Bret 818-769.6364 
•Drrnr sks forming or complete HR band Inn WhItesnake. 
Crue. Osbourn Alan. after 4 30 818.764-4572 
-Pro drim 33. into Cars. Tubes, Floyd. Crimson, avail for 
ong prig Live. shier" Xlt plyr, equip Bill 213-874-7118 

13 DRUMMERS 
AVAILABLE 

•Orrnr sks ong grp ale INXS. Echo. Smiths. XTC. newt-
ding. stage exp Steve 818-848-1248 
•Pro drmr  16g for RAB Jazz-third rock band Have great 
equip. >It meter, solid feel. You won't be disappointed Henry 

2184E6460C 
-Pro drmr lkg for pro band Formerly with XYZ from Europe 
Much studio, live exp XII showmanship, meter. image. Joe 

213-542-5849 
-Orme avail for Jazz fusion contents or funk band Expd 
with vox rit equip, srs pros only Johnny 818-718-2683 
•Drinr with RAP image. Ockg vox, acouselec dbl bass kit. 
drum machine avail for studio, tour. wdeos. T40. ong Pete. 

805-943-9402 
•Eiac dbl bass drmr Ikg for funk/pop grp, i e Watley, Mot. 
ris Day. Jets. Janet Jackson No egos, pros only. Tracy 

818-501.4310 
.Pro drinr sks verkg et Expd in all styles Triggered pads. 
PA equip 5 yr student of Mark Craney's. Gd an. image 
Bob 818-989-4768 
-Power drmr sks HR band Inns Besonette. Alex VH, Tom-
my Lee. Bonharn Skg complete proj to make it 

818.303-3040 
-Top Northwest drrnalead voc. 27. sks T40. funk/rock or 
touring acts Acous, elec kits I write. arrange. Donn 

206-523-6924 
•Linn drum programme/ply sks band Large library of 
sounds Jim 204-4224 
*Career dmw 27. sit meter chps. all. equip 18 yrs play-
ing, recording. tounng exp. Lead quality voice, recent album 
SkS pro cmrcl rock band 818-781-4575 
-Solid deter with meter des cmrcl HR orq with st material, 
rnel vox, image, mgrnt. Inn Europe, Dokken, Dom Pros only 

818-962.1673 •Drrnr to complete contemp HR ino Heavy song and vocal 
HR deter with image, pro att. chops. sks cmrcl HR band 

714.777-2855 emphasis Songs galore Must be expd. energete versaOle 
in LA area. Richard 818-9135-4718 
-Smashing rock drums I've got killer songs. style, lks •Versatlie fern for new prq. Vox helpful. Tony213436-1036 
Outrageous veorldclass gear. alt. Cream of the crop Ab- 

•Kn - - ow local rock band sks drmr. tasteful and solid Must 
solute pros only 619-584-1812 st share expenses with band Have 'norm, Expd only Tony 
-Outrageous rock drmr Have a lot to offer Power with 516-1713 
control and dynamics 10 yrs exp. Gd image, great an Lkg *Spiritually motivated drmr veld by gurthoc wring team to 
for successful band Robin 213-328-3263 complete a versatile. Wig HR band Vox a plus Eddie 
•Drrnr, ea-Fanz sks HR grp with melt Creg714-531-0438 818-988-4878 or 213-477-9380 
-Pro drmr  sks fncly bckd wrkg rock band with mgmt Tour. camp crnrcl rock band with rrigmt sks drmr. 18-25. with 
Ing, recording exp Inns Bonham. Bruford. Bozza. Paul Obl bass kit, rock image and go an Mike 818-349-7501 

818-902-0998 -FIN drmr mid to form RAB band. Eves 818-896-0081 
l'cka - *Dynamic perfrmnc oriented drrnr veld for pad rehrsl. -Dm,,, ter,,. sks estab ong RAM band 12 yrs exp.  

vox, dbl or sgl bass Phil Collins. Firm. Zep, Dregs. Mgrrit showcases. recording BUM, Pecans, Carrnothy type 

a must Sabina ,, do -Sm most welcome 818-787-4942 
•Dffcr' 17 es stage' studio cop Great equip' an Wi" - •srs and happy derrn vied for elec. acous Wig rock Hair *Local act with mil mgmt/heavy 151 tnt. sks expd pro drrnr 
any gig for free. Lkg tor jazz. fusion, pop Bob818-342.3766 don't matter. be our hero. REM. U2, BoDeans. Straits. Doug with strong rock image 818-886-3525 
*Muir sks creative rock band with strong met sound Erno- 818-909-9258 •Drmr wtd for hot country band Bakersfield roots with con. 
tonal vox and lots of feeling Inn U2, Alarm. REM Al -otter with go- - sense of dynamics wtd for Christian FIR temp edge. ()rigs with some covers Clubs, showcases for 

818-8944565 band Srs only Lisa 213-398.1459 deal Pros only Suzette 213-850-7719 
•Electroid tunkateer MIDI drmr, Porc sks outrageous funk •Lorl Mix pis call DeeDee Lost your phone Number -Funk rock soul drmr mid for org band Fun , srs. dedeated 
tech dance outfit AT pro only 213-399-6831 714-680-4535 Maness is what it is Michael 213-664-4949 
•Keith Moon style &rm. 23, sks spastic non-big hair band *MONTAGE. LA's wildest rock show back from Midwest *Spiritually motivated drmr ndd by quit and voc swing tearn 
wan Who. Rush. Zap style ongs. 7 nts a week Davey 714-751.6813 tour. nds fun lowng, high energy basher for club dates and to complete versatile, Wig. vibrant rock band you a plus 

tour 213-466-2922 Eddie 818.988-4878 or 213-477-9380 
•Drmr, 11 yrs esp. sks interesting prof. Inns Ferry. •Drmrs, do you want the best of both worlds. HR and funk? -Seasoned quit sirs drmr to ern with for fun with no preten-
Smithereens Phil 2,3-37, ise., Are you pro and have e chps. gear? If so. call Worldclass taus inspirations Inns U2. Stones, Pretender. etc 
•Dmirfprogrrnr have acous. elms. inggenng. SB-12 drum 818-761-9004 818-786-0071 
machine New England Consvtry degree. 11 yrs prfrning. -Solid ern, with bckg vex mid for ong band in refire Inns Dmir add for post punk psycho-folk country rock pop band 
recording asp Avail for pro sits only. 213-658-6549 Beatles. Cougar. Smithereens, Elvis Tee-M213-874-7841 Recording LP in Aug Gigs pending Carolyn818-248-7716 
•Dernr. ale Zep. VH Steamroller drums with foot tapping *Baal, HR band oath own studio. mgrnt, Id int sks srs drinr *Pere Md with showy equip Really trendy lkg. hot dresser. 

Gd lks. Ing. Mg hr prefd 213-464-6782 great mover/dancer Alive or stage Theatrical, pro, polished 
•Dnnr ndd 3 month tour Lv Aug I. Rock Wigs and T40 Paid pos Roberta 818-505-0197 
Mgmt. bckrs. contacts Demo avail Srs musicians only •Rockin hardcore band sks Obl bass madman.664-4835 
Victo 213-383-1481 Estab HR band sks tight groove-oriented borderline funk 
*Charley Watts style drmr ndd. Inns Bad Co to Graham drmr Solid meter Tight pro plyrs only Kewn213-464-6782 
Parsons Jim 213-931-3777. ext 18 *Dynamic drtnr mid by me HR band An, image. chops. 
*Oriental fem voc lkg for jazz fusan R&B avant garde dram equip a must 818-846-6808 or 818-407-0977 
Lyzz 213-617-3465 *Lead guit and singer sk drnw to form idealistic. passionate 
Oriental tern coo lkg ini percussionist. Jazz fusion. R&B. band Inns Call, Torso K. Waterboys, Robby Robertson. 

avant oarde Lyn 213-617-3465 Brian Wilson. Arthur Lee Brent 818-989-1219 

I-  -1 

13 DRUMMERS WANTED 

• NEW DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY 12 NOON 
•Drrniwtd for highly. very cmrcl sellable HR prig Pro an, 
lk. equip a must Absolutely no drugs Duane213-460-4719 
•Dmir veld 18-25, by 2 popsters oath ong material Intl 
Bowie, Beatles. Trick. Prince No egos. posers or Pearts 
Jim 714-685-1976 
*Lead gull/lead voc forming AO HR band I've got songs. 
equip. ambition Lkg for espd, energetic tlntd drmr Robert 

818-845-6731 

•Drmr add with aggrsv style for Cult. Hendrix type 
underend mck band Nv own. no MiNal flave818.78188302 
*Cann 960 to COMplote alternenve gloom band Inns Joy 
Division Cure. Kommunty FK Must be 19 or under No 
BauHaus clones. Sean 818-896-3243 
•Drrne wtd for SAVAGE GRACE We have morn. albums, 
tours. future Victory or death an only 1318-843-6C01 
•Orrnr, add with dbl kick, exp, dedication, leg hr image In-
to Whiesnake. Zep, Rush Fountain Valley area 

714-965-0369 
-Drew with Mg exp and big kit ndd for psychdlc tribal rock 
band with gigs lined up and mgmt Inn Joke, LAR 

213-851-5763 
•Drrnr sought by bst to help form band Power funk and 
rock Soulful kick drum Must be raw Lorene 851-0647 
•Dmir add for estab songbrented FIR band with national 
recognition Pref tasteful mature groover. John818-760-11430 
-Direr. 18-25, Md to form experimental HM band Will-
ingness to relocate and handle odd meters a must. Ground 
up Theatrical image? Jell 404-636-1147 
-Fail and energetic ',trim Md by musicians, hopelessly 
obsessed with punk power pop and these bands Buzz-
cocks. Undertones. Jam. Who We're desperate 

213-434-2588 
• Dmir add for STB wrkg 140 dance rock club band Must 
sing have pro equip. image Rehrs in Valley Brad 

818-705-2426 
•SInger/guit/wrir sks Orryir for aggrsv moody. slightly dark 
proi Cure. Sauxue. Joy Divivon, Joke Image. att. Tape 
reqd Ken 213-839-0339 
-English REA quit duo sks strmr, 20s, with commitment. 
We have the songs Inns Beatles. Costello, Trick After 5. 
Kent Jo 818-782.9107 
•Polyrhythmic drmnvid into cross-rhythmic improv. for 
radical new dmeneon in spacey RAP Allan213-659-9595 
*SNEAK ATTACK sks straight forward metal drmr Must 
have image. trnsp. equip Nick 213-856-9539 
•Composer/voc sks perc for live act to secure record deal 
Inns Kate Bush, Sakornoto. Debussy. rap Dedicated musi-
cians only 213-469-0410 
-Incredibly tight groove MIF drmr veld by AO rock band 
with fern frontline Zep. Tesla. acous Heart Pro att lks a 
must Michelle or Leona 213-876-4333 
-Otter ndd tor form R8B band. Eves 818-896-0081 
-HR funk band sks drmr rand Bore. VH. Stuart Copeland, 
Bonham Must have great techo and incredible meter. 
Grooves from funk to reggae Leonard Stevens818761.9004 

You've got the songs 

You've got the voice 

Why haven't you got 

the record deal? 

LIS LEWIS' 
Vocal Technique & Coaching 

Performance & Image Consulting 

(213) 650-1149 

THE ROCK 'N' 
ROLL TEACHER 

Gloria Bennett 
Teacher of EXENE of " X" 
Guns n Roses and 

Motley Crue 

(213) 851-3626 or 
(213) 659-2802 

Having 
Trouble 

Getting Your 

Voice to Work? 

Study with the best 
and develop range, 
clarity and power 

Amelia Haas 

(213) 650-4566 

KATHY ELLIS 
VOCAL COACH 

• Technique 
• Musicianship 

• Personal Style 
• Private Lessons 

(213) 874-9243 

Study VOICE With 

MICHAEL BONBON 
AGE: 63 VOICE: 23 WHY? 

PERFECT VOCAL TECHNIQUE 
38 Years Teaching All Levels & Styles 

N.Y. City Opera. Musicals. Top Niteclubs 

FULL PREP: 
Voice, Acting, Musicianship 

1213) 277-7012 

ELIZABETH SABINE 
VOICE STRENGTHENING SPECIALIST 

Some of the many singers who have 
benefitted from the Sabine Vocal Techniques: 

38 Special - Don & Donny 
Stryper - Michael 

Keel - Ron 
Lizzy Borden - Lizzy 

L.A. Guns - Philip Lewis 
Malice - James 
Megadeth - Dave 
Bitch - Betsy 

Special group rate for bands 
(818) 761-6747 

Sabine method now taught in Orange County 
Call Laine at the Talent Center-(714) 837-3521 
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS 

24-HOUR HOTLINE (213) 462-3749 • NEW DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY 12 NOON • GET CONNECTED! • 24-HOUR HOTLINE (213) 462-3749 • NEW DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY 12 I400N 

•Drrnr with lots of toms for multi-faceted band Intl L&H, 
FLoyd have mom!. gigs Gd image. an. stg crop a must 

213-392-1513 
•Wtd: Motivated srs hrd hitting emr for recording. upcorn-
ng gigs 213-461-9609 or 213-467-5326 
-Hot drmr wtd for °rig band with chart topping material 
Must have big sound versatility be able to groove Stuart 

213-856-9699 
•Drrnr «id. Big rock sound. classy Mg hr image 

213-257-6646 
*Pro due, wtd tor lormative Pregrsv pop band with Euro-
pean sound to showcase toward record deal George 

213-655-3842 

14 HORNS AVAILABLE  
-Horn plyr, Donnie Sears See Pro Player ad 
*Trumpet, flugelhom avail for latin, fusion, funk, rock, any 
style band Also horn arrngmnts and EVI 818-842-1017 
*Sao plyr avail for rock. RAB, fusion. latin bands Ester, 
sue nap playing. arrngng Rick 818-845-9318 
-Sax plyr/keyelsUvoc for any musical sit XII plyr 

213-734-8400 
•Career-rninded expd sax avail Very versatile Lorenza 

818-362-8895 

15 SPECIALTIES 
*Violinist mail for ong sit Elec. acous MIDI Espd in most 
style DOI on keys Srs only Marc 213-392-2401 
*WM Investment for multi-talented fern artist to release hot 
R&B dance 12- record Jeffrey 213-285-3007 
•V•011MSUguit wtd for ong showcase recording band Ala 
Peny Mellencarnp. X. Alarm Torn 818-794-4561 
*Grateful Dead mts Tyranny and Mutation with fern Jun 
Mornsson up front We nd house for equip. unitd studio 
time. etc no BS 713-739 4824 
-Incredible soundalike RAR dance band now skg rimy 
mgrnt and booking agents 213-515-6143 
•Wtd: Investor for 4-song demo $1000 mid Great material 
Great musicians Evan 213-464-3377 
-HUNTER currently beg 24-hour lockout rehrs1 studio to 
share with one other band Must have PA Can afford $250 

818-988-6738 
-HUNTER currently skg fincly bckg and investors to invest 
in video pro' for 1 song released as single on M-TV 

818-988-6738 
•vetd: 3 good guys to play guit. bass drums No showoffs 
pis Eddie 213-402-3709 
-Producenengwitr wtd for artist with one hit under her belt 
There is pay Nicole 714-082-4786 
*Male singer/sngwrWarrngr, finished POP RAB ce,traci• sing 
successful mgmt Jim 213-851-.0f,, 
•Wtd: Misicians to put music to lyrics Joe714-983-7055 
*Pandora's video and audio for trade Have 10 live audio 
shave tapes and 4 sea ideo apencs Mr Br11714.731-4068 
*Producer with Ivd material rids bst and draw to finish tape 
and showcase Lng hr glam type image reqd Harmony vox 
a plus 818-998-1840 
• nvestors ndd for recording proj 715-387-4621 
-THE DIFFERENCE lkg for pro rrignit We have songs. att. 

k Bfe,r, bu,Dee-9(i le 

PRIVATE DRUM 
LESSONS 

By 

VINNY APPICE 
—Limited Enrollment— 
Serious Drummers Call 

(818) 377-5427 

SINGERS! MUSICIANS 
Do you find yourself short 

of breath? 
Learn proper breathing 

techniques in a special 3 
hour seminar. 

I can teach you how to sup-
port your voice & gain more 
energy while performing 

Special 3 hr . seminar-920 
SPACE LIMITED 

Amelia (213) 650-4566 

•Mgmt nckl mined for musically gifted inter-racial RAB funk 
band We have fantastic songs. Ibl int You most be fast 
wrkg. dedicated Bruce 213-232-0594 
-Peo mgr with push. exp ndd by receding ar• 
test/singe/sngwrIr with finished crnrci conternp pop LP Pro 
only 213-545-4369 
.Free MIDI seminar and concert 818-991-9992 
-PARIS CLUB sks tIntd assistance for upcoming prfrrnncs 
David. Jr 213-921 ,1956 
•Artist/songwrIr/producer with demo produced by John 
Barnes sks investors. AAR personnel for demo exchange 
Terry/Steve 213-467.5745/818361-3765 
'lode dance music maker sks pressing and dig deal Bobby 

818-407-8898 
-Pro metal band with ER following. sks investors. mgmt 

213-856-9539 
-We were a hot band there, so were a hot band here. Srs 
rock band in search of pert ment Hrd wrkng. dependable 
Rob 818-753-9218 
Rhythm section avail PA. trnsp Ron Hillman213 50^ 8381 
-GREENWICH TIME new rock band with hit material. Ikg 
for mgrni. rep Id Complete plug avail Robert213379-8567 
•Peo sounding hand flute (pan ape) tracks for your recor-
ding David 818-791-2289 
-Gifted singertsngwnr. 25. Sins ambitious energetic mgr 

818-989-7205 
CATCH 22, CATCH 22. CATCH 22, CATCH 22. CATCH 
22 CATCH 22 Skr pro morn? Come on [inc gore or a 
call 818-955-8319 
Band sks rehrs1 space SFV area Will pay $200 mo Jon 

818-705-8768 
•HARPEGIO the act with MIDI harp prie kind wpn strings) 
Sims investor,, •• SO,C, •rx-ir rnrktbl prod 
C 3-664.5a30 

VINKAND 
WEST-

REHEARSAL 
*Huge Rooms* 

*Reasonable Rates* 
*Pleasant Atmosphere* 
*Top Flight Equipment* 

(818) 765-4849 

TV SHOWCASE 
To Feature Hot 

Local Acts 
Now Auditioning! 

Sena tape (audio or video) 
HUB Productions 

21797 Ventura Blvd, ft184 

Woodland Hills, CA 91364 

VOICE COACH 
WITH A 

TRACK RECORD 
* Anita Baker * * L.A. Guns * 
* Bangles * * Whitesnake * 
* REO * * Sam Harris * 

* Expose * * Nia Peeples * 
* Martini Ranch** Commodores * 

* Berlin * * Shalamar * 
- I can hit all the notes, and now I can 
really concentrate on the emotion of 
the songs" —Keen Crones, REO 

BRAD CHAPMAN 
(213) 933-1210 

Accepting all levels Associates available 
All lessons given at a private MIDI 

recording studio 

RACER X 
Seeks Vocalist 

Style: Tesla, Van Halen, Dokken 
Send bio, tape, and photo to: 

Racer X 
P.O. Box 60602 
Terminal Annex 

Los Angeles, CA 90060 
(213) 262-5255 

•Intem dance director pad le all gay woman's 50s band. 
Pam 213-391-8878 
Investor fidd for EP proi Masters are done 59000 tnyested 
$3000 nrld to complete Strong songs «Ms. PlYrS 

818-788-0610 
.Wtcl: bass, trombone. celesta, zither clarinet. flute. pic-
collo. drums cornet for jazz band I'm 31, but lust starting 
Sam 213.292-7054 
-THE WAY HOME sins mgmt/bckg and/or studio/prod co 
tor rehrst demo facilities 7-pc Sting. Squeeze. Level 42 
style Tape avail 23-578-6438 
-Groups/Artists interested in socs of trained and licsnd 
bodygrd/sec agent 818-995-1474 
*Anngdownpoier with studio sks film. video artists to cone 
with Film scores, theme songs. etc Will work for free to 
build resume Gary 818-342-0924 
-Fed l bckrimgmt nod for unstoppable hit machine 2 BMI 
sngwrtrs. best unsigned material in LA Phillips. Denmark 
11684 Ventura Blvd. Suite 837. Studio City 91604 

16 SONGWRITERS 
•Lkg for intelligently written lyrics John 657-4159 
-P wised Fop cnucl sngwrtrAyncisUvoc sks composer for 
collab on hits Published only 213-545-4369 
•Eleill ingsartdpudisher with crig band sks poetic. psychdle. 
gar time lyrics and songs Inns Hendrix. Dead.1r9i1E1202ei 

Ors BUG Larry 2 

SINGERS 
Vocal technique builds power. 

range & confidence. For a free 

consultation call 

Diane Wayne 

(213) 278-6962 

All Styles 
Beginner to Advanced 

THE ROCK SPECIALIST 
RANGE • POWER • STYLE 

Individuals • Bands 
• Workshops 

* BE A VOCAL STAR * 
The Richard Jennings 

Studios 
(213) 656-7405 

PRO FRONTMAN WANTED 

For L.P. & tour by explosive rock & 
roll band w / the classic intensity of 
the great H.R. bands & a unique, 
dynamic sound, vision, & synergy. 
We've been together for years, have 
excellent image e chops, outstanding 
material, management, & a private 
reh. & 16 track studio. Gigs at 
Whisky & Rosy in June & July. Our 
singer must have pro band experi-
ence & tapes, video-genic image, and 
quality full range emotion, i.e. Plant, 
Gillman, Daltrey, Bono.... No 
clones! Songwriters and visionaries 
welcome. 

213 • 969-8789 

•Sngwnrs Md for studio pro' Mark 213-656-3039 
•CompbeerairMecollab wtd by pro male singer fe 
wrtng/recording/prfrinng pro, Pop. JaZZ. RAB style Wayne 

213-655-7781 
•Lkg for sngvinr I w a Cltml ire C.5. TubeS, FlOye, Crins 
son Ling for sngwor into the same Pm qt plyr redh x11 equrp 
Bill 213-874.7118 
•BMI sneers with highly mrktbl material Trade songs for 
album Credit ml clistr Jan 805-264-2605 
-Lyricist Dig for pro collabs P/R 213-6549187 

SUCCESSFUL 
PRODUCTION 
COMPANY 
AUDITIONING 

FEMALE SINGERS 
POP, ROCK, R&B 

Contact Rich 
l213 947-7759 

SUPERIOR VOCAL 
TRAINING 

• Audition Preparation 

• Voice Rebuilding 

• Range Extension 

• The Singer as Actor 

Marc I aslitt 

(818) 760-2641 
American & European experience 
Credentials available upon request 

BE A 
POWER SLWIER I 

Professional entertainers 
and coaches to: Bangles, 
GoGo's, Knack, Steve Miller 

Band, Sly Stone. 

Build star quality tech-
nique and perfor-mance 

quickly and easily. 

Performance classes, 
video taping, showcasing 

Free consult and brochure. 
Susan French 

(213) 874-POWR 
(818 377-5813 

SING 
PRO rim 

(Whoa/ jebe .)1•C-a-tural C)Tirce 
Private study with GLORIA HUNCH. An experienced international Mil 

performing artist & session singer with 20 years experience. 

All vocal problems corrected 
Total conlidence 
Vocal control 
Tone quality and pitch 
increase and restore range 
Ftfortleas power and strength 
Breath corn** 
Tone deafness 

Performance and stage presence 
Handle nodes without surgery 
Showcases 
Improve ability to communicate live 
and In the studio 
(mermen stage performance workshops 
Studio performance workshop 
Children accepted on ability, not age 

Combs Horeb I: vOCAUSES ON CASSETTE 
Three volumes of over 60 vocal exercises for all levels of singers. Ideal for the road or when you can't 

get a lesson. Instruction booklet included. Order yours now! 

"Since studying with Gloria, everything I sing is easier, giving me more freedom as a 
performer — 200% improvement!" —8111.1 SHEEHAN 

"Gloria's vocal tech is natural and extremely eflkient.... It really works!" —JOHN NOVELLA) 

CALL NOW! (818) 804-8144 to been or enhance your vocal weer. 
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MUSIC OPPORTUNITY 

RECORD CONTRACT 
ne win present your demo tape tu loam *cu.: 

executives. Service Free if not accepted. 
Over 25 years experience in the industry 

For details: SASE. MILESTONE MEDIA 
PO. Box 869 Dept. MC. *nice, CA 90291 

MEREDITH DAY IPHOTOGRAPHY 
30 Posters A Album Inserts Quantity PrIces 

18181 584-4020 

116-TK $12 
24-TK $20 
465-3457 
CASSETTE COPIES 

* Best Price in L.A. area 
* Realtime, chrome tape 
* All services for demo 

duplication 
SMV TAPE DUPLICATION 

(818) 509-0316 

oint 24 TRK. $25. $40,hr. 
12 TRK. :Is. $n.so*, 

BAY includes engineer and the largest 
MID.Lsetup in the South Ha, Arc.. so,,,, tor Rehearsal 

let lodes: en • t sui • 
,neecase rm, free mil., dine, S TM, / ere room..leggrq in Me arra 
IKON OM IM HR. 

Lter III, I In 1110# MI II 1.31324 41330 

24 + TRACK 
RECORDING 
J.E. SOUND 
PRODUCTION 
213-479-7653 

MUSIC VIDEO PRODUCTION 
PHOTOGRAPHY 

Advertising & Promotion 
For Artists & Entertainers 

Richard J. Wilson 
MAINSTREAM PRODUCTIONS 

(818) 997-7947 

24 HOUR 
STUDIO SUPPLIES 
AUDIO & VIDEO 
(213) 852-1961 

Pager: (213) 260-9743 

Photography 
by K.A. Dahline 
• Promotional 
• Commercial 

• Production Stills 
Bands: Get Your Photos 
Right the First Time! 

(213) 650-6493 

ENGINEER BILL'S 
BRAND NEW 24 IRK $30/hr SPECIAL 
New Sony /124 Mr NAutolocator 111 Neer MAI trim 
61PC 60 6101 Productece Center. Digital sampling drum 
machine + 99 trk sequencer, ERS011ni -I NW Digital 
samplers. D17 &thousands of sounds, 081. Lexicon 
EL Yamaha. Sound Nbrkshop Sere 30 *full %eau 
E 0. FOG faders and XFormerless design 

Newly Remodeled Garden Setting 
(818) 1110-3148 

LIVE CLUB DEMOS 
$99 AND UP 

Spécre2irog in Un Location 
video of your band or artist 

The difference is great sound! 
(213) 823-4650 DEAR 

Productions 

MUSIKFILM 
Custom MTV 
Music Videos 
The real thing/ 
Shot on Film 

Surprisingly Affordable 
(213) 543-5179 

ROCK GUITARISTS 
Increase your speed & power 
')tart evolving. Study with ono-
of LA's most reputable rock 

guitar instructors. 
SCOTT VAN ZEN 
(2 13) 568-9227 

r
H
ALFNOTE STREET REHEARSAL STUDIOS 

P.A., STAGE, LIGHTS 

HOURLY & 

MONTHLY RATES 

(818) 765-8402  

GROUND ZERO 
REHEARSAL STUDIO 
Awesome 16-Channel PA., Effective 
NC, Massive Concert Drum Riser, 

Plus Private Studio Parking. $6-$7 hr 
Professional Stage Lighting 

2131978-1903 
"As Advertised on KNAC" 

PRO P.A. 
FOR HIRE 
213/827-3540 

STUDIO EQUIPPED 
WITH FULL 

MIDI SYSTEM 
GREAT FOR DEMOS 
Man or $40/SONG 
MARK (213) 656-3039 

•s.  

CONSULTING 
Studio Setup—MIDI problems 

Live sound problems 
Eagle Sound & Recording 

(818) 767-4313 

TOTAL MIDI STUDIO 
24-Track Board * Kurzweil 250 
8-Track 510/hr * 16-Track $15/hr 

o 0-50 * 08-8 * TX-7 * Digital Reve ,, 
Delay * Digital Mixdown * MacPlu 

JP7(.1 * SMPTE Video Lockout 
* Latest Outboard Gear 

S10/Hour (213) 461-4387 

HOT LIVE 
SOUND SYSTEM 

FOR RENT 
(714) 969-7376 

Sonic Sound Productions 

STUDIO 

2.212 212.J1 22 
R-trk Atari ST 
S-550,1)-50, 

DX-7,aIIFX 

213-466-9051 
$100iSong -Inclucles MuslelanseProductIon 

1 6-TRACK 30IPS 
MIDI STUDIO 

BLOCK RATE AVAILABLE 
Includes Player/Programmer/ 

Engineer 
818•840•9468 

REHEARSAL 
Large Studios • Pro PA 

Stage Lighting • Drum Riser 
A/C • Engineer 
(NM 24-8620 

DRUMMERS 
The Faust School Rhythm Courses 
produce rave results tor musicians at 

all levels. 
* Expand your ability to master rhythm 

a Study hand development 
a Master stick & set control 
For more into & rates call 

The Faunt School of Creative Music 
(818) 247-2234 

SPOT RECORDING 
AUTOMATED 40- INPUT CONSOLE • rib-TRACK 
64-TRACK MIDI • DIGITAL Ft & OUTBOARD 
ALBUMS • SINGLES • E P ' s • DEMOS • PROMOS 
ALSO - CASSETTE DUPING, CUSTOM LOGOS, 

FLYERS, GRAPHIC DESIGN 
OLOCK RATES FROM 215.00/HOUR 

THE BEST ENGINEERING I' BEST TIAYIL  

(7(4) 432-83)0 

PASADENA 
REHEARSAL STUDIO 

Fully Equipped 
9 a.m.-11 p.m. 

7 DAYS 
(818) 304-9527 

GROW IT LONGER AT 
LONG HAIR ROCKS 

SO Cal s # 1 salon for top d upLomIng bands 

* Most Advanced Techniques 
* Best Trained Cutters 
TRIMS. CUTS. COLOR 
BLEACH. HIGHLIGHTING 
2513 E Colorado Blvd 

Pasadena (818) 795 1272 

Photo Concepts 
by 

Janiss Garza 
on the streets. 

On stage... 
in the studio 

(2 1 3) 6 6 9-1 271 

SUBSCRIBE 
BY ti 

CZ PT 
(213) 462-5772 

• 

1 

COMPLETE DEMO 
BY DEMO PRO 

fully producer' using Dy' 
syntn, RA!! drums, SK9i) effects processor 
acoustic & electric guitars midi sequencing 
& male or female vocals (or sour own)! $9550N5 

Great Demo * Great Price 
Steve (818) 763-9641 

SOUND STATION 

REHEARSAL STUDIO 
(818) 994-5714 

24—TRK $17/HOUR 
ENGINEER INCWDED 

AMPEX 1200, AMEK CONSOLE. 
EFFECTS, KEYS 

(213) 371-5793 

SONGWRITERS 
Top Quality Demos 

Arrangements/Charts 
24 track fully digital MIDI studio 

Songwriting services/ 

Vocalists available 
Studios (213) 465-6117 

GREYHOUND RECORDING 

-0( 24- FREE e  de7- 
PRODUCTION 

TRACK CONSULTATION 

BEST STUDIO 11N TOWN 
FOR LIVE BANDS 
FOR INFO (818) 885-1213 

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPIES 

! 60 CENTS! 
ALSO GREAT PRICES ON TAPE 

BASF CHROME C-30 .6oc 
ABEL S PRINTE D CUSTOM LENGTH TAPES 

(213) 467-5745 

QUALI I I IlL 110.4, 
$9 PER HR. 

Includes production. engineer. digital drum, 
gramming, digital med..., digital dries. harmoniser. 

31 band eq. parametric eq. midi. mquenem. 1)10. 
rockman. musicians and excellent...mod. 

CALE 818-841-3316 
rite sTIWN14) R11.111111 ü 1[11,11 1 S /lS•ti 

24 trk—$200112 hrs. 
JBL's-NS10's-3MM79 SPX90's 

Album Quality— 
Anywhere, Anytime 

Studio on Wheels 
(818) 243-6165 



* * EARN- Urea * * 

PER HOUR 
Guaranteed -Salary-

Up- to $1-000- Per Week 
Earning  
COMPLETE TRAINING * 
* DAILY CASH $$$ * 
* TOP COMMISSIONS * 
* FLEXIBLE HOURS * 
* PAID MEDICAL * 
CALL  

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
Call Personnel: 6AM-2PM 

Studio City 8181760-1340 



(213) 871-1010 / 871-0806 
l'ut our full-time production team to work for you! 

COMPACT 

00 
DIGITAL AUDIO 

QUALITY MANITPKTURING AT LOWER PRICES: 
Compact Discs, Records, Audio & Video Tapes 

(Please mention "LIMITED OFFER" when ordering) 

Through Creative Sound you have access to over 150 vendors, 
including WEA and Capitol Records. 

Compact Discs in Jewel Box with Full Color Folder & Back Card 

400 for / 1000 for / 2000 for / 1000 CD Singles for 

Audio Cassettes with Full Color Inserts (J Cards) 

1000 Superior Quality for / 1000 Premium Quality for 

12" Records in Full Color Jackets 

1000 Superior for / 1000 Premium for 

7" Records (45 or 33 1/3 RPM) in White Sleeves 

1000 Superior for / 1000 Premium for 

Video Tapes — VHS or BETA 

500 30 Minutes in White Boxes for ,)3.9 Each / 60 Minutes Each. 

11M. MMIM •II•• 

Additional Services: 
,ut & -1 In, typography, nit] olor (• i)di(ttion ,, 

th composite negatives. 

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICES Limited Offer 
Prices based upon receipt of tape ( ready for final mastering), negatives for 
printing & camera-ready label art. Guaranteed Quality. 50% deposit 
required, balance when ready to ship. Completion about 15 working days 

from date of test & color-key approval. 

Creative So 4  h -ces a vorkmanship and materials. 

Why not hire Creative Sound as an extension of your production effort? 
You'll gain 20 years of experience at no charge! 

CREATE 1 Sunset-Vine Tower, 6290 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1026, Hollywood, CA 90028 




